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1.	 INTRODUCTION
The Central. Data Processing. System (CDPS): is the Central.. integration
Facility which transforms the raw data collected at remote sites into
performance evaluation information for assessing the performance of .
solar heating and cooling systems.
,a
This CDPS Software Performance Snecification (CSPS) provides the medium
for Basel ning the overall software system requirements.	 .After baselining,
the software requirements will be placed under change confi .gura:tion .control
...and can:be'changed only through formal change Procedures established by
the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) . 	 Through this procedure, the
document will remain current with the requirements/capabilities of the
CDPS software throughout the con .tr.letual period.
The objective of this document is to establish, the requirements which
must' be satisfied by the UPS software..* 1 descriptions of and references
to the CDPS hardware configuration are . only to tacil tate.espl.an'ation or
the. software ' requirements and not to control the connfiguration of the 1
hardi-Tare.	 The CDPS hardi^*are is controlled by 12' •1 and is used for support
of multiple contract programs.	 To support this varying utilization
environment, IBM ;rust maintain the lldxiuil:ity .co modify the configuration
as 'required.	 Because of this flexibility requirement, the CDPS hardware
configuration may vary during the performance of the SIB S contract, ")ut
the capability to satisfy all SIMS processing requirements contained
within . the:CD.PS.Hardware Performance.Specificat.ion.still b.e'maintained..:'..
This document will n.ot be updated to reflect changes in the detailed
CDPS hardware configuration which do not affect CDPS software requirements.
The programming . standards. to be us--d in develop mant, uucumienta Lion. and p
Maintenance of the software are discussed in . Appendix A.	 In addition,
the CDPS operations approach in support of daily data collection and
processing is discussed in lnpendi--ti 3.
-	
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1.1
	 CDPS ROLE IN SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING PROGRAM ^.
The CDPS, located at IBM's FSD facility in Huntsville, Alabama:,
provides the resources required to assess the performance of solar 4
heating and cooling systems installed at remote sites. 	 These y:
remote sites consist..of residential, commercial,.government, and
educational types o f buildings, and the solar heating and cooling..;..
systems can be hot-water, space hearing, cooling, and combinations
thereof.	 The instrumentation data associated with these systems will
vary according to the application and must. be collected, processed,
and presented in a form which supports continuity of performance
evaluation across all applications.	 In addition, data must be,
maintained for historical purposes and for detailed analysis. 3
a #,
In supporting the overall program objectives, the CDPS satisfies the
°	 following functional requirements:
Data Collection.- The CDPS daily-collects. instrumentation data.. ^.:.j
from all remote sites via s tandard voice-grade 1200 Baud telephone
k ,	 lines.	 In addition, non-instrumentation data available from ^ISFC,
ERDA, HUD, etc., which is needed in performing overall system
..evaluation, is collected via . manual means..
Data Processing - The CDPS accepts raw data., as collected by the
-	 data collection function, and performs the data processing
functions required. to .transform the raw data into processed
information for use in system evaluation/analysis activities. 	 The
X `	 CDPS also .provides the resources to maintain a performance`` y
t•	 evaluation data base, containing both raw data and processed
information, for use in support of performance analysts.
Data Archiving - To provide capability for detailed analyses of
system performance and to maintain data for historical purposes,:
F	 the CDPS.provid'e
.
s the capabilities to archive data. collected and
processed during the program.	 Both raw data and processed data is
retained on magnetic tape, and formal reports are archived in a
library.
;.	 Data .Distribution - In addition to collection, processing, and
n
archiving of data, the CDPS provides the essential function of
r	 distributing the data to the appropriate o rganizations.
Distribution is in the form of printed reports, data plots, and
magnetic tapes.
-
r
Syste:ms:_Analy.sis Simulation	 - An essential capability in
asseso ng.the perforimance of solar heating and cooling systems is
-	 the ability
	
predict performance for correlation with
_
{
_
operational performance.	 The CDPS provides the resources needed
" in support of this simulation activity and provides capabilities
for automated correlation of predicted and actual. performance..
A-
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1.2	 OF P^U1^ 
DUAL
CDPS FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
In performing its role within the solar heating. and cooling
d' demonstration program, the CDPS, through its hardware/software, seal-
satisfy overall system requirements. 	 A summary of these system
requirements is given in the following paragraphs:
A
Growth Potential - Because of the distinct possibility of growth
in the data collection and processing reauirements as additional
sites are added to the program, the CDPS shall be designed to allow
growth in capability with a minimum of costa
Data Collection - To support timely processing/presentation of
F data in support of the performance evaluation.activities,.dai.ly
collection of data shall be provided from all remote sites. a
Timely Processing of Data -- The processing data flow witr,^;1 t ne
CDPS shall minimize the delay between receipt of data at the CDPS
and availability of processed information. 	 An operations goal I
"
will be to provide processed information and reports at the start
of :first shift each day.
Operations Personnel: - The design goal of the system shall be to
minimize operations personnel utilization during data collection
and processing.	 Software shall provide built-in error
detection/recovery techniques to 'allow maximum of automatic
control..
SDAS/CDPS Communication - Because of the availability of
software/.proven concepts. on other programs which use telephone
lines for automatic data collection, maximum benefit of this prior
experience shall be utilized to reduce program risk.
:.r System.Recove-ry.- The o.verall.data collection concept shall provide
the flexibility to ensure that site data is not lost through
failure of the communication inte rface or host computer.	 Backup
shall be provided to restore entire contents of performance
evaluation data .base in the event of computer malfunct.ion....
Data Archiving - . Within any demons tration program, availability cf
historical data must be provided in order to support the
performance evaluation activities.	 The CDPS s..hall . support this
archiving of data and provide the means o'? identifying the
-_ location for timely retrieval.
User Support	 Because of the requirements:generated through .a'.
`
diverse user community, the CDPS shall provide a flexible user
support capability which can be easily structured to satisfy
need s..
s'.
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Flexibility - Because variations in instrumentation at remote
sites, the CDPS shall support the processing or variable input
formats.
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1.3	 GDPS IM MARE DESCRIPTION
As shown in Figure 1, the CDPS hardware consists of
	 .communication
interface computer conrigur.ation : and a Bost Computer caiifi uratlon:
The following paragraphs briefly describe the components of dach of
-- these configurations.
1.3.1	 Communication Interface Conf.i uration
r
The communications interface configuration provides the capability to
" collect data from remote sites via 1200 baud voice-grade telephone
lines.	 [JATS lines will be used for this communication and will be
supplied.by the Government.	 In addition, the communications facility
at MSFC will provide the necessary communications hardware to support j
the data collection.fune.tions.. Automatic dial-up. and .command
interface with the remote sites will be provided by the communications
` interface computer.
The communication intp.-face
 configuration operates in a standalone mode or
operation and consists of:
q
(1)	 An 1BH System/7 computer with input/output peripherals to
support operator interface, report generation, and data
storage. A
(2)	 Communication interface hardware for communications with
remote. sites via telephone lines:.
(3)	 Hardware to support collection of data via manual means.`
(4)	 Communication hardware for transfer of data to the host .:
computer configuration. (IMM S/37.0-145) .
The overall hardware elements are shown in figure 2 and are discussed
in the f:olowing .Pata"graphs.
1.3.1.1	 System/7 Computer
As can be seen; n . 'i ure 2	 tl c . ,ysLem/7 
.
compuaer. configuration
consists of the following hardware:
Cl)	 Central. Processing Unit (CPU)
(2)	 Memory
(3)	 Teletype; Keyboard/Printer (5028) .
(4)	 Disk Storage (5022)
j
(5) . Prin.ter (74.31)
!
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Figure 2. Communication Interface Configuration
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U Teleprocessing Multiplexer Module (TPrM - - The TP`D1 provides the
communication interface logic for controlling up to eight
asynchronous communication lanes simul,taneously .  The TPMIA also
:	 provides the interface to the System/7 for control of the
communications with remote sites.
Auto-Call Unit - The Autocall Unit consists of a Western Electric
801 Autocall Unit and provides the interface with the TP:!^i fox
dial-up information and status.	 The Autocall Unit is an output-
only device and performs.. automatic dialing of. the remote sites . as
commanded by the System/7 via the TPMM.
Modem - The modem 3s a Western Electric 202C device which is
coingatible with'. the modem in - the : SDAS unit at the remote 'sites.
'	 The modem performs mod  Lila tion/ demo dulation of signals being
:...t
	
transmitted to/from the ,remote site.
Cow upler = 'the coupler is a standard Western. Electric device which.
provides voltage transient protection for the telephone lines.	
A 
.?i 1.3.1.3	 Manual Data Collection (Cassette Mead)
'-	 To suppa.rt collection of data via manual means from remote sites, the
$'	 communication interface configuration contains a prototype Site Data
Acquisition Subsystem (SDAS). 	 Cassette tapes manually retrieved from
sites will be inserted into the prototype unit and transmitted to the
Systen/7
 
via local telephone lines.	 a
1.3.1.4 System/7 -- Host Computer Communication (SBCA)
r•.	 The Sensor Based Communication Adapter (SBCA) provides the capability
for high-speed data transfer between the System/7 and the host
computer. The SBCA will transfer data at a rate of 2.2 megabits per
}	 second:..
^.i	 1.3.2 Bost Computer Confieuration
The host computer configuration receives rata data collected. from all
remote sites, on a daily -basis-,. via _the .communication hardware from	 ^.
^ 
f
the communication interface configuration.
processed and stored into the. performance evaluation .adata tbase for use
in evaluation activitles. 	 The host computer configuration . consists of
an MI System/370-145 which is shared with other users. 	 The	 .,f
configuration is shoran In Figure 3	 and significant elements are
Usc'ussed.in the: f o llowing paragraphs.. 	 Detailed descr iptions. arew
,. Available in. existing IBM equipment reference manuals.
x	 x
1.3. 2.1 	 Sensor Based Control Unit (SBCU)	 ^{
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The:.SBCU provides the communications medium for receipt of data fromE^
the communication interface configuration for processing. 	 Data
transfer rate is .2.2 mgabits.P er second.
1.3.2.2	 Terminal Support
IBM 32:77 terminal units are provided for access/update of the
performance evaluation data-base. 	 Two terminals will be dedicated to
-the solar .energy applications to ensure availability..	 Tabular output
can be displayed ort ..these terminals.
A Tektronix 4015/4531 display hard copy unit provides the capability
to generate either text or graphical data representative.	 This unit
- is dedicated to support .ox the analytical:/reporting: req-uirement5. or
the progratn.
1.3.2.3	 Magnetic Tape Units
M:Q
The configuration provides both 9-track.ond 7-track magnetic tape
is
handling capabilities. 	 Density f or ?-trod; tapes is .1600 LPI" or 500:
BPI; ` whereas, 7-track tapes are 800 BPI. The magnetic tape units will
be . used t_o..generate deliverable. tapes. to :XSFC four use in updatin
	 the:..
`ISFC solar energy data base -and to other data users as required . .	 i
addition, archival data will be placed on magnetic tape for storage.
1.3.2.4:	 Disk Storage units
The configuration provides TB.I 3333/3330 disk units for use in
supporting the performance evaluation data base.
	 The present.
5< configura_t:io..n :eanCain"S storage.. capaciy. of 400 ` iiegaby:es; however, 	 the
system suppa.r:ts exParisl,on without hardware :motiis'icaion to 2 billion
bytes .of , storage.,ra .
	 One disk' unit, which provides storage for 9-00 
megabytes, will be dedicated to MS CDPS functions..
1,:3.2.5. High-Speed Printers
Three high--speed Printers (1100 lines per minute. ) : .are provided for .. .
support of report; genera tio.n/ distribu.td,on.:requixements:, 	 lzl addition,
'reports created during processing of data will be printed for
anal,ys ^s ,
13 2:.:&	 Console
The operation console provides the operator:with;vis"ibility into and
control of operations within the computer.	 It will. be used. to :allow
tte operato	 to izltlate daily: processing `af data From remote sites.
Status g processing And operator actions required 11,13. be
presented on the console.
1:.3.2 .7
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The Mainframe of. the host computer .consists oi a memory .capacity o	 1.
million bytes, input/output channels, and the ventral Processing Unit
(CPU). 	 Memory utilization of approximately '1 56IL byes is anticipated
4 
3
in support of data processing functions; thus, significant margin
F.^.; (excess': capacity) exists.	 The CFI,* . pro:vi:d.es . the instruction set,
memory addressing logic, registers, and input/output control functions
required in support of software execution.
TE . 1.3.2.3	 Operating. System..-..
The System/370 operating system is utilized to control the
execution of data processing functions within the software.
	
Iu
addit.on, the oper .a.ting sys tem. proviides the language pzacessors
(.compiler/linkage editors/etc,) used in generation of both the S/370
. and System/7 software.	 ^J
r	 ,.	 .^, processing 'priorit}
	
system is uc.x:^^::.cd ^}
	
t9^^ ope rating system. to
matiimize computer utilization.	 'Zo ensure that solar energy data is
	 ^5
processed within specific time constraints, a high priority level will
be assigned.
a
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1.4 CDPS OVERAU sor-TWARE DESCRIPTION
Within the CDPS, the major sof tware  tasks to be performed are-
0	 Communication interface - , for data collection
0	 Input 2rocessing for conversion of raw data into
information,
0	 Maintenance for.updating/maintaining performance.
evaluation. data base
0	 User Support for generation of outputs to satisfy the needs
of the data . :u-s-er community.
As can be seen in Figure 4. the major software tasks have been
allocated to CAPS hardware configurations. This allocation is based
av^ On
 tbG Ph i l	 hy^ of the S .9tem/7 qomputer^configuration's performing3. OSOP
the data collection function and the host computer conftguration's
performing
 datailad data editing, ';.^t;a conversion, Lila -,:aintenance,
and user
.
 support functions.
ry
Also shown in Figure 4 is the performance evaluation data base.	 This
data base will contain all data required to support the performance
analyst and will reside on disk storage and magnetic tapes within the
host computer configuration.
Subsequent sections of this document define the detailed requirements
which must be satisfied within the software elements and the data
base.
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Figure 4. Mi7jor Software Tasks
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2.0	 COMUNICATIOVS 11TERrACE SOFTUARE REOUIREMENT5 I
The communicatio: ,s interface sof tware will reside in a System/7
computer and provide the communications interface functions for the
d' central data processing system.
The.System/7 . communications interface software will sequentially dial
r sites over switched asynchronous telephone lines and collect sensor
data.	 A site directory on disk will be used to control the proper
Sequencing of site data collection.
	 After data collection is complete :.
the System/7 - host computer link will.be used to transmit the data. to
the host for subsequent detailed processing and data base update:
^ •ir
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2.1
	 FUNCTIONAL SOFTWARE REQUIREZUENTS
The communications interface software shat].. pr . ovIde communications with t
each SDAS, control the collection of SDAS sensor data, and send the
data to the host computer.	 In order to meet these recuir:ments, the
following .functional capabilities will be provided.r
o	 Access to Remote Sites via automatic tele phone callin,
st3quetic" -contained within a si te directory.
o	 Control ot. communications :signals to support a :s witched ,
telephone interface to each SDAS. r
o	 Control of each SDAS over telephone lines for data
collection.
o	 Tempararbufrerin¢ and disk storage of the data ^rom eaLn 1
SDAS;
o	 Transmission of SDAS c^a._a to chc host cori^uter. {
o	 Manual control of SDAS conmiands for troubleshooting.
The detailed software :requirements assoc:atad with aach. of the above
fuactionr are presented in the following paragraphs
?1-17
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. 2.2
	 SITE DIRECTORY REQUIREMENTS
t{
A site directory containing information on each site shall be provided
for the communications interface software to control the data
f` collection process,
	
This information shall he maintained on:the
System/7 disk to insure .data.integrity duringdower off conditions.
' 2.2.1	 Site Director y Infarmatiozs
Information in. the site directory is required for each site.	 The
information shall be organized on disk by site records_ and Melds, of j
data.: Each site shall have a record of information that contains
N :. fixed data fields.	 Each field of SDAS .information required will be
described-,. in the .followin g
 paragraphs
2.2.1.1	 SDAS Station Address'-
This field shall; contain the unique station address associated with
r each site.	 This field will be used to obtain the station address for
k SDAS _command messages described in Section 2.4.1.
r, 2 i'. 2 	SDAS Status
^. This field shall ` provide the operational status of each SDAS.	 It
shall, be modified by: the. communications interface: sof twar.e as each
st4 te xs :
 called, commands sent to the SDAS, and data collected.. Tha
x status field will allow proper sequencing during a restart of the data '.
' collection process.
-
2.2.1.3-	 SDAS Dial Digit's .
; 	 3 TbIs field shall, contain the autocall dial digits required to
k
automatica ly ..call...a. site over: ;witched lines ` .	 :L11LSe ^i -I ts snail :ae
entered by an operator when the remote site becomes operational and
s; shall remain fixed thereaf ter.
.2 ?.1..4
	
..SDAS Process . Requirements
^" T This field shall specify how .often data will be collected: from. a site.
It. vill contain,° the number of days desired between data collections`.
"i" in this :field for:instanc.e. would ind ca. te . dail:y collection
This field shall initially be Input by an operator when the site
i becomes operational and shall be` changed only if collection
' requirements change.
2 2.1.5	 SIAS D^ita Collection Time
This field shall, be required by tho communication interface software
Yza W. determine when dntai is :.to be dollerted° from it site,	 it sha1J
contain the time (year, day, hour, min, sac) that date was last •
A-18
collected.	 By subtractinF; this 	 tiuW	 frcr.i the :E.t1;reat 	 tiL.;e and
comparing - the result with the 0-.:S p4L ce s rovuireatoau	 fzol:.i, to
sOtt[ are shall autc'i-aticall	 dettrrd--n,^ !iE en "o ool 	 dan From a i
site.
.1.6
	 SD AS Error :Information
J
This field .shall . contain. error infort::a r-ion . rtA-A o ived from a	 .;ur in-
data collection.
	 Error information.	is contained in the reply vie ss allo.
from a site and is described in Sec tion
2.2.17 ..'Number .cif Site Disk %xtanas- . 	
, ....
Data collected from each ra ote sito shall be temporarily stored on 	 }
disk until forwarded daily to the host computer for processing.. 	 To provid'a
the flexibility to`.Continate the .collodion from, sites ` when eithel., the
data transfer- link (SBCA) ear tho. ,1osu	 ..otruut or is not $. ac tionir.iy,,_ tbe.
software shall allow provl.Slons zor tt) ^o five tlijil y cwllactior's
before data transfer to th ey host must lue.ac.c:omplisllad.	 This. field of
the site : d.irector y
 shall +.ilrlie ace; tae nuriibe?r .o	 t -ios data has 'L^e"e it ^..:
collected since last transfer to the Moat c_ompuce r .	 I	 4n comi?le: -'a. .l 9.
>tdataof data transfer, this r^.ed shall be rerset^ 'vo indicate that Ile`
is being retained ..on. the disk.
2.2.1.5	 Site Record Index
Thisi	 d shallf el	 	 itldicat:e. t;lt4r;2 t e .,: ca .o,al 7 ew104 ftQT1E a. site. =5
stared on .dis k,:: .: This
	
r lotla an4d-i tlaVQ	 :1V Call-ae iIiL" LL** OQIIC l:Lil 	 V0
eatr i.e^s due to the collection requirem en t speci f iL 	 in '2) . «. 1. , 3 .
yd
2.2..1.9
	
Site Byte Count
This field shall indicate i+eS[3 many b ytes L^	 eilt^t wort? collec.tod and,
when used with the Cield specified ftI 2.°2. L. S, will indicate whorl
CIFit
	 was, S .tt')red on .tdisk ,tad how inuc^l dat.1 was 'sto i'z1, ..: ^^115 Firil.^
hold u p to five . en trie s
 
(Gila for .e a'nl rossibl e L41L a collection).
.2.2.1.10	 Initial Real TIme Clock Roadiizv,
This field is..required lit order Lel deltOXMI110 the a etual local time. i f
sensor readings '.iti the cellf,ctad data.	 It _,l aII 'nonta in GI C 	 t I:itte;
(Fear, day, hour. , min, see) in local time that this heal Time Clock in each
SDAS'	 +^a.d . zero..	 This field: shal.3.:t old five: ^ri^ri l- :: ^ ne fool c^aclE:
possible data :vallection) . A.
2.2.1.11	 13CII Errors
TINS field 'shall	 illdiea tt' the	 E1llRlbtrr tti BC'II o rrors dotoC t0 	dtil'illg
each data collection . (five entries shall be provido-d) .	 BCII error
processing is discussed i;n . Sep: tion '' .3. 	 of this document .:
f	 I
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2.3 COr11UNICATIONS HARDWARE INTERF_10E REQUIREMENTS
In order to automatically collect data from remote sites, software	 a
shall: b. .e .provided to,: communicate with each 5.DAS via the communications
hardware.. Figure 5 shows the communications hardware with which the
software shall interface. The software shall 1nitiare commands to the	 ;.
Teleprocessing Multiplexer Module (TPIEQ to establish proper
communications. to the autoeaTl .:.unit and mrder►
 for both . *_. raxismis:s on to
and receipt of data from the.SDAS. In.addition; the software shall
perform status checking after every input/output operation to ensure
correct operation. The following
 paragraphs define the detailed
requirements to.
 
be satisfied in interfacing with the communication
hardware. r.a
2.3.1 Interface Command Requirements
.......	 .
Interface commands and required software action to initiate
communication operations are shown in Table 2-1.
Table 2"l. Interface Commands/Software Required Actions.:
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" able -1^2, '`Cotta rs^ication Crrot• hstactiQnCSoFt:iaare Action
ERRQE! ITAMTS SOMARE `ACTION
Data Sat Chack ;Iska three attempts to roestablWi
o :Loose of Data Set heady. cotpuaications ; and ; rat y-''the co l
4urtas a read ` t1a d, ;	 f unauaceaaful, continue a
o	 Loan of Carrier Detect to next site
durins a ` read
o	 Loss, o	 Clear to s>#d
dux#ng a► writa: : s
a AM not ready during a
. dial
j Data overrun y comfiats	 mand three. kime .s 	 then	 1
9	 Ch*tactar fntsrrupt ;' continue to next site
occurred before previous
C^1nt±^C^^r : aervi .t3cd ; ;
y	 110 Irror$ s tee . ^ Retry aomtaand :three 'times, their
:	 . continue to not sit4	
-	
-
j	 ,
tiara out etueen Characters ;faka three attempts to reestablish
cormunicat ions and retvy the com-
mand r . If unsuccassful. conti,ixuo,
_
to	 site)^next:	 F
Time out	 No 'SoAS Reply eta k-e three attempts to ree
,
atobl
l h
malld	 If urlgwccasef	 a . C611tsi;ll t^
to meat aitc*
KH Error in Received Data Retry command three t 	 a t^^
az4rtr for 411 oonmanc^s utiGUuotta aiii
ot:hax t:lrgn "Rfs.od Tana.' try threa time's tllan
	 t:o
10 arrera fot- "'Read Tape." t1ext: gitok
st1ttw4ta :Error' R^r
If we have three failures to complete a data transmission, the proSrant
will Qxc! a save of: data collected durinE the third try.
S stem recoveryL Shall he tender operator control (reload of :^.y;*tem m..;
r,ns	 Jr	 4t System/7: proSrntt e
_
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.2.4 SYSTEK/7 -SDAS C01WNICATIONS RRQUIRMOTS
The System/7 communications so£twarn shall i.taitiate; all communication::
with a site. Each site communications shall be iiAtiated with a
command message from the Sv-tt em/'7 °and be followed by a repay message
from the site. Figure G illustrates the communications command/reply
sequences necessary to collect sensor data from a site. The following
paragraphs describe the System/7 -.SDAS communications requirements.
2.4.1 Command Message Proeessk
Upon establishing communications with a remote SDAS via. the
communications hardware (described in paragraph 2.3), the
communications software shall, transmit as commaard message to the SDAS.
Each command message s11411 contain.
1. A unique command coda for the SUNS function to be performed
2. SDAS identification information
3. SC13 code for data validity checking
The format of the command messaago is discussed. in paragraph 2.4.4.
After transmission of the command, the software shall delay for at least
one minuta awaiting a reply message from the SDAS. If no reply is
received within the time limit, the communications software shall
disconnvet from the telephone line, printa massaagc indicazt:ing failure
to respolid, and attempt to reestablish the command interface. The
software shall :att n%tat wo 	 communicaLions throe Limes. 11
not successful, a message shall be printed indicating; unsuccessful
communications, and the software shall proceed to the n"'4 t remote site.
2.4.2 pegly 'Messages Processing
A reply message shall, be sent. to the System/7 from the SDAS after each
successfully received command message. Reply messages ;hall vary in
length depending on the command which  was transmitted to the SDAS;
however. each reply message shall contain the fallowing information:
1. Command Code: (as received by SDAS)
2. Site Idcntifi,caation (as razcel.ved by SIMS)
3. Status of the SIMS
4. SCti Coda generated by SDAS for data validity checking.
Format of the Reply Message is di-,exissed in Piratg aph :.4.S.
Two types of Reply Messages shall be received from the SDAS;
Normal Reply IYeassaZe -- Bit 0 of the SDAS status code contains as
' top,
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DIAL
ANSWER SDAS
READ CONFIGURATION AND END OF FILE COMMAND
END OF 1=1tE
WRITTEN TO `CAPE
READ CONFIGURATION AND END OF FILE REPLY CASSETTE
REWIND COMMAND
REWIND REPLY TAPE CASSETTE REWIND
READ TAPE COMMAND
READ TAPE REPLY TAPE CASSETTE
PLAYBACK
REWIND COMMAND
TAPE CASSETTE REWIRED
REWIND REPLY
DISCONNECT COMMAND
I
.DISCONNECT REPLY biSCONNEC
Figure 6. Commend/Reply Sequence
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Upon receipt of a Reply Hessage, the software shall determine the type
of reply and perform the processing functions required for the type.
These processing requirements are discussed in the iollowinS.
paragraphs.
264.2.1 Normal Reply. Processing
t
The software shall examine the status and BC11 codes returned with the
reply massage. It the . BCH returned with the data does not agree with
the BCH calculated.f'or the data, tits software shall repeat the command
sequence up to three times. It the reply data is incorrect for three
tonsecutiva attempts, a message shall be printed, communications shall
be reestablished and three more attempts made. If still unsuccessr`ul,
the software shall proceed to.the next site for conti.tuation of data
collection.
If the status returned indicates an SDAS error, tltie message reply is
considered an error.reply message and the actions . specified in section
2.4.2.2 shall be performed.
Eor normal reply messages which pass BCH and status tests, the
software shall proceed to the next command in.the site data collection.
aaquenca.
2.4.2.2. Error Reply lJesaage Processing
The error reply message shall contain status codes indicating the
error which exists within the SDXS. T>>ese errors, with the
corresponding required software action, are shown in Table 2-3.
A-37
A'
Error.Condition 'Software Action
1. BCH Error in Previous Reissues command to SDAS (3 times, if
Command required.) then continues to next site
2. Invalid Command Received Reissues. command.. to SDAS_(3 cities, if
required) then continues to next site
36 'invalid Station Address Reissues command to SDAS (3 times, if
Received required) then continues to next site.
4. SDAS Devices Failures A message . containing the status re-
o	 MPX 1. ceived is printed and the software
o	 :IPX 2 proceeds to the next site. The SDAS
o	 MPX 3 . error information is placed in the
o	 Al Basic site directory_ field specified in
o .
 
Tape Control. Section 2.2.1.6
a	 Realtime Clock
0
Table 2-4.
	
System/7-SDAS Commands/Software Action
Comm SDAS ACTION REPLY ACTION
Read Configuration & End of file written to System/7 computes when
End-of-File tape cassette and reply SDAS RTC was initially
message with current "0" and proceeds to
Realtime Clock (RTC) next command
reading sent to System/7
Rewind/Read Tape cassette is re-	 Reply message verified
wound to beginning of	 and next command
tape and reply . sent to	 issued
system/7
Read Tape Tape cassette is placed	 I Tape cassette data is
in.play mode and data	 read, BCH checked, b
on cassatta sent as 	 stored on disk
reply message
Disconnect Reply message senc.. 1-0	 , ....	 r _E l » d-P Y	 ` '' ^p1 , ^r message ^*c ^	 ;,
System/7 and SDAS dis-	 any new command must
connected from com-	 dial to reestablish
municati,ons	 communications with
SDAS
Disconnect & Rewind** Reply message sent to Reply message verified-
S1
	
SDAS .:is- any new command must
connected . fxom .com- dial to reestablish
munications	 and tape communications with
cassette rewound SDAS
Read Configuration* reply message sent.to Reply.message: verified
System/ 7 with current
SDAS 'RTC reading
Reinitialize** Reply message sent to Reply massage verified
System/7. and ` a master
reset of SDAS hardware
and software executed
Rewind only** Tape cassette rewinds Reply message verified
until stop i.a encoun-
tered and reply sent
to System/7
*This command useful for verifying status of SDAS
**Not used during operational data collection.
0
I
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2.4.3 Command Definitions
The communications software shall support ':he commands . to the SDAS as.
shown in Table 2-4. The actions taken by hoth the SDAS and the
communications sofmare in accomplishing the co=and function are also
shown.
A-29
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264.4	 Command message Forinat,
All command messages shall have the'following f ormat:
6 bytes
tPadPa ync Command SA	 BCH	 Pad
Pad	 FF Circuit Activation Bits 	 1 byte
Sync
	
6C S nchronization byte
Command	 HH* Unique command coda
SA	 HH Station Address	 SDAS Identification Code
BCH	 HH Block Check Code for previous two bytes
*R - Hexadecimal digit	 4 bits
2.465.: Re2lX Message.Format
All reply messages with, the exception of the Read Tape reply shall
have the following format.
3 or 8 Bytes
A[PAD	 SYNC COM. [SA	 STATUS REC.:CT. REAL TIME CLOCK BCH PAD
.,*Read Configuration ------ owl
Ccmmands Only
rad	 r. r. Circuit Activation Byte	 1 byte
Sync	 6D Synchronization Byte
Command	 HH* Cotamand^ Reciaived
SA	 11H SDAS Station Address
Sthtt^Sj	 HH %SDAS : Status
Racord	 HHHH. unusea
Ct.
Real. :	11HHHHH 24 Bit SDAS Real Time Clock Reading
Tinte
Clock
ry. A-30
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TAPE BUFFER
F DUMP08 MAT
	
BUFFER
	
BUFFER
	 END-OF-TAPE
 IED_ 1	 DUMP NO 2
	
DUMP NO. N	 MARKER
1512UYTES)	 (512 BY TES)	 (512BYTES)	 (12 BYTES)
h
DATA
SCAN
114 TO 42
PARAMETERS)
TIME DATA BLOCK DATA BLOCK DATA BLOCK
(2 BYTES) (G BYTES) CHECK (B BYTES) CHECK11 BYTE) 18 BYTESI CHECK:0 BYTE) 11 BYTE}
BUFFER'
FORMAT
I..'. --Tcc Lin Yk	 v-
PAD SYNC CONVAND STATION STATUS RECORD TIME BLOCK DATA DATA PAD BLOCK RECORD PAD
{1 BYTE) 1l BYTE) 41 BYTE) ADDRESS ( i BYTE) BYTE CHECKS SCAN ..... • • SCAN CHECK. BLOCK (1 BYTE)COUNT (3 BYTES) it BYTE) NO. 1 NO. N (BBYTESI CHECK(1 BYTE) (2 eYT£S) (i BYTE) DBYTE)
b
Figure 7. Read Tape Command Reply Format	
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w,	 DATA STORE REQ1?1REMRNTS
The communications interface software's hall accept and store on disk
all incoming SDAS sensor data. This data will be received as the
reply to a Read Tape Command and will be in the format described in
Section 2.4.6. The data. store software shall provide the following:
o
	
	 Buffers in System/7 memory to accept the data transmitted
from the SDAS. Two separate, chained buffers will be
required to allow one buffer to accept data while data is
being written to the disk from the other.
k
i	 o	 Provide storage (non-volatile) of the data on System/7 disk
a
	
	
Maintain the Site Directory fields that provide an index to
 the data on disk.
o	 Maintain the local time that the data was collected
F	 ^ 	 L
r
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2.6 TRA.NSMIT DATA TO HOST COMPUTER
The communications interface software shall provide a host forward
store capability. This software shall perform the following:
o
	
	
Automatically retrieve the sensor data for each site from the
System/7 disk.,
o
	
	
Build an identification/header record to be sent to the host
with the data from each site.
o	 Update the Site Directory fields on System/7 disk.
o	 Transmit the header records and data from site to a data set
on the5370-145 host computer.
o	 Provide error recovery during System/7 -- HOST data transfer.
The required format of the header records and data to be sent to the
host are shown in Figure 8.
F F
D ATA DATA a L DATA  
C L
llaFD INFO A INFO
ti
RECORD I	 RECORD 2
	 RECORD 5
BCH — BLOCK CHECK CHARACTER
FLAG — INDICATES WHETHER THERE WERE ERRORS III THE PRECEDING 8 BYTES OF DATA
DATA INFO
BLOCK	 BLOcr^	 BLOCK	 BLOCK	 Efg*li OF	 EXCE&STOSITE	 colAPLE-1c RECORD
^Ff.GC'v tits
	
ALTIUIED Tr	 1p A E ff	 T -^ A FLAGLa i.	 "ili	 * I	 'E, I F IF F
F;4-zvry 8. Sksf^,'f	 "!'Wut ForMat
L DATA
14
C
1
L'
I
	
I
A INFO H A
G
F
DATA	 L	 DATA	 r L 1 9 p
INFO	 H A	 lfjFQ	 A
G
e	 a	 1	 0	 j	 4
END OF SITE
ONlR1AND
ODE
	 SA	 Sc	 FF16
fi
(END OF SITE IS S BYTES LONG, AND BEGIIIS AFTER A FLAG BYTE)
SA IS STATION ADDRESS ! SC IS STATUS CODE
BLOCK
BLOCK
START
	
Ef;[} OF	 MORE FFx
CGtAMAl1D
	
SCAN	 SCAN	 SCAB	 CAN BLOCK	 UP TO
SCAN	 B BYTES OF FF NEXT BCH BYTE
(BLOCK STARTS ARE ALIGNED AFTER A FLAG BYTE, SCAWS ARE NOT ALIGNED END OF BLOCKS ARIr
HOT ALIGNED BUT I4AY BE PADDED WITH EXTRA FF'S,)
BLOCK START COMMAND
T	 3	 a	 5 5	 B	 11",E IS A COUNT IN 2 SECONDS ELAPSED .SINCE CLOCK
COMMAND
CODE SA SC I
BLOCK
BLOCK r1IlE
E016
COUNT
START TIME AT SITE, TIDE AT START OF.BLOCK,
SCAN
I
TIME	 LCAN DATA, LENGTH AtJO ARRAUGHAEUT
DEPENDES ON SITE
Figure 8 System 17 Output Format /Cry: rtinucd)
TI14E IS LEAST SIGNIFICANT 2.BYTES OF COUNT
IN 2 SECONDS ELAPSED SINCE CLOCK START
TIME AT SITE,
a
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The input processiug software, as shown prow Dusty► in Figure 4,
aerates i 	 the S?370-145 lost compLiter configuration. The overall
function of this software element is to tiransrexm rztN` 'i]1x2Lkt	 'i.nt0
praceased Information for penMtian Of the performance: evaluation data
base.	 This traansformation . regv^res. that the sq tware sati,sty the
requirement:• a^c stated in the followinS, paragraphs,
3, 1 	 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The input processing soft:waro, in performing its data processing role
within the CAPS, shall perform the following:
o	 Accept rawr site data
	 .ram t<3La. Syscemf7.
Fa	 &xtract variables from scans and convert to engineering units.
o	 Test converted . va.ri,ablea in accordance with performance any lvsr
inputs.
a	 Compute performance evaltiation parameters.
o	 Generate	 site oparaati.onal data base files.
a	 Create histo yjArchive topes.
a	 Create input: summary reports and error massagos .
The detail requirements atssoa.iatud with.
 above tLmcci=i are. deacribe^
in the following paragraphs:
A-39
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Software on the S/370 shall communicate with the host forward store
software on the System/7 for the transfer of raw data. Communication
shah, be through a Sensor Based Control Unit (SBCU) attached to the
S/370 to a Sensor Based Control Adapter (SBCA) attache.d.to.the.
System/7. Raw data received from the System/7 shall be stored into a
S/370 data set on disk for subsequent processing. The input format
from the S/7 was shown previously in Figure 8, and the format of the
data on the S/370 data set shall be identical to the input. Data	 3
shall not be passed. to subsequent processing steps if errors are 	 #
encountered during data transmission. Data transfer shall be attempted
five times if errors occur`. If transfer is unsuccessful after five
tries, the customer engineer shall be notified.
Error conditions which shall be detected during the transfer are shown 	 r
in Table 3.1.
e
i
d
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Table 371. System/7 - Host Communication Error Conditions
Error Conditions
	
Requirad ?Actions
1. Message issued to console. Retry of
transmission will depend on sense
settings associated with error..
2. Message issued to console. Retry of
transmission will depend on sense settings
associated with error.
3. Message issued to console. No retry.
4. Message issued to console: Retry response.
on sense settings associated with error.
5. Message issued to console. One retry per-
formed.
6. Message issued to console. One retry per-
formed.
7. Message issued to console. Five retries
performed.
S. Message issued to console. No retry per-
formed.
9. Message issued to console. No retry per-
formed.
10. Message issued to console. One retry
performed..
11. Message issued to console. No retry
performed.
12. Message issued to console. No retry
performed
13.. Message' issued to console. No retry
performed.
14. Message issued to console. No retry
performed,
15. Message issued to console. No retry
performed.
1.6. Message issued to console. No retry
Performed
A -41
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1. Channel Control .Check
2. Interface Control Check
3. Chaining Cheek.-`
4. Channel Data,Check
5. Command Reject
6. Bus Out Check
7. Equipment Check
8. Data Check
Overrun
10. Controller Read Timeout
11.. End of Block Response
Timeout
12. Incomplete Read Operation
13. Invalid Controller Address
14. Incomplete. Sense. . SBCU..
zs. Invalid Order Response
16. Invalid Branch
CODE 0234
rahl-, 3-1.
	 SN'Stem/7	 Host Communication -3251Frror ronditions (Continueul
Error Conditions Required Actions
17. Invalid End-of-Block Response 17. 'Message issued to console. No retry
performed.
18. Invalid Attention Response 18.. Message issued to console. No retry
performed.
19, No Controller Selected 19* Message issued to console. No retry
performed.
20. No Request Code 200 Message issued to console. No retry
performed.
21. Order Response Timeout 210 Message issued to console. No r-:-Lr^
performed.
22. Request Code Overflow 22, Message issued to console. No IeLry
performed.
23. ALU Check 23. Message issued to console. \To retry
performed.
6
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3.3 DECOMUATE RAT? DATA INTO SCABS
Decommutating raw data into scans shall include:
a	 Separating 3C11's and flags from the data.
o	 Determining the location of Block-Starts, End-of-Blocks,
•	 and End-of-Sites.
•	 I
o	 Extracting scans from the data.
a	 Computing scan times in Local time at the site.
Error processing shall include:
I
o
	
	 Stoppinr; the processing for a site if the program cannot locate
where blo..iks and scans hegin and and. An error message shall
also be printed indicating that data has been rejected.
i
o
	
	
Storing a scan into a rejected-scan data set if the time of the
scan is uncertain because of BCH error or the time fails time
continuity tests. An error messace shall also be printed
indicating time of scan and reason for rejection.
ORIGINAL PAGE; 16
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3.4	 EXTRACT VARIABLES AND CONVERT TO ENGINEERING LIMS
The input processing software shall process variable formats for data
variables within scans.
	
The softwara shall maintain a SDAS description
directory to provide a detailed definition of the location of each
variable within eacE WAS input data stream.
To extract variables from scans, the scan file created during decommitta-
ti.on shall be used as input.	 The software shall locate each variable q
requiring calibration/conversion through use of the SDAS description
ditractary.
Variablas shall be. calibratted and converted to engineering units using
the contents of the IP & C (,Instrumentation Program and Components list) J
file for conversion type and the conversion constants for each variable. i
The following , conversion types shall be provided.
Linaart
	 Ent-Units n A +(B x Raw)
Quadratic:	 Eng-Units - A +(B x Raw) + (C :; Raw,;)
Third Order:
	 Eng-Units - A +(B x Raw) + (C x Raw`) + (D :. Raw')
n3scrcte:	 Eng-units - 1 if A	 Raw c B
0 otherwise
Moot:	 Eng-Units -
	
A +(B x Raw)
r6
.t
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3..5 CONVERTED VARIABLE TESTING
After conversion to engineering units, individual variables shall be
tested for:
o	 Exceeding limits specified b y the performance analyst
o	 A change betiteen successive readi::gs which exceeds .a -maximum
specified by the performance analyst
*	 a	 A DCH
.
 error flag for the portion of the data stream iron
which the variable was extracted.
A'variable which fails any of the above tests small be rejected. A
failure indication value shall replace the computed value in the
output used to update the data bang . The rejected computed value,
along with identifying information (site id, time, and an indication
of which variable the data is for) shall be included in error messages/
reports to the analyst.
The capability shall be provided to perform tests for no change in a
variable.. This capability shall be selectable via performance analyst
input. Variables failing this test shall be included in error
messages provided to the analyst.
Control over the level of detail of error messages shall be provided
to the analyst, Capability shall provide detail messages (to the
variable level), summary messages, or no messages,
A-45
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3.6 COWL= PERF0R IANCE EVALUATION PARAMETFAS
_
	
	 The input processing software shall utilize the site instrumentation
data and manually provided data to compute performance evaluation para-
meters. Instrumentation input.to these computations shall consist of
input' variables at the scan level after conversion to engineering units
and testing functions have bean performed. :Ianual input of parameters
r
	
	 requir®cl in computation of performance parameters shall be provided by
the performance analyst. The resulting performance parameters shall be
included as output for entry into the data base.
The following performance evaluation factors•are typical of what might
be required for a particular site. This is not an all inclusive list
and is presented only for illustration, The particular list computed is
site dependent with some amount of addition or deletion to be expected.
o	 Solar Energy Proved for Hot Water
The solar energy applied . to the hot water load over the time
period of interest. The DHW storage tank output differential
temperature and the. DHt1 flow to load would be utilized to
F
	
	
calculate this energy transfer. This calculation is in the
fora of an integral.with integration interval corresponding to
the summary time period.
r	 o	 Auxiliary Energy Required for loot dater
.The auxiliary power transferred to the hot water when solar
energy cannot meet the demand. Differential temperature
•	 across the DHw auxiliary heat exchanger and flow to DIN load
is utilized in an integral equation.to calculate the energy
function:
Q	 Energy Savings for loot Water.
The fossil fuel equivalent energy savings that result trcm
using solar energy to heat the domestic water. This is accem-
plished by subtracting the fossil fuel equivalent energy
required to .operate the ,solar system from the. equivalent
fossil fuel energy which would be required to operate a con-
ventional system to satisfy the same load. The user must
supply the thermal efficiency for converting fossil energy
into energy required to.operate..the conventional subsystem
selected for comparison.
0	 Solar Energy Required for Heating
The energy from the solar energy system utilized for space
heating. The differential temperature on the load side of the
storage . tatik together with the flaw to . load . from storage are
utilized In on integral equation,
A 46..
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•	 Auxiliary Energy Required for Beating
Auxiliary energy for space heating may be supplied either elec-
trically or thermally. The electrical option requires totalized
wattmeter readings that are then converted to Btu's. The thermal
option is calculated in a similar manner as the auxiliary enemy
for hot water with the differential temperature being across
the space cooling/heating auxiliary enei•gt heat exchanger and
the flow measurement being the flow through the heat exchanger.
•	 Energy Savings for Heating
The fossil fuel equivalent energy savings from using solar energy
for space heating computed by subtracting the fossil fuel equiva-
lent energy required to operate the solar system space heating
system from the equivalent fossil fuel mercy required to operate
a conventional system to satisfy the same load. The user must
supply the thermal conversion efficiency and COP for conventional
subsystem selected for comparison.
o	 Solar Energy Required for Cooling
The energy from the solar energy utilized for coolinh. An
integral equation similar to the solar contribution to space
heating where the differential temperature on the load side
of storage and flow to load refer to chiller operation.
o	 Auxiliary Energy Required for Cooling;
An integral equation similar to the auxiliary thermal energy
required for space heating tomperature differential and
flow measurements referring to chiller operation.
o	 Energy Savings for Cooling
The fossil fuel equivalent for using solar energy to provide
cooling. Computed in manner similar to the hot -;atcr and space
heating with user supplying the thermal conversion efficiency
and COP for conventional subsystem selected for comparison.
o	 Rotating Equipment Power
The total power required by components such as pumps and fans
which are required to operate 1, IV SO air energy . system.
o	 System E.teergy loss
.`The energy collected.by the array but . not utilized by the heating,
cooling or DHtd subsystems. It is the difference between the
solar energy collected and utilized and a correction term
applied to account for the variation in energy storage.
A -4'7
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o Total Solar Utilized
The sum of the solar energy system contribution to Dill-1, heating
and cooling.
o Total auxiliary
. The sum of the auxiliary energy required to support the solar
energy system for DHW, heating and cooling.
o Total Load
The useful effect provided to the building by the DHW, heating,
and cooling subsystems.
	
For some types of subsystems this value
will be identical to the sum of the solar energy used and the
auxiliary energy used while for others this sum must be modified
to account for the efficiency of the subsystem.
o Total Percent Solar
The portion of the heating, cooling and DHId load {total load'
provided by solar energy and expressed as a percent.	 It is
calculated by dividing the sum of the solar energy applied to
the heating, cooling and DHW load by the total load.
o Total Energy Saved
The sum of the fossil fuel equivalent savings through use of solar
energy for the various solar energy systems.
o Insolation Data - Incident
The numerical integration, over the time interval of interest, of
the solar radiation falling upon the plane of the collector.
U Insolation Data -- Collected
The amount of solar energy collected in a given time period
obtained by evaluating the integral equation that requires
the differential temperature between collector array fluid inlet
and outlet and the collector array fluid flow rate. 	 Correction
for fluid specific heat variations may be supplied as deemed
desirable..
o Insolation Data - Conversion Efficiency
This term expressed as a percent is a measure of the ab i.ity of
the overall solar system to convert incident solar radiation into
useful thermal energy for the building. 	 It is determined by
the ratio of load satisfied by solar energy to the total solar
energy incident on the solar collector array.
A-48
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o Collector Data - ,array Efficiency
This term expressed as a percent is a measure of the ability of
the solar collector to . convert incident solar radiation into
thermal energy available either for storage or for the building
demand..	 It is determined by the ratio of solar energy collected
by the array to the total solar energy incident on the array.
a Collector Data - VRU`
This term is a measure of collector panel steady state thermal
performance and represents the slope of a computed function that
relates collector array efficiency to the difference between
collector fluid outlet temperature and ambient temperature
divided by incident insolation.
o Collector Data - FP\(T rc)
A measure of collector panel steady state performance and represents
they intercept of the function used to compute FRUL.
o Storage - Loss
This parameter is a measure of performance of the storage container
insulation and is related to the average temperature difference
between the storage medium and the storage ambient. 	 ., ,ij
calculated by taking the difference between the energy input
to storage and energy output to meet buildingdemand and the
change in the internal energy of storage. 	 Energy input and energy
output are integral equations requiring differential temperatures
and flow rates on all closed fluid loops on the inlet and outlet.
The change in storage energy is a function of the mass of the
storage and the average temperature change over the time of
interest.
o Storage - Efficiency
Utilizes the same computed parameters as storage loss and combines
them to form a percentage.	 The ratio is defined as the energy
removed from storage plus the change in energy of storage
divided by the energy input to storage.
o Equipment COP
Measurements of the Coef iciont of Performance (COP) are desired
for thermally actuated equipment such as absorption chillers,
heat pumps, etc.	 The equation used is dependent can the .particular
equipment being evaluated.	 For a typical absorption chiller it
consists of the ratio of the cooling load met by the chiller
A-49
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divided by energy required to meet the load (solar + auxiliary
+ rotating equipment).
E
o	 Diffuse Radiation
For some systems, it will be desirable to obtain a direct measure
of the diffuse insolation for collector evaluation and therefore(;
the appropriate instrumentation will be provided. 	 Concentrating
and spectral or angular selective collectors are examples of
when this data is of value. 	 Sampled values of the diffuse :q
radiation will be taken and integrated over the time interval a
of interest.
in the computation of the performance uarameters. use of any instrumentation
variable which has field testing criteria will require a significant amount
of input value deviance to determine if the value is set to an invalid n
indication (for example, sums require a mini=mum of 10 good values u ithin an
hour at this time).	 A different unique value will be used to indicate that
this variable is not applicable to the computation.
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3.7	 GENERATE DATA BASE
The input processing software shall generate the data base. These
records shall contain directly-instrumented variables and performance
evaluation parameters. Each data elsment of a record shall contain
either
(1) A value which has passed testing criteria or
(2) An indication that the value does not apply, was
rejected, invalid or was not computed because of
rejection or non-existence of an input value.
Data base records shall consist of:
(1) Detail Records (measurement scan level)
(2) Hourly Data (performance parameters)
(3) Daily Data (performance parameters)
(4) Monthly Data (performance parameters) 	 1
The requirements associated with the generation of these data are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Detail Data
These da%a shall be at the scan level (baselined at S minutes).. All
variables which either are not applicable to this SDAS or have fiilod
processing testing shall be fl.igged with indicator till words.
Hourly Data
Hourly data shall be corputcd fro^ -.ha detail data described previously.
The hourly value (total or average) for a parameter shall be computed
using an appropriate method (for example, rectan gular integration)
based an the valid detail (scan) value fo7 appropriate variables
within the hour. If a significant number of values ui the variables
within the hour have failed testing criteria (as indicated by the
appropriate fill words), or are not applicable the hourly value shall
be set to the appropriate fill value.
Daily Data
Daily data shall be computed from the hourly data. The daily value
(total or average) for a parameter shall be computed using an appropriate
method (for example, rectangular integration) based on the valid hourly
values within the day. If all hourly values have been set to an
A-51
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appropriate fill word. then tho daily value shall lie set to that kill
word, also.
Monthly !';ta
Monthly data shall be computed from the daily- data using the same criteria 1^
that. was used to determine daily values.
.. \ti
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3.8	 CREATE HISTORY/ARCHIVE '?'.aPES
The input processing software shall provide the capability to create
history/archive tapes of raw and ;processed data.
The software shall provide the capability to save on history/archive
tapes the raw data received from th System 7 computer and SDAS data
description infortration used in processing the raw data into engineering
units.
The input processing software shall provide the capability to save pro-
cessed data on tapes for history purposes as follows:
1) Detailed measurement data (raw data converted to
engineering units for each scar) for all sites will
be archived. Approximately one month duration of
detailed measurement data for a group or approxi-
mately 20 sites will ba archived on one tape.
2) hourly performance factor data for all sites will be
archived. Approximately three months of hourly per-
formance factor data for a group at approximately 20
sites will be archived on one tape.
3) Daily and monthly performance factor data for all
sites (approximately 200) will be :archived every
month on one tape.
The archived data shall be ordaniucd by site id--ntification for rztriival
purposes.
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3.9	 CREATE MUT SMMARX REPORTS 'AND MIROR r ES.SAG .S
To assist the performance analyst and data base maintenance personnel,
the Input.Procassing Software shall create input summary reports and
error messages.	 To provide these reports .and . messages, the software
shall:
o. Generate daily reports to specify .the number of data base
records by site and scans.
a. Generate a report to specify the number of records- by site
placed in data base detail record history. files. Q
o Generate a daily summary report to specify the number of 	 SDAS's
processed and the number of SDAS 's
 for which processing failed
o Generate daily messages if a site is dropped or a block of data
Is dropped
o Support user selection options for ERAS summary reports an rat,
input processing.	 These reports sham, include the following
types of information:
-	 Number of blocks
-	 Number of scans
-	 Time of first and last scan
-	 Summary of errors in variables.
o Support user selection for error messages on individual
variable-errors (BCH errors, out of limits, variable changing
too fast, variable rejected) during raw input processing.
o Support user selection option for printing data base detail:.
records created by raw iapuc proco.-3sino.
o Provide a report of calibration/conversion parameters for each
remote site.
	 Report shall include calibration/conversion data
for each input parameter.
ORIGINAL PAGE lb
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4. FILE MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
The file maintenance software shall e:tecute in the Sf370-145 host
computer and shall provide the capabilities required in su pport of the
performance evaluation data base. The software •.hell execute in a
shared environment under control of the S/370 operating system. 	 I
4.1 'FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
To support the management of the performance data base, the file
maintenance software shall:
o	 Update the data base as a result of additional Input.
Processing. Software
	
I
o	 Provide capability for manual input to the data base for data
collection/addition/correction
o	 Provide capabilities required in performance of data base
maintenance, access, and update functions
o	 Provide security of data base contents.
The following paragraphs address the detailed requirements which must
be satisfied.
A-5G
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4.3 MANUAL INPUT TO THE DATA BASE
The performance evaluation data base shall contain non-instrumentation
data relating to description and performance of solar heating and
cooling systems. In addition, manual input for correction of data
base contents shall be supported. Both terminal input and batch input
techniques shall be provided.
The manual interface capability shall be used to generate initial data
files within the data base and shall be used to enter non-
instrumentation data, problem descriptions, problem solutions, site
anomalies, and other texttype information pertinent to site performance
evaluation.
During the manual input of data, the software shall perform editing on
format of input to ensure that incorrect data is not Wintered into the
data base. Messages shall be provided to indicate erroneous input (on
display tube from terminal input and via printout for batch mode).
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4.4 DATA BASE MAINTENANCE ACCESS AND UPDATE
The normal data base maintenance, access, and update capabilities
shall be provided for support of the performance evaluation data base.
The file maintenance software shall provide:
o	 Predefined operations to be performed on the data elements
when maintenance is being performed,
o	 Interface between the data base processing language and user
written routines for data editing. (No longer applicable)
o	 Data field editing while performing file maintenance.
o	 Indication of errors in data makeup for corrective action.
o	 Statistics on system characteristics for use in improving
performance.
o	 Ability to access multiple files within the same processing
sequence.
0	 Capability for keyword/secondary indexing of data fields.
o.	 System recovery/restart.
•	 Data migration (archiving) of data from the data base on selected
basis.
•	 Support of restructuring data files to allow for changes in either
file size or content.
•	 Data base utility functions for data conversion.
a	 ..
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4.5 DATA ]SASE SECURITY
The file maintenance software shall provide security in access of the
data within the data base. The data rase security capabilities shall
be utilized in either the terminal or batch mode of operation. Details
of the security requirements are contained in the following paragraphs:
Terminal Access
Data base security within the terminal access :node sha-1 consist of
sign-on, password, and file classification security techniques.
At sign-on to the terminal, the user shall specify accounting informa-
tion and name. This information shall be verified for correctness,
and if incorrect, a message shall be displayed specifying that incorrect
accounting information has been entered. A sign-off shall be required
before the terminal will be reactivated within the system.
If a log-on is successful, a password shall be required before oro-
ceeding. Error messages shall be provided to the terminal durinP
password editing.
Successful completion of password processing shall result in a user's
being allowed to request chat a data -lie be opened for access.
If a data file open request is entered, the software shall ensure that
the user has the authority to access the data file being reauestod
through file classification. The software shall aiiow the user access
to: (1) read only, (2) write only, or (3) both based on the access
table within the system. If the user dots not +lave proper file
classification code, he shall not be allowed to address the data file,
and an error message shell be displayed.
Batch Access
Security within the batch mode of operation shall be similar to that
described above for terminal access with the exception of "sign-on"
security which does not apply to hatch operations. For password and
file classification protection, erroneaus requests shall result in the
batch jog being terminated and error messages being printed for user action.
Access Authority
Authority to access the data base shall be controlled via formal provedure ­,.
Program Office approval shall be required prior to releasing password
information and shall be required to add user's identification to the access
list.
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5. USER SUPPORT SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
The user support software executes in the 5/370-145 host: computer and
provides those capabilities which are critical to the performance
evaluation activity. Presentation of information in a form supporting
evaluation and satisfying the needs of a diverse user community shall
be the overriding objectives of this element of the software.
5,1 FUNCTIONAL REgUTI,EMENTS
The user support software shall utilize the contents of the performance
evaluation base to provide the following:
o	 Information retrieval capability for report generation
(non scheduled)
•	 Plot capability for support of analysis activities and inclusion
in reports
•	 Generation of daily, monthly, and annual reports (scheduled oueput)
•	 Generation of magnetic tapes
•	 Terminal/Batch capabilities
The detailed requirements in the above capabilities are described in
subsequent paragraphs.
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5.2 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
The user support software shall ?rovide the user with the capability
to access the data base contents on a non--sct ►eduled basis for
generation of reaortslnlots to supne- ,• °• {s daily , nalvtical.
activities. A conversational language shall be provided to
allow the user to generate nueuries to satisry rtrs own unique
requirements. The retrieval capability shall be supported in both
terminal /batch modes or operation and shall provide: the following:
o • Retrievals against single/nultiple tiles.
o	 Data qualification via user generated subroutines.
o	 Terminal data entry/collection from desired tiles.
o	 Batch processin g, of large data retrievals/updates.
a	 Multiple answer files from one retrieval.
o	 Versatile output formatting with headers, labels and boolean
processing capability.
o	 Library capability for temporarily storing queries for
repetitive use.
o	 Display statistical summaries of selected parameters.
i1-G!
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5.3 PLOT CAPABILITY
The ability to provide the performance analyst with plots of
instrumentation shall be an essential capability within the user
support software. The software shall ;p rovide the ability to:
o	 Plot selected parameters versus time
a	 Plot parameter versus parameter over time interval
a	 Plot multiple parameters against time	 -•••
o	 Provide multiple plots on the same CRT image
The Tektronix 4015/4631 terminal-hardcopy unit shall be supported by
the software to provide both plots for analysis on the display and
hardcopy of plots for inclusion in reports.
Input to the plot support software shall be a file created through use
of the information retrieval. capability. The ability to process
multiple input files to produce multiple hardcopy reports shall be
provided. Interactive capability with data base for plots will be
provided.
Representative examples of plot requirements are shown in Figure 9.
3
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Figure 9. Terminal Graphs and Plots
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5.4 GENERATION OF SCHEDULED REPORTS
The user support software shall, provide the capability to access the
data base on a planned basks for generation of scheduled output records.
The software shall provide libraries of standard information retrieval
queries which create the reports in the required formats. After
completion of the daily data base update, the daily summary reports
shall be generated and will present data summarized on an hourly
basis. Monthly summary reports shall be generated and-will present
data summarized on a daily basis.
.	 L9
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5.5 MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATION
The user support software shall provide the capability to generate
magnetic tapes compatible with user (MACIERi}.1/WC associate
contractors) computer facilities. Magnetic Capes in either 9-track
.1600/800 BPI or 77track 500 BPI formats shall be generated. The
information retrieval capability shall be utilizes to access the data
bank to create data files containing the required data in the correct
format. User support software shall be provided to access the data
files and write the data to the magnetic tape for delivery to users.
I
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5.6 TERMINAL/BATCH CAPABILITIES
In support of users the user support software shall provide access to
performance evaluation data bank contents via both terminal and batch
modes, The terminal supported shall be IBM 3277 units located with
the IBM facility (local terminals). An interactive terminal
capability shall be provided for access and display of data base
contents. Displays shall be text or numerical information And shall
be used for on-line performance evaluation activities. Hardcopy
outputs and graphic displays cannot be generated on the interactive
terminals but shall be provided via the batch mode (hardcopy) and plot
capabilities (graphic on the Tektronix 4015/4631 display unit
dedicated to support of performance analysts within the IBM facility.
The terminal processing software shall provide the user the capability
to:
o	 Generate and execute information retrieval queries
o	 Execute predefined information retrieval queries
0	 Submit batch ,jobs via remote job entry
0	 Use a conversational language to define output formats
o	 Perform maintenance on existing daca fifes
The batch operating capability shall provide the capability to perform
the following:
o	 Generate and execute information retrieval queries
a	 Execute predefined queries
a	 Production of hardcopy reports
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6. PERFORI'ANCE EVXLUKTON DATA LASE RQU'LREMENTS
The performance evaluation data base shall be located on disk storage
and magnetic tapes within the SI370-145 host computer aad shall
contain all data files required in support of performance evaluation
activities. *Management and access to data within the data bass: shall
be via the data base management and user support software.
b
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6.1 FONCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The performance evaluation data base shall be organized to provide
each major data bank user with his own data file yet provide the	 s
capability to correlate information among the files, The data
contained within the data base shall include both automatically-
entered and manually-entered data.
The data base shall provide files for the following:
n	 Remote site description
o	 Remote site operational data
o	 System analysis simulation/weather data
o	 System integration data
o	 Subsystem evaluation
o	 Configuration management
a	 Software development
o	 Raw data file
Each of the files shall have the following design requirements:
Fixed Data Elements - Data fields, which represent record keys,
site/system characteristics, site/system identification,
geographical, and past climatological information, shall remain
fitted within data set records for lifo of 4Iho Solar Heating and
Cooling; Development contract. These fields shall be protected
from arbitrary access and inadvertent destruction to avoid propa-
gation of error throughout the remainder of the data base.
Periodic Data Elements - Data values, which represent solar
system and subsystem integration and testing darts, and data
collected from operational sites will recur on a fixed periodic
basis as input to the data base. The periodic interval shall be
one of the following: five minute sampling interval of raw data
readings, summarization intervals such as hourly, daily, etc.,
and pre--defined intervals in accordance with the schedule for
system and subsystem testing. Periodic data shall be pre-
processed (converted to engineering units, limit checked, scaled,
etc.) prior to being included in the data base.
Variable Information - Variable data fields shall contain text
and commentary information. and also as pointers to data items in
A-68
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off-line storage. Of particular im portance will be the
maintenance,of failure history infcrmation for each remote site.
Grouped Data Element s - To simplify data manipulation and retrieval,
continuous fields of related Data shall be grouped and secondarily
named as one field when apprcpriste. For exampl6, the latitude,
longitude,.and elevation of a si*_a shall be grouped under one name,
'location', to facilitate data operations.
Data Value Diodes - Both alphameric and numeric data value shall be
stored in the data base. Record alements which are defined as
alphanumeric mode shall require EBCDIC characters to be stored as
bytes. These fields shall not require mathematical processing. Record.
elements (fields or groups) containing numeric values shall require
processing using mathematical operators.
Data Set Record Sizes - Record sinas.will vary between the data base
files. It will depend upon the number and length of the data elements
within each record and the Operating System access methods used to read/
write the files.	 ,l
Catalogued Procedures - To ease the requirement on the user to supply
all the necessary job control statements and language whenever system
component is used, catalogued procedures shall be prepared. These
procedures are sets of previously written job control statements which
will require prior storage into the System Library, uniquely named,
and automatically retrieved during execution. -:samples of required
procedures are those to generate routine and fixed format reports, such
as daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly .analysis and evaluation reports.
Assembly and Hither Level Language Routines Support - The data base user
shall be provided the flaxibi.lity to process his data directly from the
data Ease and optionally update the data bane from the LalcUIato , i results.
The use of a conversational operating system allows for the interactive
processing of data by the use of appii::ation programs (higher level
language routines) developed by the user.
Secondary Indexing Capability - Secondary indexing shall provide
the user with the capability: to index files in the data base by
the contents of a field or fields other than the record key
identification (e.g., data/system/site ID). The primary purpose
of this capability is to provide a faster response time for
qualifying records during retrievals. Representative fields
which are required to be indexed duc to their frequency of use
are:
.t - 6,:
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o Subsystem (collector, storage, ate.) manufacturerts
Identification
o Subsystem typo idontification
o Subsystem material type identification
o Subsystem cast category (economical, marginal, uneconomical)
o Subsystem efficiency category (very high, high, average,
low, very low)
ISM Standard 370 Software - The System/370 Partition Data Set
(PDA) access method shall be utilixcd to support software
development and configuration management. The Partition Accass
Method allows rapid access to software modules and configuration
management reports by "name" alone. Each name and its associated
data is a member of a PDS.
Interfile Output - Interfilo output (IF'O) is the capability to
combira data from several related files (data sets) during output
processing. This capability shall be required when the user
requires information from several files to satisfy a complex
information retrieval query.
V	 s.
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6.2 REMOTE SITE DESCRIPTION
The remote site description file shall contain physical chracteristics
of the remote site, description of the solar heating and cooling
system, auxiliary power costs, and other characteristics needed to
evaluate performance of the system. Since no instrumentation data is
included within this file, manual in put shall be required to generate,
update, and maintain the file. Correlation information shall also be
included to allow interfile access to satisfy complex queries
requiring information from several files. Pointers shall also be
included for correlation to off-Line documents pertinent to each site.
F	 The remote site description file shall reside on the disc and be
'.	 immediately available throughout the life of a remote site.
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6.3 REMOTE SITE OPERATIONAL DATA FILE
The remote site operational data file shall contain the daily
processed instrumentation data from each remote'site. Because of the
volume of data, only one month's input shall be maintained on disk for
immediate access. Data more than one month old shall be maintained on
magnetic tape.
This file shall be organized by remote site ID and operational data
shall be in chronological order over the month interval. In addition
to the detailed instrumentation data, the file shall contain
hourly summaries (over previous month interval), daily summaries
(over life of remote site), performance evaluation parameters computer
during the input processing activities, and correlation information to
support interfile queries. This file shall also contain correlation
information to files which contain manual input such as non-instrumented
data, site anomalies, failures, etc. The file shall be automatically
updated on a daily basis.
Because this file shall contain the data of most interest to the
performance analyst, the design shall optimize data organization to
minimize retrieval/ access times in generation of reports/plots.
=9
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6.4 SYSTUIS ANALYSTS SIMULATION/WFATRER DATA
in the prediction of system performance n L a remote site, systems
analysis simulations will be performed. The results of the simula-
tions performed for reference with operational performance shall be
maintained in this data file. WEacher data (US ,Feather Service Data)
used during development of reference predictions shall reside on
magnetic tapes; however, the data file shall contain reference to
weather data used. Actual weather data recorded at the remote site
will also be available on magnetic tape with format suitable for simula-
tion input. This tape will contain as a minimum hourly values for
incident. solar radiation and ambient dry bulb temperature. if available,
wind speed, diffuse radiation and relative humidity will also be
included.
The results of remote site predicted performance simulations shall be
provided in summary form for correlation with data reports generated
from the remote site description and remote site operational data
files. The results of reference simullations snail be or_ani.ced by
site ID and automatically entered into the data file by the sinula-
tion software.
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6.5 SYSTEM INTEGRATION DATA
Each solar heating and cooling system installed in remote sites shall
be assigned a unique identification for evaluation purposes. The
file shall contain the identification of subsystems comprising the
system, characteristics of the system as determined during testing or
from vendor provided information and pertinent test data.
This data file shall be manually updated and shall reside on disk for
lifetime of the solar heating and cooling system.
6.6 SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION DATA
Each subsystem provided to IBM for use in systems integration shall
be included within this data file. Characteristics of the subsystem
(both vendor data and `tSFC test results) shall, be included within
this data file. The file shall be organized according to subsystem
type (collectors, storage, hot , pater. cool,in;, heating, etc.).
The data file shall reside on disk and shall be manually maintained.
The file entry for each subsystem shall remain active throughout the
F 	 utilization of the subsystem.
6.7 CONFIGURATION bL NAMMENT
The configuration management data file shall provide the capability
to maintain historical data pertaining to change activity. Both
hardware and software changes shall be maintained on disk within the
host computer. Upon release of first articles for use, an entry
within the cc.tfiguration management data file shall be established.
All changes made to these baselines shall be entered into the the
along. wi.th associated documentation.
6.8 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT DATA
The software development data file shall contain the librar y of
baseiined software deliveries. Both source and load modules shall be
included and shall be identified by 'name' within the file. Security
shall be provided to ensure controlled access to the file.
6.9 RAW DATA 'FILE
The Raw Data File shall reside on magnetic tape and disk storage within
the 1131:1 facility and shall contain a history of all rasa data recoivod
from c-ach remote site. Raw data shall be orhaninod according to day of
receipt and shall be sequenced In the order in which remote site data
was collected. Data less than one month old shall he maintained on dish,
then on a monthly basis dumped to magnetic tape.
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7 . SOFTWARE VERIFICATION REQ IIIEM ::'TS
Verification of the CDPS software shall be performed prior to the
overall CDPS becoming operational. This verification small be
performed while utilizing the CDPS hardware and shall consist of three
phases:
Development Verification -nalysis and testing performed to
ensure that elements of the CDPS ,oft:,*are satisfy requirements.
Qualificaticn Verification - Test-i n to ensure that tale soft.are
system satisfies overall design requirements.
Acceptance Verification - Testing to ensure that the software
system satisfies normal operational requirements.
During qualification and acceptance verification, tost prccedures
shall be prepared and followed. 'lest results shall. also be
documented.
Details of the verification plan and approach are contained in the
"CDPS Verification Plan" and other CDPS documencaticn.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION
During the development, documentation,. and maintenance .activities
associated with providing an operational CDPS canabi.lity throughout
the lifetime of the demonstration program, a set of programming
standards shall be utilized. The use of. these standards results in an
organized and systematic approach which provides reliable software
which is easily understood and maintained.
1.1 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION STANDARDS
The standards/conventions/procedures established for the software
implementation phase are to provide continuity among the many
programmers assigned. The implementation phase is usually the most
difficult to ccntrol because of the individualit y involved. A
significant objective of standards is to establish a more strUCLured
approach to the coding process and to obtain program listings more
easily understood and cransferable.
Standards to be utilized during software development are discussed in
more detail in the subsequent paragraphs.
1.1.1 Structur ed Coding Technique
In concept, structured coding is an extension of the approach utilized
in hardware design and development, of constructing complox circuw,:s
from elementary AND, OR, and NOT gates. The software analogies to the
hardware components are:
o	 Sequence of two operations.
o	 Conditional branch to one of two operations and return.
Programs written using structured code can be literally read from top
to bottom typo raphically; there is never in line branching as is
typical in trying to read code which contains "GO To" statements.
An important task in assuring that a program meets its design
requirements is the detailed audit procedure. Since this audit is
best performed by someone not initimately in the program develof.neut,
readability of the code is of prime importance. One of the advantages
of the structured code technique is that it provides a basis for
systematic reading of the program. The reading sequence within each
segme..t is strictly from top to bottom. As a result, audit procedures
are made more systematic and r..^sult in higher software reliability.
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1.1.2 Program Support Library
The prosrammiing support library (PSG.) is a set of clerical and
computer procedures designed for use in a software development
envirornasnt, plus tbe. clerical support needed to make. It work. The
principal objective of Cho library is to provide up-to-date.
representations.of the programs and test data in both computer and
human readable forms. The design of the procedures permita.most of
the clerical and recordkeepi,ng operations associated with programming
to ba isolated from the programmer.
The principal advantages gained from use of the program library on
software development are;
o	 Frees the programmer from clerical duties.
o	 Centralizes the software system development activity.
o	 Provides discipline to system .development process.
o	 Increases management visibility and control, over software
development.
1.1.3 Top-Doran Dovelopmen t
The top-dawn development technique is the ;application of the natural
system design approach. This technique requires the software control
architecture and interfaces be established and developed first and
sneceeding levels of detailed logic implemented in a downward fashion.
Tap-.dawn development .provides an ordering which allows for continual
software integration of system companeuts and provides for well-
defined interfaces at each level.
In top7down development, the system is organized into a tree stucture
of segments. The top segment Concain3 the Q t;Wt lovel of control
logic and decisions within the program and either passes control to
,lower level segments, or identifies lower level segments for inline
inclusion. The process continues for as many levels as required until
all functions within a system are defined in executable code..
Many system interfaces may occur either through data base definition
or calling sequence parameters. The tap-down approach requires the
data vase definition statements be coded and actual data records be
generated before exercising any segment which references them.
The tap-down approach provides the capability of evolving the product
in a manner which maintains the characteristic of being; always
operable:, modular, and always available for the successive levels of
testing that accompany the corresponding levels of implementation.
The quality of a system produced using; this approach is increased, as
reflected in fewer errors in the module integration process.
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Inconsistencies are eliminated, and !.wor Level segments can be
generated by refarenFoir.g irlpl+amente^i Code.
1.1,4 Coding Standards
A critical item in the production of software which is easily
understood, transfoxable, and 'VlaitlLainable is tho establi.sEhalent. of
stanch-, it4 to he utilizeei during the codi ng procoss. The oututit: of the
coding process, e,la pr ogram li; tiitq, is the <nost highly utili-.,ed
portion of the documentation package and (lust be contralled tlrouf
the application of statldar.zs. High vracr Iauquages, viii -h sun or, the
..structured . progratutling. concept, shall be used.
1, 2 SOFTWARE TESTING STANDARDS
The saf.twara shall bu test J i n all ,.i7-zo5pner y w hicit cmp hasizes ti L
reed for planning of t;esttng. rucau-w of the	 of high quality
in t:lht. operaclon1, use of software, a highl y .,Cru.'C rOd approaza -n st
be followed to ensuro that, in addition to satiscNNing user
requiremens, Lbe k^poraLional SV8LL:R 5aList ' 1F'S Lue ab loet-- ves
maintainability and transferradi,lity.
Top-1401,111 Le Sting ColloelltlaLL21 ,4 all testing '4 tivitie!4 'S1 ^'tYil:^`17:^`
.11,wot:.l+.onal capab l.lities of the so tt4aro ill :'lo SyiLt2I +1 is-n 2rotlliwnt.
The lal:aof i t s are iuc rea,,iod qvs t erl	 _,I
and a more visible tcastillg prOee'aa.
Using tlel	 a[Nprja.:h to-tiottware': bVSLL'j11 &VvI-0 11hellL cliitl .1
programming support: library, all tests shall bO PCrtOrIled ill LhC
system envi.rt7mizent. Tho tot) 4dowa ;wpr ►'ach	 Clat all fnter::lees
lteedej to cti4cute :.ro ay.ailaLich whole LVitilh ► 't`F'Gi1l;. tiOWC, 1-WOAraj-3
i.ntL'VI-ICO	 .12'0 t1e'VO	 .':tile' .1I1u .li't tl:V tiIll; Vt4rtllt'c' Cate roal
interfaces. 'eating new programs or program %Aiange i in a ti't1tporary
modt^, w i'.ttnut rorrl;anontl y mo,lify.ing tho .`wstcin z? 1-s 41 .181.1', done'. i,-Iien
the nrogr= S ?	 It Mia l l 10 --'wL)rpor:ltoti into tho 111.1.';ter -;ystom
via the system build alter rv%cPivhtr BM 	 rcv,.01. too
change control. Periortl iag all t o8t:i against the master ayst<em
accomplishes integration Lkst:iilg Colltitluuu.11y a thO tuncti,onal
capabilities are verifir:d
1.3 SOFTt.ARF LO C IUMVN'1ATION STANDARDS
'The softwlro doctimontatiol l shall. be golheratod Ill a collcinuing fasllioft
tlxougho-at the software dexwlopmeil , ptlnazte. As <<as discussed, thO
programming,  support libra ry will provido the oentral facility for
guncV,IU0 11 let	 Llctlrlt't1L.1Lit]u. 'Ille t%1'iM,1rV decuttlutlt;ation Output Shall
Consists oft
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Software Requirements Document
o	 Software Design Document.
o	 Users Manual
1.3.1 Structured Documentation
Documentation consists of the products of the definition and design
activity. Implementation, verification, validation # and delivery will
only modify design documentation. Employing top-down design will
require that documentation be developed in a hierarchical, tree-like
fashion. Top-level descriptions will reflect functional software
operations. These high level descriptions will, in turn, be eu-plained
acrd/or expanded by lower level descriptions, and the process continued
to the lowest module level. This produces documents that can be read
and understood at any level. In addition, physically seaprate
documentation required by volume can be done without impacting
readability.
Readability shall be provided by describing software operation in the
following manner.
•	 Visual 'fable of Contents
•	 Overview diagrams
•	 Detail diagrams
•	 Supporting text and annotated data
Functional ,documentation proceeds from a top Ievel visual Table of
Contents diagram down to a basic module diagram of input, Processing,
Output, functional chart. For eacli task va Le performed, a module
diagram shall be developed.
1.3.2 Flow Chart Standards
Although use of high-level language for software development reduces
the usefulness of flow charts, flow charts will be required for
deliverable documentation. The flow charts will depict how the
software performs in the satisfaction of requirements.
To provide ease of correspondence between program listings and flow
charts, the picture-on--a-page technique applied during coding will be
applied to the generation of flow charts.Through this technique, a
flow chart will exist for each routine of the software, and 'both the.
flow charts and listing will provide direct Correspondence.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION.
The CDPS must satisfy the processing and user support requirements
resulting from daily data collection frim all remote sites. To
provide data to analysts by the beginning of first shift each day, an
operations procedure has been established a:id is discussed in the
following paragraphs.
1.1 DATA COLLECTION
SDAS data collection will o^cur during the evening hours (beginning at
2000). The collecting will continue until approximately 2330 (60
sites require approximately 3.5 hours) and upon completion, wi l ., be
transferred via data link to the S/370-145 (requires 30 seconds).
Computer operator intervention will be performed at the start of data
collection time period to initiate the System 7 software. During the
data collection time period, the communication interface computer
console will be monitored for indications of telecommunications
progress in contacting and receiving data from the SDAS equipment. In
the event of communications difficulties, effort will be undertaken to
resolve the problem during the hours dedicated to data collection.
The communication operations personnel will be guided in the problem
resolution by directions from the S/7 software analyst. The operator
gill, as required, interface with the MS K 'Ic it! communications Systems
Status Center (TSSC) For resolution of communications difficulties.
1.2 DATA PROCESSING
Data processing on the host computer will occur between the hours of
midnight and 0700-each day in order to provide error reports and
summary reports and performance reports for SIMS analysts at the
beginning of first shift (0800). The Input processing portion of the
CDPS software system will be executed, upon completion of data
zommunication and retrieval b y the dt::anunication Interface computer,
and will process the forwarded data from the System/7. All processed
data containing no errors will be convortcd into 	 units,
performance calculations performed, and data made ready for insertion
into the performance evaluation oats base. i.rrors oacountered curing
processing will be flagged such that- erroneous data will not be
entered into the data base, and error messages/reports will be
provided for analysts.
1.3 DATA BASE PROCESSING
Upon completion of the Input r ocessing phase, tiic Data Base/Uscr
Support software will be executed in a batch environment under control
of computer operations personnel. This processing will be
accomplished in a manner to satisfy data availability requirements and
output distribution.
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To ensure timely completion. a high priority will be assigned to the
processing of input data and will be monitored by operations
parsonnel. If conflicts occur, the processing will be assigned the
highest priority and will override any other processing.
Archiving of data will be provided through the use of software within
the host computer. Raw data. processed data. and performance reports
will be maintained within the computing facility and will be
distributed as required for analysis/storage.
	1.4	 USER SUPPORT
User support will require that the data base management software allow
ready access to the data base contents via local terminals and support
batch fob access to data for special analysis activities. When the
IBM performance analyst requires a terminal capability to access the
performance evaluation data base he/she will utilize the operating
systems conversational capabilities. r1iis will free computer resources
(core memory) for use by other processing re quirements instead of tying
these resources up when terminal activity is not required,
	
1.5	 DATA SASE DWNTENANCE
In addition to the daily scheduled updating of the Performance
Evaluation Data Base with input from the Input Processing Software
there will be the capability to perform selected maintenance on an as
required basis.
1.5.1 Error Correction
Error conditions on data fields within the data bank corrected during
first shift will be entered into the data base via local terminals
(for small data volume) or via batch jab submission. upon completion
of error correction, the performance evaluati.Ln data within the data
base will be forn;atted and written to magnetic tape for transfer to
the DISPC Solar Energy Data Base.
1.5.2 Non-Instrumentation Data Handling
Data elements to be added to the data base which are not gathered by
the SDAS and processed in the CDPS, suell as site location, site
equipment availability, weather data, etc., will be entered into the
data base via terminal or batch mode. This will allow for text type
data to become part of the data base and available for reporting
purposes.
A-8.3
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	1.0	 INTAQDUCTION
The Central Data Processing System (CDPS), through its hardware and software,
shall provide the data collection, data processing, data archiving, and data
distribution functions associated with performance evaluation of Solar Heating
and Cooling Systems. The hardware, included within the CDPS, shall reside
at M ts FSD facility at Huntsville, Alabama and shall consist of two elements -
a communications interface configuration and a host computer configuration.
The performance specifications associated with this hardware, in support of the
Systems Integration of Marketable Subsystems (S NS) contract, are discussed
in the following sections of this performance specification document.
r
	
2.0	 TYPE OF HARDWARE
The hardware, to be used within the CDPS, shall consist of commercially
available hardware.
B-1
	3.0	 COHMNICATION INTERFACE CONFIGURATION
The Communication Interface Configuration shall provide:
(1) Hardware required to interface with the.Site Data Acquisition
Subsystem (SDAS) via telephone lines for data collection.
(2) The computational capability to control automatic call-up
of each remote site on a daily basis, to control communication
protocol with the SDAS, perform error checks an incorrect
data, format data for subsequent processing on the host
computer configuration, and store data for transmission to
the host.
(3) Input/output capability for operator intervention in event
of errors and for logging of communications activity and error.
conditions..
(4) A multiprogram environment for software execution.
(5) Hardware for transmission of recorded data to the host
computer configuration.
(5) ;lass storage for temporary storage of recorded data.
(7) operational environment which requires minimum operator
support during the data collection activities.
The performance specifications relative to the above capabilities are discussed
in the following paragraphs;
	
3.1	 WAS INTERFACE
The WAS interface hardware shall provide the capability to: (1) accept
automatic dial signals from the communication interface computer, (2) perform
the automatic dial function, (3) provide interface to a modem compatible with
the modem contained within the SDAS, (4) receive data from the WAS via the
telephone lines, and (5) interface the data to the co=unication interface
computer. A feedback mechanism shall exist in all hardware for signalling
correct/incorrect operation.
The hardware associated with the above functions shall consist of:
(1) Teleprocessing multiplexer (TPM) for computer controlled
operations.
(2) Auto-call unit to support automatic dialup feature.
(3) Modem for telephone line interface.
The specifications of these hardware elements are discussed below. G ;.	 f
fa
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3. 1.1 Teleproeessins^Blexer_Performance Seecif " ions
The Teleprocessing Multiplexer shall provide the following capabilities in
support of computer functions:
(1) Software selection of operation (asynchronous mode for SIMS).
•	 (2) Intern4l mode of clocking to support. .asynchronous transmission.
(3) Receive /transmit at 1200 Baud Rate on telephone.
(a) Automatic call af .Remote Sites under software control.
(5) interrupt communication processor oat each byte of data
transmitted /received (serial to parallel and parallel to
serial conversions).
(6) Status information regarding communications status.
3.1.2 Automatic Call Unit Stecifications
The Automatic Call Unit (ACU) shall accept the above signals from the TPHR
s
	
	
hardware under control of the computer software and per form the Automatic
Dial functions. The Automatic Call Unit shall provide the TPHM with control
information regarding the dial function.
The sequence of operations between the TPMM and the Automatic .0 L1 Unit shall
consist of:
(1) Call Request (CRQ) line - activated by the computer to indicate
thet-c call is to be placed.
(2) Present Next Digit UND) - activated by the ACU to signal the com-
puter that the ACU is ready to accept the'.next.digi fear dialing.
(3)'- Digit leads (NB1, NB2, NB4, N88) - activated correspoTiding to
the digit to be dialed.
(4) Digit Present (DPR) lead - activated by the computer to signal
that a digit has been placed on the Digit leads (NBI-NB8).
(5) Bata Line Occupied (DLO) lead - indicates to the computer
whether the line is busy or not.
(6) Abandon Cal l and Retry (ACR) lead - indicates to the computer
that the celled party does not answer or that, for some reason
or other, the call is not completed.
(7) Data Set Status WS) lead -• activated by the ACU when the con-
been established,
The ACU within the CDPS shall be Bell 801 or equivalent.
Ii-3
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3.1.3 Modem Specifications
The modem within the CDPS shall be the Bell 202C or equivalent and shall be
compatible with the modem within the SDAS.
W.1
s"
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3.2	 COMPUTER PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
The comunications interface computer shall provide the control, interface, and
application programs necessary for complete control of the Communications
Interface. The computer shall be interrupt driven, provide cycle capture of
data to memory, and have growth potential in both storage and processor CPU
cycles.
3.2.1	 Processor CPU Snecifications
The CPU shall provide support for priority level processing through the use
of an interrupt handling system within the hardware. When an interrupt
occurs, the current status of the processor shall be automatically baved
within specific save areas for continuation of processing after interrupt
servicing. Four levels of priority processing shall be provided with the
capability to define 16 sublevels of priority within each primary level.
The instruction set provided by the CPU shall include the following classes
of instructions:
(1) Load and Store
(2) Arithmetic
(3) Logical
(4) Shift
(5) Branch
(6) Register-to-Register
(7) Input/Output
The CPU shall be capable of handling multiple input lines simultaneously.
The CPU shall perform parity checks on all data stored or retrieved from the
Memory Unit of the computer. An odd-parity technique shall be provided.
The CPU shall provide capability for addressing storage and for maintaining
computer status within the computer.
The following registers and indicators shall be provided:
(1) Storage Address Register
(2) Instruction Address Register
(3) Index Registers
(4) Accumulation Registers
B-5
Result-Even Indicator
Result-Positive Indicator
Result-Negative Indicator
Interval Timer Registers
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(1O)
(11)
(12)
Result-Zero Indicator
CODE 20234
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3.2.2	 Memory
The memory of the computer shall be sufficient to support the anticipated
needs of the software (approximately 24K 16-bit words) and shall provide
the capability for expansion through field modification to the baseline
system. Maximum required memory shall be 65K 16--bit words.
3.3	 INMIOUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
A complement of peripheral I/O devices shall provide support to the software
executing in the processor to satisfy the operational requirements of the
CDPS.
3.3.1	 Operator Console
The operator console shall provide hard copy for information inquiries, status
messages, memory dumps, and control and maintenance of the Communication
Interface Software.
3.3.2	 Direct Access Storage
A direct access storage device shall provide on-line storage for the
Communications Interface Software and provide temporary storage for incoming
input data, The direct access disk shall provide the capability to store
information ftom 60 sites.
3.3.3	 Additional Devices
The Communication Interface . Processor shall have adequate growth capability
and flexibility in terms of new I/O modules/devices. This growth shall be
supported by the initial computer architecture and shall not require any
significant reprogramming or hardware design effort.
3..4
	 HOST COOMNICATIONS
An interface or data link from the Communication Interface Processor to the
host computer shall be provided. The cot=unications interface shall not
aDOE ^OCCi^
require constant host communication and shall support a stand-alone
environment. The host communication link shall be a coaxial cable,
and the distance supported shall be less than one mile.
3.5	 OPERATIONS
After manual initiation, the communication interface configuration shall be
capable of unattended operation during daily data collection from remote sites.
In the event of errors which cannot be circumvented under automatic control,
operator intervention shall be required.
B-7
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4.0	 HOST comp PPER PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
The host computer shall provide the capabilities, through its peripheral devices
and processing capabilities, to create, support and maintain the SIMS perform-
ance evaluation data base. 	 The host computer shall receive remote site data
from the communication interface computer over the Bost /Communications
interface data link and accept manual inputs via cards or terminals for
non-instrumentation data. 	 The following sections specify the functional .^
performance requirements of theca elements. +
4.1	 MAIN MEMORY
-r
Main memory shall provide the host computer with fast access, directly address-
able storage of data.	 Main memory shall be of sufficient size to allow both
SINS data and programs to be loaded and processed. 	 rain memory shall also
have growth capability.	 The maximum storage requirements is estimated to be i
256K bytes,
4.2	 CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT ='
s`
V ,te CPU shall be the controlling element for the host computer and shall
provide facilities for:
o	 Addressing main storage =
o	 Fetching and storage of data
a
o	 Executing instructions e
y
o	 Initiating communications between main storage and I/O
devices
: tie CPU shall support both fixed and floating point arithmetic operations as
4,11 as logical operations and shall be sufficient speed to support the SIMS
,Lira processing requirements. +
:. 3	 IVrERFtUPTS
e host computer shall have an interrupt system to allow efficient use of +
tj devices and for dynamic and fast response to ; peripheral equipment +^
^oquirements.	 The interrupt system shall be used in a manner that results
in a multi-program environnent for the host computer.
24	 INPUT/OUTPUT
iA gust computer shall have an input /output system that will adequately
h.Liadle SIMS data transfers between ruin storage and the 110 devices. 	 The
ir,put/output system shall be flexible and allow for additional devices to
bw ,added with minimal system impact.
CODE 2=4
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10 channels
Channel* are tha direct controllers of 1/0 devices and control units. The
host computer shall provide channelm with the ability to read, write, and
compute and relieve the CPU of the task of directly communicating with the
1/0 devices.
4.4.2	 Direct Access Storage
The host computer shall have direct access storage available to provide
auxiliary storage for the performance evaluation data base and off -line
storage for program storage. Direct access space required for SVS is
estimated to be 200 million bytes.
4.4.3	 Display Terminal
The host computer shall provide high speed, visual, interactive communications
between the host computer and the user via display. The terminals shall provide
the S LASS user with the means for entry and change of information in the host
computer. The interactive mode shall be provided via IBM, terminals. Graphics
capability shall be provided via a Tektronix 4015/4631 Display Unit or equivalent.
4.4.4	 Magnetic Tape
The host computer configuration shall support the production and delivery of
magnetic tapes containing performance evaluation data. These tape units
shall support 9-track 1600/800 BPI density and 7-track 800 BPI density.
4.4.5
	
Printer
The host computer shall provide high-speed printers (1100 lines per minute) for
creation of reports to be delivered to users of performance evaluation data.
4.4.6
	
Card Reader/Punch
The host computer shall provide a card reader/punch for program and data
input to the system.
4.4.7	 Communications Interface
A communication data link shall be provided from the host computer to the
communications interface configuration for high-speed transfer of data collected
and buffered by the communications interface (see 'Paragraph 3.4).
4.5	 OPERATIONST IONS
The host computer shall be shr.red with other users. To insure that S L`iS data
processing is processed within specific tine constraints, a high priority level
will be assigned.
B-9
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Central Data Processing System (CDPS), which is comprised of both hardware
and software, provides the essential capabilities of data collection, data
•	 processing and storage, and data user support for the S7245 Program. Because
of its criticality in Solar Heating and Cooling System performance evaluation,
the system, must be verified prior to becoming an operational element of the
program.
The objectives of the CDPS verification activity are to ensure that each
element of the system, as well as the overall system, satisfies or exceeds the
requirements established in the CDPS Performance Specification Documentation.
The verification activity, therefore, requires a systematic approach to analy-
sis and testing and sufficient documentation to provide traceability of test
results. The approach, however, must ensure maximum confidence in system
operation with the minimum expenditure of resources.
Within this document, all descriptions of and references to the CDPS hardware
configuration are only to facilitate explanation of the software requirements
and not to control the configuration of the hardware. The CDPS hardware Is
controlled by IBM and is used for support of multiple contract programs. To
support this varying utilization environment, IBM must maintain the flexibility
to modify the configuration as required. Because of this flexibility require-
ment, the CDPS hardware configuration may vary during the performance of the
SMS contract, but the capability to satisfy all MS processing requirements
contained within the CDPS Hardware Performance Specification will be maintained.
1.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this CDPS Verification Plan is to define the approach to be
utilized in verification of the CDPS and to delineate the schedules to be
followed in providing a verified CDPS.
C-1
1.2 SCOPE
f
This verification plan addresses the verification activities required of the
CDPS. In addition, configuration control techniques are defined to provide
management and NASA visibility into the verification activities.
1.3 WL1CA3LZ DOMMUS
The following documents are required in support of CDPS verification:
(1) CDPS Hardware Performance Specification Document
(2) System/] Functional. Characteristics
(3) Site Data Acquisition Subsystem Performance Specification
(4) Guide to S/370-145
(S) Systm/370-143 Functional Characteristics
(b) NMCS Information Processing System Manuals
(7) S/7 Teleprocessing Description
(8) CDPS Software Performance Specification
(9) Programming Guide for System/7 Teleprocessing Feature (GC34-1549)
(10) PL/1 Programmers Guide
(11) IBM FSD Software Standards Document
C-2
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2.0 CDPS DESCRIPTION
Within the overall Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program, the CDPS
performs the following functions:
Data Collection - The CDPS daily collects instrumentation data from all remote
sites via standard voice-grade 1200 Baud telephone lines. In addition, non-
'	 instrumentation data available from MSFC, ERDA, MM, etc., which is needed in
performing overall system evaluation, is collected via manual means.
Data Processing - The CDPS accepts raw data, as collected by the data collec-
tlon function, and performs the data processing functions required to transform
the raw data into processed information for use in system evaluation/analysis
activities. The CDPS also provides the resources to maintain a performance
evaluation data bane, containing both raw data and processed information, for
use in support of performance analysts.
Data Archivine To provide capability for detailed analyses of system perfor-
mance and to maintain data for historical purposes, the CDPS provides the
capabilities to archive data collected and processed. Both raw data and pro-
cessed data is retained on magnetic tape, and formal reports are archived in
a library.
Data Distribution - In addition to collection, processing, and archiving of
data, the CDPS provides the essential function of distributing the data to the
appropriate organizations. Distribution is in the fors of printed reports,
data plats, and magnetic tapes.
C_3
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3.Q VMPICATION APPROACH
The ver.1fication of the CDPS will consist of. a systematic testing /analysis
approach which will ensure that system specifications/requirements are achieved
or exceeded.. Test procedures will be generated and followed during testing of
each COPS, component sad test results will be documented in a qualification re-
port for review by voinagament and MSFC. Verification cross-reference matrices
will be used to ensure that all CDPS requirements / specifications are addressed
during verification.
Three phases of verification will be performed on the CAPS as defined in the
following paragraphs:
DEVELOPMENT - Analysis and testing of design approaches to ensure that approach
selection will meet system specifications.
QUALIFICATION - Analysis and testing of CUPS to design limits. Performed prior
to entry to acceptance testing of the system.
E
i
E
E
f
ACCEPTA.`10E - Testing of the operational CDP$ as a system to ensure that over-
all system satisfies system performance specifications.
The development and verification activities associated With the CDP$ are shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. COPS Verification Approach
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x4.0 DEVELOPMENT/VERIFICATION SCHEDULES,
The CDP$ is scheduled to be fully operational by 9/1/76. To achieve this
program milestone, development and cerificatton schedules have been defined
and are shown in Figure 2. Discussion of the schedules is given in the
following paragraphs.
4.1 DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
Development activities have been scheduled to provide software elements which
have undergone preliminary development verification activities by 711176.
4.2 VERIFICATION SCHEDULE
Develooment verification will be accomplished during June on individual software/
system elements and during July on system integration activities for the overall
CDPS.
22alification verification will commence on 8/1776, and will extend until
approximately 8L25/76, . During this period detailed verification will be
performed to test the system to design limits.
Acceptance verification will commence on 8/25176 and extend to 9/1176• Upon
completion of acceptance verification, the CDPS will be considered operational
to support the overall program.
I
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Figure 2 Development Schedule
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The testing configuration for use in verification of the CDPS capabilities
relating to data collection/data processing/data base update/user support is
shown in Figure 3. As can be seen in the figure, the configuration consists
M	 of the following elements :
o'	 Systest/7 Test Software
o	 Controlled Signal Generation Equipment
o	 Site Data Acquisition System (SDAS)
o	 Telephone Line Interface
o	 Commenication Interface Configurations
rr	 a	 Host Computer Configuration
o	 Performance Evaluation Data Base
A description of each of these elements and the rationale for their use during
verification activities is discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
S.1 SYSM7 TEST SOFTWARE
To provide the CDPS verification activity with reasonable SDAS control and
sensor data, a System/7 test software package will be required. Thi4 software
will allow an SDAS and sensor configuration to be simulated for the purpose of
generating CDPS test data. These simulator signals will be recorded for
reference with CDPS output. The use of the System/7 software for SDAS and
sensor simulation results in a significant reduction in CDPS verification
complexity and provides flexibility to easily reconfigure the simulation to
address varying SDAS applications (increased sensors, varying formats, etc.).
3.2 CONTMLLED SIGNAL GENERATION EWUvt ENT	 1
The Controlled Signal Generation Equipment will be utilized to provide labora-
tory controlled voltages to the input multiplexer channels of the SDAS and
thus will simulate signals which would be generated by sensors. This simula-
tion capability is required because no sensors are connected to the SDAS until
9
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ieither system testing at MSPC or instsl,lncion at a remote site. In support of
CDPS verification activities, the Controlled Signal Generation Equipment will
have the following capabilities:
o	 Place voltages onto salecteA input multiplexer channels of SDAS
o	 Support interface to all input multiplexer channels
S, 3 SITS: DATA ACQUiSI TON SXSMSDAS)
The SDAS will provide the capability to read the simulated sensor inputs from
the Controlled Signal Generation Squi.ptmment and record them on cassette tape
for subsequent.transmission viz telephone lines. The prototype SDAS will
provide the capability to reduce the sample time to 8 seconds to speed up the
data recording process ('_G hours of data gathered in .b hours) and reduce
significantly the duration of tests.
5.4 TELEPHONE LIRE INTERFACE
To simulate the operational CDPS environment, telephone lines are provided for
cosmunication with the protototype SIAS. Two lines (a local line and an I3M
tie-line) will be utilized during verification. The local line will be used
for development verification to perform debug of SDAS/communication interface
configuration interface. The use of a local Line reduces co=unication lute
errors and thus provides a more controlled environment. During qualification
and acceptance verification testing, the Mit tie-line j'ill be used to simmulate
the use of a lone-distance telephone line. 'These lines are not of high-
quality and will provide a realistic testing environment. Calls to the proto-
type WAS via the tie-line will be routed to New Jersey and back to the
Huntsville facility. This technique is widely used within UH to test commu-
nications between teleprocessing elements and presents a worse-case telecommu-
nications environment for testing.
The cdrdunication interface configuration will contain the operational hard-
wars and software undergoing verification. The operational system will collect
"
data from the WAS via the telephone interface equipment. Communication
reports/error messages obtained during data collection can be compared to the
reference data provided during the sensor simulation/SDAS data gathering
prase. Upon completion of data collection, the data will be transmitted to
the host for subsequent processing.
5.5 HOST COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
The host computer configuration (hardware and software) will be an operational
system. Data transmitted to the host from the communications interface configura-
tion will be processed and entered into the performance evaluation data base.
Error messages/reports generated will be compared with System/7 test reference
data for verification purposes.
I
5.7 PERFORWCE EVALUATION FILE SASE
The data collected and processed will be entered into the data files and will
provide the basis for user support interface verification. Plots/reports/
magnetic tapes will be generated from the data and analyzed for correct content/
format/etc. WAS sensor test reference data will be used for reference with
user output.
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i6. Q VUInCAnOW CRpSS-MIEEENCE Ht TRI7t
A verification cross-reference. matrix provides a correlation of the CAPS'
ptrfo	 ce specification and the correspondinS verificatiou techniques and
plsuas. The verification matrixes for the CAP$ are shown in Table 6-1. The
aatrixes, therefore, provide the base for development of test procedures to
address aU performance vequirmentsfspecification. A separate verification
icatrix is provided for each CAPS element.
s
a
t
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ITIM (NAME AND PART NO.} 	 VERIFICATION CROSS
CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING	 REFERENCE MATRIX
SYSTEM SOFTWr E ; (Coven cationo Irate=face)
1 SimiLARIT
	
3. INSPECTION	 NIA NOT APPLICABLEVERIFICATION METHOO'
Z, ANALYSIS 	4. TEST
VERIFICATION PHASE REMARKS
PERFORMANCE:
REQUIREMENT DEVELOPMENT QUALIFICATION ACCEPTANCE
22"	 Site Directory
- 2.2.1
	
Site Directory 4 4 4
. 1aE^rmal: any
2.2.2	 Site Directory 4 4 4
update
2.2.3
	
Site Directory 4 4 4
Print
2.3	 Comoro nications
Hardware Inter
face
2.3.1
	 Interface 194 4 4
Coeesand
2.3.2	 Data Integrity 2,4 4 4
2.3.3	 Communications 4 4 4
Hardware Staters
2.4	 Sl7-S6iS 4 4 4
Communications
2.5	 Data Scorn 4 4 4
2.6	 Transmit Data 1,4 4 4
to Oast Com-
puter
2.7	 Manual WAS 4 4 4
Control
Table 5-1. Verificat ion Matrixes (Sheet 1 of 4)
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mITIM (NAME AND PART N93 VERIFICATION CROSS
CINTNA ILPATOROCISSING, REFERENCE MATRIX
(Input proaassins)
VERIFICATION METHOD I,. SIMILARITY	 3. INSPECTION	 WA NOT APPLICABLE
2. ANALYSIS 4. TEST
VERIFICATIONPHASE REMARKS
PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENT DEVELOPMENT QUALIFICATION ACCEPTANCE •
.. 3.2	 Accept Ray Data 1 4 4
frog the S/7.
.3.3	 Decomutate Rim 4 4 4
Data into Seme
3.4	 Extract Variable 4 4 4
and Convert to
Engineering Units
3.5	 Converted 4 4 4
Variable Testing
3.6	 Compute Per- 4 4 4
formance, Evalua-
tiou parmaters,
3.7	 Goaersta Inputc— 4 4 4
for Data Base
Update
3.8	 Create Ristary/ 4 4 4
Archive Tape
3.9	 Create Input Suer- 4 4 4
many Report* .and
Error. massages
Table 5-1. verification mamixes tsheet 2 of 4)
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ITEM INAME AND PART NO.V' 	 VERWICATION CROSS
CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING 	 REFERENCE MATRI X
SYSTEM SOFTWARE
	
(File Maintenance)
VERIFICATION METHOD.	 1..SIMILARITY	 3. INSPECTION	 NIA NOT APPLICABLE
2. ANALYSIS
	 4. TEST
VERIFICATION PHASE REMARKS
PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENT DEVELOPMENT QUALIFICATION ACCEPTANCE
4.2	 Automatic Update 11,4 1,4 4
i
of Data Base
4.3
	
Manua. Input 1 I 4
to Data Bast
4.4
	
Data Base 1 i 4
Maintenance,
Access and Update
4.5
	
Data Base 1 ]. 4
Security
4
Table 6-1. Verification Matrixes (Sheet 3 of 4)
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ITIE tNAME AND BART NO.)
	 VERIFICATION CROSS
CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING	 REFERENCE MATRIX
SYSTEM30FTWARE	 (User Support)
VITRIFICATION METHOD
	
V. SIMILARITY	 3. INSPECTION	 NIA NOT APPLICABLE
2. ANALYSIS	 4. TEST
VERIFICATION PHASE REMARKS
PERFORMANCE
AEGUIREMENT DEVELOPMENT QUALIFICATION ACCEPTANCE
5.2	 Information 1 1,4 4
Retrieval
3.3	 Plot Capability 4 4 •4
5.4-	 Generation of 1 1, 4 4
Scheduled Ar-
ports.
3.3
	
MaEnotic Tape 1 194 4
Generation
5.6	 Terminal/Batch 1 1 4
Capabilities
6.0	 Performance 194 4 4
Evaluation
Data Base
raoie t-i. veritication Matrixes (Sheet 4 of 4)
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7.0 DEVELOPMENT VERIFICATION PLAN
Development verification will be performed as a part of the initial CDPS
design activities. Analysis of the proposed designs and testing of initial
concepts will be performed to ensure that the CDPS approach selected provides
n
the growth and flexibility to address system specifications In a cost effee-
tive manner.
Of prime consideration in development verification will be the utilization of
commercially available hardware and software to satisfy CDPS requirements.
Trade analysis and performance testing of available capabilities against the
CDPS System Performance Specification will provide the bases for selection.
Development verification will consist of detailed testing of each software
element, under simulated input conditions, to ensure that the design satisfies
the software requirements. These tests will be executed in a standalone
environment and will test error paths as well as the normal processing paths.
Upon completion of development verification activities on each software ele-
ment, detailed tests will be performed, using simulated data, to test inter-
faces among the software elements. As a result of this interface verification
testing, the overall CDPS design will be proven and the system will be avail-
able for qualification verification.
Development verification of the hardware will be performed in conjunction with
software verification. ability to satisfactorily perform software development
verification Will prove the hardware can satisfy the design requirements for
each system element.
An interactive relationship will exist among development verification and CDPS
design/ trade studies /selection processes. Any deficiencies noted in the
approach will be discussed and resolved to the satisfaction of the development
verification personnel. The interactive relationships will be internal to
IBM; however, the results of development verification will be discussed With
HSPC at periodic meetings/desig n" reviews.
lip
(1) S/7 configuration and WAS for communication and data collection
(2) 3/7 - S/370 communication to achieve data flow to S/370-145
(3) Input processing software process data accumulated from S/7
.(4) Data base update capability for user support verification.
Upon completion of qualification testing, the system will be ready to undergo
acceptance verification.
Test/analysis results achieved as a result of qualification testing will be
compiled into a CDPS qualification Report. Test procedures will also be
contained in the report.
8.1 QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURES
Formal qualification test procedures will be generated, provided to MSFC $ and
utilized during qualification verification activities. The verification
cross-reference matrices and the COPS Per gormance Specification will provide	 Y
input required to define and detail these procedures.
C-i8
LPr*Sram Trouble and Corrective Action Reports will be generated for each problem
encountered. A sample of the form to be completed for discrepancy reporting is
shown in Figure 4. Discrepancy reports must be investigated and resolved prior
to completion of qualification verification. Reports on status of discrepancies
will be included in the qualification report.
8.2 S/7-SDAS CONFIGURATION UALIFICATION VERIFICATION TESTINGL1.ww^^^w•	 . y	 nr+^
The qualification verification for the S/7-SDAS configuration will ensure that
the CDPS: can perform the functions associated with telecommunications, data
collection and data transmission to the host computer for processing. Functions
to be verified are;
(1) Site Directory Requirements
(2) Communication Hardware Interface.
(3) S/7-SDAS Communications
(4) Data Store
(S) Transmit to Rost
i
(G) Manual. SDAS Control
y
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8.3 HOST COMPUTER INPUT PROCESSLNG QUALIFICATIOX TESTING
The host computer input processing qualification testing will ensure that the
CDPS host computer configuration satisfies all design requirements in the
following functional areas:
(1) S/370-145 to S/7 communication
(2) Archiving of Raw Data
(3) Processing of Raw Data
(4) Computation of Performance Evaluation Parameters
(5) Generation of Data Base Update
(6) St—mary Reports /Error Messages
(7) Historical Data Archiving
C-21
R8.4 FILL MAINTENANCE QUALIFICATION TESTVG
The CDPS file maintenance capabilities utilize an existing data base manage-
ment system which has been proven on other activities. For this reason,
qualification testing will consist of a functional test under maximum input
conditions to ensure that the capability satisfies the design requirements.
Functional capabilities to be tested are:
(1) Automatic update of Data Base
(2) !Manual Input to the Data Base
(3) Data Base Maintenance, Access, and Update
(4) Data Base Security
slim
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8.5 USER SUPPORT QUALIFICATION VERIFICATION
The user support qualification verification will ensure that the CDPS satis-
fies the requirements associated with support of data base users. These
•	 verification tests will address the following areas:
(1) Information Retrieval for Report Generation
(2) Plot Capability
'(3) Daily, *tonthly, Annual Reports
(4) Magnetic Tape Generation
(5) Terminal/Batch Capabilities
C-23
Verification of the performance evaluation data base will be accomplished by
verifying that data can be added, updated, retrieved, and deleted. Since these
capabilities shall be verified in the File Maintenance Software Verification 	 .
(Section 8.4) and User Support • Software Verification (Section 8.5), no farther
verification of the performance evaluation data base shall be performed.
C-24
J8.7 OVERALL CDPS QUALIFICATION VERIFICATION TESTING^^rrr^^r +rte ri  r.i^r i
Upon completion of qualification verification of each of the CDPS elements,
overall end-to-end tests will be performed on the system. The test configura-
tion will be as discussed in Section 5 of this report, and the WAS input will
be simulated to provide reference input data. These data will provide the
following capabilities:
(1) Nominal (No Error) Conditions
(2) Off-Nominal (Error) Conditions
(3) Variable Formats (14, 30, 46)
Through use of these reference data, system tests can be performed which will
provide the basis for entering acceptance testing.
C:-2
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9.0 ACCEPTANCE VERIFICATION PLAN
Upon completion of qualification verifications the CDPS will enter the accep-
tance verification phase. This phase will exercise the CDPS in a normal opera-
tional environment and will provide the capability for testing of operational
procedures. The testing configuration will be as shown in Section 3 of this
plan, and test data will consist of nominal reference data. Successful com-
pletion of acceptance verification will provide an operational CDPS.
The WAS will be called via IBM tie-lines and data collected by the communica-
tion interface configuration. This data will, in turn, be transmitted to the
host computer, processed, stored in the data base, and user support functions
performed. Output will be provided to analysts to ensure proper content and
f ormat.
9.1 ACCEPTANCE VERIFICATION-PROCEDURES
CDPS Acceptance Test Procedures shall be developed and used and will provide
the test/analysis environment for demonstrating the overall capability of the
CDPS in an operational environment.
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10.0 COPS NAINTSNANCR VSRMCATION APPROACH
After the COPS has bean declared operational, each requirement change which
results in modification to the system will be evaluated for reverification
purposes. Those changes which do not impact CDPS Inter-element interlaces
will undergo development and qualification verification; whereas, those result-
ing iu interface modifications will undergo all verification phases to ensure
overall system continuity. Test procedures and test results will be retained
for all maintenance verification activities.
a
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1.0 VNITROAVCTI21
The Central Data Processing Systc a (OPS) for support of SIMS data
processing requirements must be developed to support the overall solar energy
program milestones and must provide the flexibility to support a widely ranging
user community! Reliability, flexibility, and avN ilability are the primary
development objectives to be vatisf ied by the CDPS and must be the primary
drivers during development of the system. To achieve these objectives, a
systematic, welly-controlled development must be utilized.
1.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this development plan is to define IBM's approach to the
development of the hardware/software of the OPS. Included are the development
standards, schedules, detailed discussions of the development approach for each
system element, and configuration management techniques to ensure development
control.	 .
1.2 APPLICABLE DOCITIME .'TS
The following; documents are considered pertinent Co the CDPS development
plans:
(1) CDPS Performance Specification Document
(2) S/370-145 Functional Characteristics
(3) S/7 Functional. Characteristics
(k) IBM FSD Software Standards Document
(5) Site Data Acquisition Subsystem Specification Document
(6) IBM System/7 Teleprocessing Multiplexer
(7) Programming Guide for S/7 Teleprocessing Feature
(S) PL/1 Programers Guide
(9) NIPS Manuals
(10) Guide to Writing APG Procedures
1.3 11CATIal
Tha CDPS will be developed on computing facilities located at the IBM
facility in Hurt: 7111e, Alabama. Development will be performed for MSFC by
INOFSD personnel at the Huntsville facility.
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2.0 COPSMSCRIPTION a
Within the overall Solar Heating and Cooling Dexaonstration Program, the
CDPS performs the following functions:
Data Collection - The COPS daily collects instrumentation data from all remote
sites via standard voice-grade 1200 Baud telephone lines. In addition, non-
instrumentation data available from MSTC, ERDA, HUD, etc., which is needed in
performing overall system evaluation, is collected via manual means.
Data Processing - The CDPS accepts raw data, as collected by the data collection
functions and performs the data processing functions required to transform the
raw data into processed information for use in system evaluation/analysis
activities. The CDPS also provides the resources to maintain a performance
_	 evaluation data base, containing both raw data and processed information, for
use in support of performance analysts.
Data Archiving - To provide capability for detailed analyses of system perform-
ance`and to maintain data for historical purposes, the CDPS provides the
capabilities to archive data collected and processed. Both raw data and
processed data is retained on magnetic tape, and formal reports are archived
in a library.
Data Distri.hution - In addition to collection, processing, and archiving of
data, the CDPS provides the essential function of distributing the data to the
appropriate organizations. Distribution is in the farm of printed reports,
data plots, and magnetic tapes.
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3.0 Di'1W3_011MENT
To ;,uppert NASA taeod daLm; for an wpcx atipiml CM.013 and to support
internal. 1M hardc.,;, re devolopi. r:;zt:, X}'Ut 1;:.;. t?cf fined coo overall M.'S develol -
ment sclwdulc. Th,^, schodule it, shoum in r i.^ , urc 1 -,$,,d includes the development
activities fctr CDPS dnetimer.WtiOn and softvarc. Overall progrmll milestones
to be mi,sported art, rizo shown.
No unique developm ent facilities are required in support of CUPS
devalopr.ent. The E ,:i; tang S/1 ztnc1 S/370-145 compute: s provide the facili.tie:,
required for softw.'re developtfttnnt.
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To ensure reliable and consistent product8 , standards have been established
for both this hardware and software within the UPS. The following paragraphs
address thesca deve lopment standards.
4.1 CDPS }i iRDWARE
The prinary, ob ,ject:ive is to minimize the development of SIMS-unique hard-
ware. To achieve this objective, conwercially available hardware will be used
throughout the CDPS. This Approach trot only avoids the hardware development
costs but ensures availability of spare parts in the event of hardware failure.
An additional benefit is the availability of personnel to solve hardware problems
at no additional cost to the SIMS program.
4.2 CDPS SOFTWARE
The CDPS software development standards encompass the use of advanced
software development techniques, the use of a strong software management
approach, and maximum use of available software to minimize development Costs.
The use of those standards in past software development- projects has resulted
in low-cost, high reliability software. These standards, to be used for SINS
CDPS software development, are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
4.2.1 Advanced Software Development T er_hnIques
The advanced software development techniques will consist primarily of
the use of modular, top-down development concepts and the use of high-order
languages. The modular, top--down development conce p t provides the ability to
have an early operational system with reduced ca pability and to easily add
capabilities to the initial system without complete system reverification.
The concept also requires a more detailed requirements and design phase which
results in fewer changes during software development and utilization. The
resulting software is highly structured and, as a result, is easier to maintain
throughout its Life cycle.
The use of high--order languages will increase programmer productivity
and will result in the S/7 computer :software being written in APG/7 language
and the S/370-145 software being written in PI./Z. Each of these languages
are commercially available and have been used on many diverse software projects.
4.2.2 Configuration r+Aravement Approach
To ensure that CDPS software satisfies system data processing requirements,
configuration management techniques will be applied during software develop-
ment. A software review board will be established, as a subpanel of the SIRS
CCB, to control the software development activities. Baseline requirements,
software Nsign, and sof_t:wa^e verification will be reviewed and approved by
the review board. Software will be tracked to the module level by the board.
pRI MAL PAGE ffi
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4.2,3 Use of Available Software
To reduce software development costs, maximum use of available software
will be achievad. Because of the gen!trality of application the S/7 software
and $1370 data bank management systei:.s will consist printiirily of existing
software.
4.2.4 Use of Standard Forms and Procedures
To achieve a standardization across all software development activities,
a set of standard forms and development procedures will be used. Examples
of forms for software change requests -and software program release notices
are shown in figures 2 and 3. All forms will be assigned unique tracking
identification for use in configuration management.
A program library will provide the mechanism for controlling released
software. As each module is completed and released for operational use, it
will be assigned a unique identification and added to the program library.
The library will be controlled by an assigned individual who will be responsible
for all additions/deletions effecting the library.
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{i) :=Cfi ^fll1.4;:t,'i (2) yCFl '(Y,'E + (3) DATE
SOFTWARE CHANGE R::au^.,T
03(0/1 15 U S-7.
14) TITLE OF C14ANGE
(61 INITIATOR (0) REFERENC:1.
..M.DESCRIPTION
ORIGINAL PAGE lb
OF POOR QUALITY
(8) REASON FOR CHANGE
0) ADDITIONAL REMARKS .	 .
(10) IMPACTS
(11) SRD REFERENCE ^. 1121 OTH01 NSFERENCE DOCUMENTS (SPECIFY)
(13) ASSESSMENT {14) CONCl RPIENCE
ID	 APPROVED
E3	 DISAPPROVED
SIGNATUREIDATE
r
a
TWARE PROGR 4 M RELEASE V
	 ;E
I. MODULE RELEASE DATA
MODULE ID	 DATE
PROGRAMMER	 RELEASE ID
SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM	 MODULE ID
EXECUTE MODE: a RT1,i	 q OS
RELEASE TYPE:	 q RTM	 q OS/SIM OSP-0	 DOFF LINE PROGRAM
II. RELEASE AUTHORITY
© INITIAL RELEASE
o PTR(S)
© SWCR(S)
q NEW CAPABILITIES
(EXPLAIN)
III. SOURCE MODULE INFO
A.	 MODULE LOCATION	 •,
- O.CDpS; SL r 1RCE	 © CDPSi RELFASE. SOURCE
B ,	 SOURCE TYPE
o FORTRAN 4 360 ASSEMBLER aSP-0 ASSEMBLER q OTHER
IV. RELEASE TRACKING (Filled In By Co--Ordinator)
q VERIFIED IN CDPS RELEASE. SOU RGE
o ASSENIBLED!COMPILED SUCCESSFULLY
O ASSEMBLE/COMPILE FAILURE (NEW PRN REQUIRED)
o LINK EDITED TO. LOAD MODULE SUCCESSFULLY
n LINK EDIT FAILURIE (IF FAILURE ATTRIBUTED TO THIS MODULE)
* RELEASE COMPLETE
95s i.83:IU
Furore 3; Software Progrurn Rolease Notice 	
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5.0 DEVE'..01'• F'11T A v- `1': kll
The W I S develops-,iont approach tri p ut t1 i s tc a bt;:l l tiing block concept 1.11
which each clemint of the systan wtll hr t1k,ve.1oped and tested in a stand-
alone environment, and ezch cl.tntenL inte:t ,,r'nted in a sy F sr.c::iatic nanner into
the total CTN.'S. As can he seen in ?'igurc 'e, the develo pment of each eletir-tit
occurs in parallel with acceptnnua ver;fic:ztIjIn being portorme.d ou the total
system iwmedlately procadint, tht. , first article revit:;a (1":,'.t),
The following paragraphs dn--cribe the detailed development approach And
schedule for each U)" S element.
5.1 CDPS I1:LtAWARE DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
As was discussed in paragraph 4.1, ccmnercIally available hardware will
be used throughout the UPS. All necessary CPVS hardware is preso fitly installed
and no further development is planned.
5.2 CDPS SOFTWARE DEVZLOPMENT M"PROACH
The CDPS software deve:lopriont approach ;n::kes max:inum benefit of available
software and has been scheduled to -support overall SI`iS program milestones.
Detailed schedules and major cha., acteristic:; of the development activities in
each of the CDPS software areas are discus,;vd in the following paragraphs.
5.2.1 Remote Site l• ntorface Software
The remote site iut:^:r'f ice .:o* twara. which executes on the S/7 computer
configuration, will he developed trees; basol.ino software capabilities which
are avaLlabJo cu;,:r, ►t!-cially.	 They opv-,alti.r:i; :;Vst.01 1-1 (nttt,lrus) will caYtsist Of
the S/7 MSY!7 sottwetr4 which providos the cap bilit	 or:
(1) Interrupt l'racessing
(2) Multiple Prior lty of Procorsing
(3) Timer Support
(4) Yc:riphe:ratl Input/Output Support (Disks, Printers, Teletypes, etc.)
(5) System Micros
This operatin;, n\-s em, is gu-nftrsted through the t:se of the S/7 APG/7
compiler +ind requis•z-;, no SIMS dovelormcnt activities.
The operating syt- 1-cm provide!; the basis for us4. of the top-don develckp-
mont approach for Cho r(. , ;ante slta Interfacti !;o twarc. Aq+plication software
which c.=at C tie develt neJ will bo adde,d, to tho operati,+ ,system In a systemat c
man,icr to otoble:ve: tlec: o'vral,l t, 17 operasional capahliirj.
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The comziunication capability within the software will be developed
through adaptation of existing software to address t:,: format/transmission
requirements of the WAS to be installed in remote sites.
The development schedule for the remote site interface software has
been phased to provide operational software to support the acceptance testing
of the initial production unit of the WAS,
5.2. 2 Inruz ProcessinS Software
	 r
The input processing software, which executes on the S/370-145 computer,
Is the major development activity within the CDPS software. It contains the
majority of the software which must address the SIMS-unique requirements;
and thus, it cannot be developed from a commercially available base. To
support the SIRS program milestones for SDAS development and to provide an
early software capability for user interaction, a phased development approach
will be utilized. To provide a capability to support acceptance testing of
the Initial SDAS production unit, the ability to process sensor data for input
Into the data bank must be provided. This capability will consist of the basic
software structure and will provide the following:
(1) Input Documentation
(2) Parameter calibration
(3) Parameter Conversion to Engineering Units
(4) Preliminary Error handling
(5) Data Bank Formatting
The second phase of development will include the definition, design, and
Implementation of detailed error handling/ analysis of SDCS sensor data.
Primary objective will be to achieve a highly automated maintenance diagnostic
capability for production SDAS units. An additional function of the phase
will be to implement software enhancements/capabilities which increase the
software usability by system analysts.
5.2.3 Data dank Management Software
The Data Bank Management Software, which executes on the S/370-145, is
the NMCS Information Processing System (NIPS) which is available at no cost
to NASA and requires no development activity. hie systEm has been installed
oa the. IBM-"r
 SD Huntf.vil.le facility computer and tested to ensure correct
operation. In addition, training of progrance.:s has been performed. The
re:',Waning development activities to be performed in support of SIMS data
processing requirements are: (1) training; of analysts in use of the system,
(2) detailed design and implementation of data bank, (3) integration testing
functions.
D-10
7933221
.5.2.4 Vaer Support Sol
The user stipport soft-AmTe w-M ronsl.nt of tbe output enpabilitles of NIPS.
Flexibility and generality of N11", n1i ,,--uld saLlsty all retIO,tements of the CD115
without modification to 11 111 S softw,nre.
5.2.5 LuLipjrt Software
Through us p
 of eximinp S/370 mid S/7 davelojwmt I.-n1maj , es, ro Oavelop-
i-aent activit wy ill be roquii , -ed to e ► sm-ing ay.-WabUity of ' support software.
Perf;onnal assigned to Ott-,
 Facility conilmuition conter wiD provide stipport of
thin software at no dircut cost to Sli"IS prognim (effort included J.n cort/hour
of computer V.1me).
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6.0 IBM, /M5VC. PX-VIEWS
During CDP9 development, three reviews will be held between MSFC and I8M
to review requirements, status, and products. The preliminary design review
(PDR) will be held approximately two weeks after authorization to proceed
(ATP) and will provide the means for review of CDPS proposed configuration,
CDPS requiresents, software design, and available programs, and development
plans and se edules.
The prototype revl.ea will be held approxir"itely three months after ATP.
The principal objectives of the review will be: (1) review of development
status, (2) description of CDPS operational. characteristics, (3) user's
manuals review, and (4) acceptance plan review.
The first article review (PAR) will be held approximately four and one—
half months after ATP. Principal objectives will be:
(1) Acceptance Testing Review
(2) Users Manual Delivery
(3) Approval of CDPS as Operational System
'.{.
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PURPOSE
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1,aURGE
tandalone test environment and as part of total Central
4	 Vest UPS processing software 
in both a s
Data Processing System (COPS)
design limits as specified in the Central Data Processin g System Software
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0	 Tast UPS sof
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 ware to	 3	 ,
Performance Specification (MSFC Rio. DR501-C /IBM NO. 7933251)
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2.0 SCOPE
	 i
e
1
a	 Insure through testing that the CURS software meets or exceeds the design limits baselined in
performance specification and design document.
a	 'resting procedures developed and used to control the testing environment and to insure that all
design limits are tested and results documented.
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APPLICABLE D3CUMEMS.
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3.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
0	 Central Data Processing System Software Verification Plan (MSFC No. DR501 -4C/IBM No. 7933198)
•	 Central Data Processing System Software Performance Specification (MSFC No. DR501-4;IBM
No. 7933251)
I	 Central Data Processing System Software Development Plan (IISFC Ito. DR501-4C/IBM No. 7933221)
•	 Central Data Processing System Software Design Document (July, 1976)
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SECTION 4
QUALIFICATION VERIFICATION
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All testing perforr:ed on operational CDPS computer hardware
SEAS simulated on S17
0	 Two levels of' testing
-	 Stan c..lone
-	 integrated
o	 Standalone testing characteristics:
"driver" program
rcise input processing software
all error processing, normal processing functions,
Simulated input through use of 5/370-145
rredi:table input perimeters used to exe
Error conditions included in data
Three simulated input cases used to test
and report generation
o	 Integrated testing characteristics:
-	
Simulated input from S/7 SDAS simulator
-	
S/370-145 to S/7 interface used to comunicate data between systems
-	
Controlled input simulation to provide predictable test results
-	 Remote sites with formats of 15, 31, and 47 parameters simulated
-	 Output for archiving and data file updating will be verified 	
to
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i4.2.1 Standalone Testing Approach
a	 SDAS co^::unication interface simulator used to provide test capability
-Cow-and/response sequences
Con munication hardwrare interface (autocall/telephone lines simulation
-	 15, 31, and 47 parameter SOAS scan simulation
q	 Provides means for testing all S/7 operational software with the exception of the actual
SCAS/S/7 telephone interfaces
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FILE ik^.'UNTEi,1."tUC::
	 0 QUAL# Ir1CATsG'N)PS.:^`H= < 	{	 y 0 q ACCEPTANCE q 	 ^"UNPUT PROCESSING USER Sl3€'I'ORT
^-w^)FARE R-MICTIONAL AnEA: Site Directory Requirement s ;]ATE: 
:S:EORMANTE SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:	 2.2 VERIFICATION M 01M REFERENCE MATRIX TAKE 	 6-1 (1 of 4)
.ST tLEIM3E1 DESCRIPTION .,
-x
'-' Test Objectives; (1)	 Verify that the Update Site Directory program
properly generates the site directory to be used
for data collection.
(2) Establish baseline site directory for use in
support of qualification verification
Test Procedures:	 ( 1) Generate directory entries for remote sites for input
h -via the 5028 teletype interface.
N
(2) Load the update site directory program into the S/7.
(3) Enter the directory update information via the 5028.
(4) Load the Print Site Directory
 program and print the
directory contents.
(5) Verify that contents of the directory agree with
input requests.
12	 ,
aCDI'S SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
C^". ^`^'CATI4'd INTERrACE
	 Q	 rILE MAINTENANCE^.; %.L^.',YTr'T:
	 Sf ^ q 	 QUAL#r#CATioAt q
INPUT PrOCESSING
	 q 	 USER SUMORT q 	 ACCEPTANCE q
+.°,'tiIE FUNCTIONAL AREA:
	 Site Datt Col leCt Pro ra[n DATE:__
._.	 .
wrtricAI1G
	 cnosS r2r-Ent-t4cE =Tnix TA.DLE
	 6-1 (1 of ^t) -I	 .	 .
CESCMPTION
	Test Cbj* ctive:	 Verify that the comiunication interface software properly
processes con-znds and replies and stores data received
in proper forriat on disk.
	
Test Procedures:	 ( 1) Use site directory created during test 2-1 for input.
(2) Load the SPAS simulator and S/7 software from disk.
tx
,!.	 (3) Enter the operational data collection made.
(4) Monitor 5028 keyboard printer report to ensure that
cc-: unication and da ta collection is properly
perforied.
(5) Dump the disk containing collected data and verify
correct format and contents.
(6) Dump site directory and verify that parameters
	 r
associated with collection have been updated.
	 ,-:
(7) Retain collected data for use in subsequent testing.
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MPS SOFTWAnr,
 w- mm."ATION MP:;;;.DME
COPS ELI-NENT:- S/7 Lt; : ---^' CAf.'UN INTEArACE ^^•.^	 FILE. I+AINT t ANCE QUALIFICATION
i"1ry t+T ;';,CTCE +' . r3G q 	 USER SUPPORT q ACCEPTANCE q
_ WF? -'Aftt: FUNCTIONAL ARM Site Data Co llec1.ion _  DATE.
i'Eitst3Jl? ;^!:CF SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:
	
2.4%2.5 VCFtlfICATIDN (:I1D5S i3F!! E1ikNCC P.%.ZTRIX TABLE	 6- 1 ( 1 of 4
TEST NU1'JJF-R	 DE:SGIUPTIOiN
2 --3
	
Test D,jbectiye_s_: (1) Verify that conmunication interface software correctly
handles the following S/7-SDAS error conditions: 	 I
(a) Data set check errors (Perf. Spec. Table 2-2)
j
b) Data overrun errors (Perf. Spec. Table 2-2)
c) System/7 XI O errors Perf. Spec. Table 2-2)
(d) 1 firvout bel.w,--en characters (Per f. Spec. Table 2-2
(f^ BC11 error in received data (Perf. Spec. Table 2-2
(J Saftuwre error
(2) Verify that cc watus+ic:ate interface software correctly
m
	 handles commun i cal ti on equip:..2n t errors:
^b
Q
a
a
(a) Invalid control word
(b) Pata set not ready
(c) I/O list busy
(d) Line closed
(e) Invalid line number
(f) 1/0 overrun
(a	 Invalid station address received
(b BC11 error in comnand
(c	 Invei lid coltuuand received
(d) SIMS device failures
(3) Verify operational retry capability of conmunication
interface software (Table 2-3 of Perf. Spec.)
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MIS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROrEUURE
C0f6T.'7Jrd1CA710N INTEAFACE 	 0 FILE MAINTENANCE QUALIFICATION xLDI'S F[_EMENT:	 517 ``----^^
PPORT
rr
A ACCEPTANCEINPUT PRE)CFSSING U tlsElt St	 _ i
tiF NCTIONAL AREA.	 ►
 Data tal e C ti ^Si te^ DATE:
CL ii: {)It"1. ^ t:: E VEe: ITICAT'S ON RF: EIbEU:( :E;	 [ , q /:? . 5 VER ; FICAFI ON CROSS REfERENCE MATRIX TABLE 6..1 (1 of 4)
I€S ST NU10,13rl s
2-3 (Cr,..rzyn-cal)
O
*d
r
nCcI•pelsiri sk
T est Procedures: (1) Use site directory cre:azed during test 2-1.
(2) Load SDAS Sinullator and operational S/7 software.
(3) Select manual status r*de.
(4) Execute S/7 site data collection.
(5) Frster status codi ls to test errors under Test
0ibeetives (1) and (2) above.
(6) Verify thitt S/7 operational software performs as
speci riE:d in 7a;de Z-2 of Performmnce Specification
for error coal i t ions .
(7) Load ogeiruCioncki S/7 software into S/7..
18) rrtter pa tches i ri to 0AS to force error conditions
flosLr• il;,--d cinder Ies t Objective (3)..
(3) Verify tbaL . 5I7 sotl .warc: performs as speci fied in
Table, 2-3 of I:erforwanc :e Specification for error
conditions.
4.2.3' integrated Testi ng Ap2roach
s	 S/7 is connected to S/370-145 via the SBCU
Sfwlated SDAS data obtained from standalone Test 2 -2 is transmitted to host for processing
^l
w
o^
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4.2.4	 INTEGRATED TESTING PROCEDURES
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CDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
	
COi` & WHICATION INTERFACE ®	 FILE MAINTENANCE q 	 QUALIFICATION
COPS ELEMENT:	 S/7	
INrUT PROCESSMG	 q 	 USER SUPPORT	 q 	 ACCEPTANCE q
SOFTY'.'ARE FUNCTIONAL AREA: S/7 - S/370-145 Interface 	 DATE:
Pc-nro u,^-A=E srrmFICATTON REFERENCE:	 2.6	 VERIFICATION CROSS REFERENCE MATRIX TABLE
TEST NUPMEER
	 DESCRIPTION
2-4
	 Test QUective:	 Verify that S/7 software (Host Forward Store) properly
transmits collected data to S/370-145 via the SBCU.
Test Procedures:
	 (1) Use site directory created during Test 2-1.
(2) Use collected data created during Test 2-2.
(3) Load Host Forward Store program into S/7.
(4) Ensure that S/370-145 software to receive data is
loaded into S/370-145.
(5) Execute Host Forward Store.
	 !"^
(6) Dump disk on S/7 containing simulated raw data.
(7) Dump disk on S/370-145 containing transmitted data.
(8) Compare data to ensure proper data format and content,
4.3 INPUT PROCESSING QU 4.IFICAT ICN VERIFICATION
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4.3.1 Standalone Test Approach
e	 S/370-145 program written to accept solar parameters from sunfall monitor program magnetic tapes
-	 Creates data set in format for processing by input processing software
-	 Has capability to create error conditions within data for testing of error processing
-	 Error conditions under control of programmer when generating test data
•	 Three test data cases have been generated for use during standalone qualification verification
-	 Case 1 - Normal initial batch of raw data. Only errors are variable out-of-limits, variable
change rate exceeds limits, and/or constant variables
-	 Case 2 - errors in out-ef-limit testing, rate of change , both out-of-limit and exceeding rate
of change limits, and non-changing values
o	
-	 Case 3 - BCH errors in data, scan time, block start
-19--
4.3.2 STPUALONE VERIFICATION PF. UDURES
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CDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
CONAIUNICATION INTERFACE
	
FILE NWINTi:NANCE 
r
^	 QUALIFICATION UMv
INPUT PROCESSING 	 ®	 USER SUPPORT	 U
SOFTWARE FUNCTIONAL UREA: 	 I DATE:
PERFOItl WkNCE SPECIFICATION REFERENCE: 	 VERIFICATION CROSS REFER ENCE MATRIX TABLE
COPS ELFnIENT: S/370-145
ACCEPTANCE q
TEST NUNHE R
3-1
n^
DESCRIPTION
Test Objectives: (1) Verify that the Site Description Utility software
correctly generates the site data description file. ,-
(2) Verify that calibration/conversion data is properly
entered into the file.
Test procedures: ( 1) Card images defining the site data description file
received for processing of simulated input data will
be generated. Cards will include definition of Loth
8 bit cuid 111 hit irrlwt lengths, all conversion types,
and calibration /cwiversion coefficients.
(2) Execute Site Description Utility program with detailed
print option selected.
(3) Verify that the listing contains correct data.
C
--	 21.
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C+31'S SOFTWAR€ 	 PROCEDME
•
VERIFICATION
CQMfVM^31YICATi( ^~l^ —^FILE "v1l:UTENACdCE - ^--- QUALIFICATION W----:[tl INTERFACEChs^S El.Ef4llfi^^T:-
	 S/370-145 t+ Eli
1NP11T PHOCESSIN #3 LX l	 USER 5t1i'!'{)RT ^_^ ACCEPTANCE
------
-DAT E: 	— ---c'FTL:'.ME FUNCTIONAL AREA:
	 Raw Data Processing/Merge and Summary
SPECIFICATION F'fF4nE+LCE: 	 3. 3 th rough 3. 9 VERIFICATION CHOSS REFERENCE MATRIX TABLE 	 6-1 (2 of 4)
TFS`s
	 :11?r`::01 DESCHiPTIUN
?- Test (fi?^;s'ctives:	 Verify that the input processing software performs within
design limits in the following functions:
(1) Demm-luta tion of rm data in to scans.
(2) Extract variables and convert to engineering units.
(3) VariiJil:	 test.ir=.!,.
(4) Cuu.pute pm—Icut-noricel evaluation pardmeters.
N(5) G ,.:.tzrate iii ut I-or da ta base update.
a:
(6) 0-4.a;e history/archive tapes.
(7) Crew} ., input toi--mary r.,2purts and error messages.
Test Procedures:	 (1) Generate Case I simulated input which consists
of:
a	 26 data records ( 5, 128 data bytes)
a (b)	 TU-m- of previous star! - 73/01/01Time of present scan	 - 76/06/29
(c)	 Site clock base time	 - 76/06/29 07.00.00
•--e.-..^^a,^sSYd.Y.;i:c..^.,.wY•ins3 r.1..- ^^1t]CEv3i1-nir.:ttS^Y'^-r4^L_.s..tec 6e.^^...-S£d,.'c'I^^ft:!Ml^ir^1. N-.N.34 	 -	 ^s.._.a.^_.5 ....u..a.^wf.k ^.. Lw.... ^, •aa ^s^. i.	 __	 --	 _'	 .nl.... ei.-.. ., _..s.dl uLLL 	 x..v^.. e..	 -.	 ..	 ^s^-X.d_S:nrf^b]sa.^aII^'	 2119'"	 —:— -^•	 _•,.•^••-••
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CDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
COPS ELEMENT: S/370-145 	 C01=4UNICATION INTERFACE
INPUT PROCESsINO
C1
q
FILE MAINTENANCE
USER SUPPORT
q
q
QUALIRCATION
ACCEPTANCE
.0
SOV11:ARE FUNCTIONAL AREA: 	 Raw
 Data Processing/Merge and Summary °Afe' f-`
SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:	 3.3 th rou g h 3.9 TVEIilFICATI[?N CROSS ilE:fEli£NCE MA R IX TABLE 6- 1 12 of 4
TEST VUP'TiF:1	 DESCRIPT ION
3-2 (contir ►ued)	 Test Procedures:
	 (d) Time of last scan - 76/06/30 02.15
_	 - -	
rk
(e) Following parameters have failure conditions 	 {,'
specified:
	
r.
Parameter I11	 Failure
	 Time of Failure
T600	 Change too fast 76/06/29 07.00
TT)100	 Change too fast 76/06/29 07.00
Ti) 00	 No change
(2) Execute Rew Input Processing and Merge and Sunauary
programs wi th detailed print options selected.
(3) Compare scan times to expected values.
(4) Compare converted values of variables to expected
values.
(5) Analyze error messages to verify that all messages Fir
are correct.
(6) Compare computed hourly and daily sunataries to values
determined to be correct through manual Computations.
(7) Compare time intervals and record counts of merges
and sutlalia ry to expected values.
	 N ;.:;
(8) Retain merge and suuniiary output tape.
r	 -	 `
__	 23	 ^_^_
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CDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
DPS ELENENT: S/370-145 	 COMMUNICATION INTERFACE q 	 FILE MIUNTENANCE q 	 QUALIFICATION
INPUT PROCESSING
	 ®	 USER SUPPORT
	 q 	 ACCEPTANCE a
)FTWARE FUNCTIONAL AREA: Raw Data Processing/Merge and Summary	 DATE:
IiFQRMANCE SPECIFICATION REFEIIENCt:: 3
.3 through 3 .9 VERIFICATION CROSS REFERENCE MATRi TABLE 6 -1 (2 of 4)
:ST NUME3ER
	 DESCRIPTION
.3	 Test U ect ves:	 Verify that the raw data processing software correctly
perfoms time continuity tests, identifies error condi-
tions outside design limits, provides correct error 0
recovery and messages, and rejects variables which exceed
acceptance limits.
Verify that merge and sunmary software correctly generates
merged output files for data bank update and History.
	
Test Procedures:	 (1) Generate Case 2 simulated input to include
s
	
	 variables out-of-limits, values exceeding rate
of change limits, variable exceeding rate change
and is outside of limits, and frozen readings.
cz
	
-r
- b	 (2) Execute raw data processing and merge and summary
software with detailed print requested.
(3) Verify that continuity test executed properly.
	
^.	 (4) Verify that outside-of-limits error message was
provided.
rti	 3rk
	 7:'= }
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CDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
PS ELEMENT- S/370-745
	
CONP.MNICATION INTERFACE q 	 FILE MAINTENANCE q 	 QUALIFICATION .Q
INPUT PROCESSING	 ®	 USER SUPPORT	 q 	 ACCEPTANCE q
FMARE FUNCTIONAL AREA: 	 Raw Data Processing/Merge and Summary 	 DATE:
RfORr.'-ANCE SPECIFICATIOX REFERENCE: 3.3 through 3.9 	 VERIFICATION CROSS REFERENCE MATmix TABLE 5-3 (2 of 4)
ST I`I INBER	 DESCRIPTION
(Continued)	 Test ObJectives: 	 (5) Verify that variable rejection messages are provided,
(b) Verify error message for non-changing variable.
(7) Verify that merge and summary tiire intervals and recor•.
counts are correct during data merge,
(8) Verify that output format for data base update is
correct.
(9) Retain merge and sunbmary output.
s"1
j
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COPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
Cpi'S ELE*ANT: S /370-145
	
CO1V:bTJ,%'ICATION'INTCRFACE [J
	
FILE K'AINTENANCE q 	 QUALIFICATIONS L31
INPUT PROCESSING
	 Q	 USER SUPPORT	 q 	 ACCEPTANCE q
FUN* CTiMMAL AnEA: Rant Gala Processing/;Merge and Sunkmary	 DATE:
i £fTf Ort'.1^610E SPECIFICATiOr^ AFFEfiENCE: 3 .3 th rough 3 .9	 ^ VERIMATION CRoss DEFERENCE MATRIX TABLE 6-1 (2 of 4)
TEST Mr.'MA
	 t?rscnip loN
Test Objectives:
	
	
Verify that software correctly processes BCH error
conditions within the input stream.
t-
Test Procedures:	 (1) Generate Case 3 simulated input to include BCC -errors
in data, scan time, and block start.
(2) Execute raw data processing and merge and suTinmry
software.
Lv	 ^
(3) Verify correct detection of PCH-errors in data and
0 o
	
corresponding error messages.
b
(4) Verify that scan which has time with BCH-error .s -.
-r	 rejected, the corresponding error message is prov,_ J,	 -
and the correct rejected scan record is written.
hh
(5) Verify that block of data containing block start
BC11-error is rejected, written to the rejected scan
file, and corresponding error message provided.
(6) Verify that merged and summarized data hcs correct
format and content.
^M'	 -.1tidir.Lye.
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	 ' '
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C r--+PS SOFTWARE V=FIIF1i.=ti'I^rJ 
.ter.
S/37G-Z 45	
f. ►^JCO UN;CAT1014 INTER -FACE	 =ELF :ill^^`e t1y^^i::.E q 	 C^1FlL1r'ICATi t^	 y ^r
 INPUT )"PIOCCSSMG
	
—FY]	 USEPi SUPPOnT	 Ai CE ?TA NCE
	 FA
Wr- TMARL FUI'CTIO:JAL AREA-
	 Raw Data Proc,,asjnv/t'.crga and Sunv-,ary	 aVATE:
Si' l ATICM sIEFERENCE::
	 3.3 t'ljh 3.9	 vEnIFICATION C9055 REFERENCE MATRIX TAULE 5- 1 (2 of 4)
TE:;T LU UE:t
	 DESCRIPTION
3-4 (Co:Itin^:^d^
	 Test Procedures:
	 (7) Retain merge and su=ary output.
l^
{
E:
F^	 +
w,.
27	 -	 ---
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CUPS SOFT'NARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
F	 '^	 CC;' AMICATION INTERFACE q 	 FILE MAINTENANce q 	 QUALIFICATIoN
-,cars C:.c^IE:^T: S/3)70-145
	
INPUT PROCES *,NG	 ®	 USER SUPPORT 	 q 	 ACCEPTANCE	 q
301771511E FUMCYls)NALAREA: Raw Input Data Kchiving	 -^_.--- A DATE:
VECIFICATION REi EHENCE: 	 3 . 13 	VERIFICATION CROSS REFERENCE MATRIX TABLE 5-1 (2 of 4)
''l= sT ^^sTR:3^fi
3-5
DESCRIPTION
Test Objectives: (1) Verify that the input processing software catalogs
raw input data onto uognetic tapes for archiving.
(2) Verify.that Site Data Description File is written
to I!la yne t i c tame with raw data (includes cal ibration/
conversiLn data fur each paranater).
(3) Verify that rejected scans and variables are
written to magnetic tame.
Test Procedures:	 (1) Use cop iud raw c'.ato of crises 1, 2, and 3 for input.
(2) Execute rev data archiving procedure to Create tape
containing cese 1, Case, 2, and Case 3 rva data and
Site Directory.
(3) Verify thdt the el2gnetic tape created contain; the
w correct raw data and Site Directory contents is
r.
properly formatted.
(4) Verify that nessaVes associated with processing
cotiLain correct information.
(5) Verify pro per format and content of rejected data
` files.
V
i
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CDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
COPS ELEMENT: S/370-145	 COMMUNICATION INTERFACE q 	 FILE MAINTENANCE El	 QUALIFICATION I'LA
INPUT PROCESSING	 USER SUPPORT	 q
	
ACCEPTANCE	 13
SOFTWARE FUJ'JCTIONAL AREA: History/Archiving Tape Creation	 DATE:
a
PERFOMIANCE SPECIFICATION REFEMME:	 3.8	 VERIFICATION CROSS REFERENCE WINTRIX
.
 TABLE 6-1 (2 of 4)
TEST NUMBER	 DESMIPTION
3-6	 Test 01.!jectives: Verify that the History program properly merges processed
data into archive tapes.
Test Procedures: (1) Use as input the processed data tape containing merged
output of tests 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4.
(2) Execute the History program.
(3) Verify that the composite History tape contains all
data dated prior to History cutoff date.:
(4) Verify that files contain detail data, hourly
sumnarie!;, and daily supokaries.
(5) Verify that History reports are formatted properly
and have correct information.
(6)
(6) Verify that History tapes are ifi site sequence with
data for each site in chronological order.
	 C
29
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CUPS SOFTWARE
^
- VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
COPS ELEMENT: S/370 -145 	COI',RWNICATION INTERFACE LJ 	 FILE MAINTENANCE q 	 QUALIFICATION l!^J
INPUT PI90C[S:-,INN
	Q	 USER SUPPORT	 ^	 ACCEPTANCE	 q
 ---
- :*FTtcAB E FlINCT IONA L AREA: Input San:c idry Peports and Error Mess a ge s	 HATE:
 _ 
	T	 —	 -	 --
PE:1FL'Ii^V'.' CE sPECIrICAVON REFERENCE-
	 3.9	 ^	 ^VE III FICATION CROSS REFERENCE MATRIX TABLE 6-1_(2
- of 4
_	 —
7r-Sl r NIM7 1 En 	 DESCRIPTION
3-7	 Test Objectives:(1) Verify that the input processing software correctly
generates the following capabilities, reports, and
error mL-ssa(,es:
	 r
(d) Cal ilaration/conversion values
(h) User selection over error message for errors
found during p, ocussing of raw input. Also
user control over su im.-ary reports.
(c) Bata Base
	 Input Sut.-i::rry report.
E ' CO
^► 	 (d) History File Update SUlrnlrary.
(e) Sur.wdry Report of input processed for each site.
Test Procedures: (1) In;g ut data will consist of data generated to support
	
I
test numl,er 3-2.
LIN
(2) Execute test with detailed output option selected
and all SUID::dry reports requested.
(3) Analyze resulting messages/reports for proper
tv
ctrnterltjformat.
CDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
COPS ELENI& NT:- S /370-145	 COM)NICATI[ N INTERFACE q 	 FILE MAINTENANCE q
INPUT PROCESSING
	 q 	 USER SUPPOUT	 q
SQFTY'IAnE FUNCTIONAL AREA: Input Summary Reports and Error Messages	 DATE:
PE11FOIIP.ZP.NCE SPECIFICATION REFERENCE:
	 3.9	 VERIFICATION CROSS REFERENCE MATRIX TATTLE 6-1 (Z of 4)
QUALIFICATION
ACCEPTANCE q
TEST NUMBER
	 DESCRIPTION
3-7 (Continued)	 Test Procedures: (4) Execute test will remaining user selection optinns
to vary detail of output messages and reports.
(5) Analyze resulting wessages/reports for proper
content/format.
M
w
I.^;^.u,
fill.l;.
I	 30a
^^	 r	 n-.r!	 '	 r w	 s ^n.^ w Z m'	 4	 rr^.^ ,^ O' ^^ t f+»vn ^wwt 'r i `' ';7 ^►•- 
'7"^ i" 	L ''A	 ''
4.3.3 Input Processing Integrated Qualification Verification
o	 S/7 software simulation of SDAS used to generate input data
-	 Representative data from remote sites consisting of 15, 31, and 47 samples will be generated
-	 N to con L^ ccntr^':led to provide known test environment
-	 A ccrp lete d,^y's input fr3m re.rote sites will be generated
-	 Data wiil be Formatted and stol-ed on disk for subsequent transfer to S/374-145
o	 Sin-aiated data will be transferred fron S/7 to the S/370-145 via the operational data link for
Processing by the input processing, software
0	 Data tapes created during input processing will be processed by file maintenance software
0	 overall -objective of inicgrated qualification verification testing is to ensure that all MPS
sof4v.,dre intern:ces are vr:rified ;p rior to entry into acceptance testing.
ti
^a
4.3.4 INPUT PROCESSING INTEGRATED QUALIFICATION VERIFICATION PROCEDURES
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COPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION; PROCEDURE
^i:.i` MAINTENAN' C' E. CUAtLIFICAXtONCDEd )NICATION INN CRFACt=
CO P5 tz€;k -.CIV :.	 5/370-145 INFLI	 Q^tctc:: sstuc 	 Y^. USER SUN, Iff	 E ^ ACCEPTANCE
OATSFUNCTIQ%AC ARFA:^: •ri:F".. :Ci rectoryS i te' Descriptia r^
^._t Fk . l::s tC^ .s;'ECi: s^r+T:^ri fc: f 	 :tE,	 ^:	 3. VERIFICATI ON CROSS KFEKNCE MATRIX 1AULE 6-1 J? of 4
^.	 ,,	 . e r^ . ^rt cz^^n :r^=aiu i
3-f Vest 0"ectives Verify the capability to provide and maintain a Site
i)escription Directory which small contain . a detail ed
definition of the failo ing : for each site;	 .:.
(1 } ` 'ea as 	 mi t tia e
(2) Location of 1,1 e#!SlS -f-wr_mt withi n Scan
(3) Lenfit-li of Fiei 1l 	 (1 or ::Z. bytes)
(	 ) tea a Eir'ii' !^wrrid ;i_ fut i. at Position  for Converted Val ue
3
(G) f.^Fnv^* sic-r	 It^r ,^I ion Coefficients i
(7)
i
i.irtiwc 	 aluc
r {ii) ^axir°z^^	 ltcc.^^,^ E airlc {:^:3n,e Between Success Ye Fteadi. gs
Cir (9) ChdnUe/N10 Eh. -,wgL ludio for
3e^,t' Procedures: (1) Gcntr.;ti., card j -y,!r!es :'duf"ining remote site processing
"' ^ mqui rements fOr 15, 31, and 47 parameter scans.
L (2) Execute. the site data description util.iry to create
fi r+ site sl^:scripti ^n €ii.e f ='" use in performing : ntzcgratt
tee ti ny.	 --
(3) `Print contents :of : description file and verify that
file c nta^ns correct data.
(4) Re t;: n ' fil e for wCe in subsequent te,: i ng.
^:..i^.^c.aHac... nrfA:cil8u^w:r.....ou.....,^w._.-..__. ......_... 	....._^	 ..._:...o....H.,^....__....._.._._ 	 ....,._._..---..:_.. .._._ ._.._
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COPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION. PROCEDURE
^pPS ELEI1 NT:	 S/370-145 CQh3ti'>l1NRC#1TION INTERFACE	 U PILE 161AINTENANCE q OVAURCATION Ix
INPUT :PROCESSING USER SUPPORT
	 q ACCEPTANCE
	 Q
P0Fn.'
.
ARE-:FUNCU10NAL AREA:
`Raw Data Acceptance From S/7 IDATEs
iL '^^i11CC ;SPECt ICATIOY REFERENCE , .
	 3:.2 VERIFICATION Ci1QS5 ' itEF>`ttEl110E MATRIX TAOL	 6+1 (2 of 4
tST:N1j.%T, ER . DESCRIPTION. 3
19 Test Objective: Verify the capability to accept raw data frm the 3/7 and
store for prole	 iris.
Test procedures: (1) 'Execute S/7 simulator to create data for testing.
(2)	 Coc^rdirlate S/7 and S/37©-145 activities to ensure
that software/hardware are configured to transfer
data.
tti'
w
(3)	 Execute data transfer.
mm (4)	 Dump the disk data'sets on S/7 and S/370-145. and
ensures that data:itas properly transferred and s tar ,d
onto S/370445 disk.
(5)	 Retain disk data set for input processing testing.
ru%C-TIO rM AREA: Raw Data processing/Merge and Suuviary
	
MATE:
E;t^ aFt ►,  .d E ;^^ cCi^ ►cnf^ora Rt:FLi^FNCE:	 3.3 through 3.9	 VERMICATiON CROSS REFERE NCE MA TRIX TABLE 6-1 2 of 4.
EST P:::: r3ER	 OESCMPTION
-^ «T	 Test OF)^;^ctives:
	 Verify the capability of the input processing softy{are. to
process data created by the S/ 7 communication .interface.
software and transferred to S/370-145 by the SSCU.
Test procedures:
	 (1) Use disk data set created during test 3
-9 . as input
for test.
(2) Select detail print option to obtain all error.
messages and processing status information.
(3) Execute raw data processing and merge and suna4mary.
^O programs.
(4) that raw input obtained from S/7 is proces,S4Verify
correctly through analysis of messages obtained
during program execution.
tv
o"
{5} Retain output for use in testing of file maintenance
software.

.0 ^4 a	 `r LLLL ^ ^	 ,^ - '^itr	 ^, 	 ^,	 . 	 —^	 ^	 ae	 :.	
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SCDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
COPS ELFIt1EAiT:	 S/37C1-1 15
IV!COOUNICATION INTERFACE 0
ff^^1I
FILE MA TENANCE ldJ ii^^11OUALIFICATION UU
INPUT P1810CESSI NG 	 a USER 5UPPOnT	 q ACCEPTANCE
SOFTWARE FIANCTIONAL AREA. AutoludtiC and Manua l !1pda te of Data Base 	 DATE::
a
PE
.
EI OR	 ANCE ss'FCi."-f .AT;Q?J ^,^ FEi9L:3C E: 	 Q . 2/4 . 3 VERIFICATION cross INEFERENCE MkTRIX't;A9LE	 6-1 (3 of 4
TESIt VMMUEM DESCRIPTION
4-1 Test Objectives: (1) Verify that tape containing processed remote site
data is compatible with the NIPS data base managemen t,	 f
software and can he used to automatically update the
data base. .t
(2): Verify ability.to
 create data :sets for remote sites...
(3) Verify : manual data entry capability through update
of Site General Description data.
M Test Procedures: ( 1) Ilse data tape, containing sin;ulated SIIAS data created
during test number 3-10,
(2) Use file forn;at tables describing remote site
operational data set.
(3) Generate site descri ption data and create remote site
;; description file (manual input).
	 ."-'
(4) Perform fi le
 maintenance run.
(5) Verify through analysis of transaction processing
report that all data was accepted and inserted into
the data base (manual and automatic).
z
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CUPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
i0e'S ELErr. «T 
•
S/3 70-145 CO14:1r1 NICATION INTERFACE 	 ^ FILE MAINTENANCE ® QUALIFICATIOrd
INPUT PROCESSING ItSLR'SJ; f'OnT ACCEPTANCE
OFT.,'.'A ;E FUNC'TIOxN- :L AREA: Automatic and 0-inua,l [Upda te of Data Base DATE:
(?i,474, C;r' S? -C1FICATIn^s PrzF- Ei.E i: CE: 	 4:2/F^.3 VERIFICATION:.cnU:;S ^:EFE i-tJC^ f.!ATnix:TA'OiE 	 -^ .t.^ of %i{
DESCRIPTION
x
I	 (Colli Test Procedures: (6)	 Dump data base contents .and ensure that both site
--,descrip tion file andP remote site l operational d^^t
file cn^fainorr^ct nfnrn:3tion.
y.
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CDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
_
COPS ELEMENT:	 S/370 -145 COA-4MINICAT .ION INTERFACE	 ^ FILE MAINTENANCE ^ QUALIFICATi01f Q
INPUT PROCESSING
	 Q USER :SUPPORT	 q . ACCEPTANCE
SOFTWARE FUNCTIONAL AR EA- Data Base Securi ty DATE:
PEI.FcnT.*m.`. l: S?EC;FICAT ION REFEt.E:1CC:	 4.5 VERIFICATION CROSS 11EFEBENCS MATRIX TABLE
	
6-1 (:. of 4)
TEST NU rEfi. DESCRIPTION
4-2 Test ObJectives: Verify that.access' to the'data base can only: `be achieved
through use of Proper access codes.
t
Test Procedures: (1)	 Use data base files created during Test 4 -1 for.
I
testing of security.
y
(2)
	
Generate access requests via card kaput (Ba4zh)
and tenninals which use invalid . and valid access ^.
codes and which attempt to write into data fil es k:he
only read is authorized.
(3)	 Execute data base queries/updates.
(4)	 Verify that: r`

ai
4.5.2 USER SUPPORT gU'ALIFICATION VERIFICATIOM PROCEDURES
_j
.w..._.,-'^x^^. i`rLC-1 '...^-	
___•..
	 .;^w -.._ _	
.^
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CD?S SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
C0:4'rt' UICATION INTERFACE: 0 FILE t AINTENA1' CE Q CIUALIMCfiT.li3^i ^1CAPS ELE?r.EN7:
	 S/370-1 45 q Q ACCEI'a AN	 .INPUT PROCnSSIN	 . USER $Ui^^'QfiT
SO -W.AnE. FUNCTIONAL, AMA:
	
Informati on Retrieval DATE:
`	 .f`IT ;;^ ":T<CC S+^E^:FIC ^T I3: RED: Ei :'-^. ;•"^ VERMICATION MCI; REFERcEUCE ^:i^T>t^3C Tl`^:,z	 6!1 ^ * of- ^t)
T'7T MY IER.	 OZSCRIPTION
-1 Test _abiecti es:
	 Verify capability to perform Information ret:rieval of
data from data base ' . from - both batch and tarminai s:oc^ess
Test Procedures.;
	 (1) Use data base created during execution of Test 4-1
for testing.
(2) Generate info .ration retrieval queries to cen2rate
tabular data reports via both batch and terminals
M
O'	 (3) Execute queries.
(4) Verify that data presented in reports is same in
both batch and terminal modes.
	
MA
	
(5) Compare results to the known contents of the data
Abase to ensure correct retrieval and formatting of
X ow
	
^	 data..
h;
i
7933442
CDPS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION'. PROCEDURE
r. S E.LE T_	 Sj.37'Q-1.45 CO:.: st .'CAT1UN MTEAFACE q 	 FILE pti INTEMAUCE 0
INPUT PROCE SSING	 q 	 USER SUrPOr.T	 1A
MAMFICATION L•"1J
ACCEPTANCE q
D%►TE.
-n..	 Y. r{^ nrrr..^ yap 1t ....r :t+^.	 VERIFICAT10.1 MOSS	 T. NTAIX :TA LE . 6-1. (4 of 4)
R.
	 MMa'd!i' OU
Test rt ective:	 Verify that the plot capability software properly
retrieves data and re.-,-rates cor. ect plots.
Test Procedures:	 (l) Use data base Contents chea ted during execution e;
Test 4-1.
(2) Cenerate test cases for plots of:
-	 Parameter versus tire
-	 Two parar,_ters versus ti-•:e
(3) Execute plot test cases via batch and terminal.
y^
(4) C .,pare plots obtained via batch and tersainal for
consistency.
(5) Compare plots with raw data received fron simulated
SMS to ensure that overall CDPS functions have not
changed data.
o
C^
Is
'' ^a
7  is4=:2
CAPS SE)FTL'YARE VERi'F1CATI011t.PROCEOURE
C-11
	
C.:^:: W%''ICAT.[QiV '.t3TE.RFACc Q
	
FILE MAINTENANCE Q
	
GUALIFIC-IMO+^t-	
EZ^J
RtiriT: S/37 -145	 r—^	
- - - --	 - ------ ----	
r
MARE rU6XCTIO*,6AL AREA: Generation of Scheduled Reports.	 DATE:
3r ,'ANCE SPECIFIC.: 1ON REFERENCE: 	 Vc'RIFICATtO N CROS qEF€r& E. *CE t.ATRIX TO-BLC-
14LI M. ER	 CEr.cnIPTEON
Test ObJecti_ie
lest Procedures:
Veri fy that scheduled reports can be Generated from datta
base.
(1) Use data base created during execution of Test
4-1.
(2) Generate query to access file and forrwt schedules
daily and monthly reports.
(3) Execute query.
(4) Compare daily summary report contents with expected
r
Skresults.
(5) Compare Monthly Summary Report contents with expected
a results.
M
`1 r
'	 r
4	 Syr	 ^	 -'
7933442
CDPS SO1=T ARE: VERIftCAT1ON pROCEOURf
CJ	 =='PJNMA ION INTERFACE q 	 F E MAIMENAN-CE q 	 QUAUFiCATION YJ
M7UT PF?GuES:s!"4G	 q 	 USER SUPPORT	 q 	 ACCE"A CE q
TIMM-E FUNCTIOVA X--EA: Magnetic  ^'a e Generation	 DATE:
•;;-"'.^:t'.' ''RCi^ C^.::r:: !'. f_: : "":^'	 ^.:,F#^IFlCA3lU-1 Ci:Gs::3 ;'-FEC^3E': ICE M TR9X TABLE
!.	
Test £;^ :.ctive.	 Yerify capability Ito er^erate output on magnetic tape for
distribution to outside uswrs.
Test Procedures:	 (3) Use data base created during execution of Test 4-1.
(2) Generate infomia;;i ,r. retrieval query and -racer.',-,re
for generation as war,,°ctic tape.
z	 (3) Execute query and proce+t:'e.
(4) Uuriip magnetic tape.
r r.,
/LI irl
rr^^
LSD G[' (5) Verify that content- of tap_ is sarm as data bas=. .
kF %.
.....
. ^....^.,.
SECTION.5
ACCEPTANCE
VERIFICATION
1 5, 41, and 47 parwieter sites are siTulated
'' cr
formal operational envi rorr.:ent used for acceptance testing
-	 Procedures used For control of testing	 o
-	 Test Results documented
-	 Problems.
 recorded and resolved
W
5.2 rCCEPTI ,CE VERIFICATION PROCEDURES
7933442
COPS SOFMARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE
ELF'f6,C,#T< .	 sJ7 COW-VUICATION INTERFACE ^
FILE ftAINTEUMACE ^
[[''''``^^
^tfALIFIC►^TlOrli	 Ej
INPUT PROCESSUIG	 ^ Usul SUPPORT	 Q ACCEf'TA?ICE .. : Q
iVAFIZ Fk:` IC-110NAL :AREA: anual SDAS Control E7ATE:
u, `.`." j .' E s?ECIFICATION FMF": :E::'E:: 2.7 VERIFICATION 011053 13icr-RENCE fr4AT IX TA'1LE .' 	 Sh	 lof^1
0ESCRIPTIOi'i
Test Objectives : Verify that test operator can control cor wicatiorR with
SIRS from the S17 console.
4
Test Procedures: (l)	 Connect known voltage references to SMS0
(2)	 Create site dirgctpry to-support testis..
(3)	 Execute test SOTS i nterface. somare.
(4)	 lanually issue each valid : 	.tand. tc SW.'and insure
proper response.
(5.)	 Manually issue invalid co,•; "ds and insure proper 4
response.
r
LtirUf ..:is E Si EC ►,Ff ,TIC I^I=.: ri•=:d4L^:
	 2,1
	
VERIFICATION CROSS REFFnEmcE rrATaoX %;mot€ 6-1 (1 of 4)
-^	 jest Obective z 	 Verify that the S17 operational softxare can core =anicate
with SDAS i
 and can collect data,. and can transfer data,-+o
S/370-145 for processing. 	 <_
Test Procedures:	 (1) Site directori created to include tie-line phone
number and collection tames.
(2) Known voltage references connected to SDAS.
(3) Operational site data collect p"r rw. executed.
(4) Upon completion of collection, cc.m.waication log
used to verify proper ceneand interface.
(5) Disk data sets containing collected data analyzed to
ensure that all data properly formatted and stored.
(6) Retain data set for S/370-145 testing.
(7) Transmit data to S/370-145 fcr processing.
7933442
COWS SOFTWARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE u	 `.:'	 '
EZE^'^ftlT •
	S,1370-1 45
	C0?oTZJ 4'CAT10P4' MITERFACE
	 0
•
FILE BPA11"T rzNA1'CE 	 El QUALIFICATION E:J +
INPUT PROCESSING	 ® USER $L;'POIT	 q ACCEPTAt;CE	 q
T7W-XriE : c:T;CT I :1*AL ARIA:	 Overall Functional Req uirements DATE:
y . 1 TERWICATION CROSS o'MFERENCE MATRIX TABLE 	 6-1 (2 of r
DZI-MM"? ION
Test Objectives: Verify that the input processing software can accept
S.
input from S/7, p2rForai prece --sing on raw data, perfor,,:
merge and st.azary functions, crea te +ata base update	 `^-- <
tapes, and support archivinrj/ilistory funct ions.
^Test Procedures: (1)	 Execute raw data acceptance progra:n to receive data y
from S/7.
(2)	 Execute rata data processing and verge and strruiary
programs. %:-;	 ,	 r
y^ (3)	 Execute the history Program.
1D , (4)	 Execute the raw data archive procedure. F
_;..
(5)	 Verify error messages and reports to ensure proper
processing throughout all steps. '---^
(6)	 Retain output for record purposes and for use in
file maintenance/user output activities.
CPPS SOFTWARE VERMCATION PROCEDURE
N.
Sl370-145
	
CGL7%,SXiCAt.0 j 
E;;,.0
 ORAL AREA: Wer al l Functional Requirements
FILE MAINTENAUCE ID
	
QVI:LIF7;,^.'I•IOI:^ q
USER SUPPORT	 q
> -ATE:
V€,'%F,'CATIO.1 Cl;" .-' rIEFERM"Mr; t,'ATR T.:'!:iE
+-4	 Test b jective:
Test -`recedureS:
Verify capability of file maintenance soft:^are to
support operational enviror:i:ent.
(1) Accept r;agnetic 4a;^c containing processed efata
from SDAS .
C,00
1.2) Per•
 o g,i z^itcmatic data base up&. ye Functlons.
(3) Verify that all data transactions processed corr,-ctly.
a	 7433442
z; COPS SOFIRVARE VERIFICATION PROCEDURE 	 -
FILE MAINTMANCE q 	 OVALlFfEAT10N q
usim SUPPORT	 q 	 AGCE"ANCE
	 `'q.
HATE.
VERIFICATMU CFGSS "-i:EREt4CE t a-ITr^ .!x TABLE. 5-1 (4 of
u ;s t:u,^'nEn
	 DESCRIPTION
r -
	
Test C-Uective:	 Verify that user support software accor-odate operational
envi ro=ent.
Test Procedures:	 (l) Perforating the following user support functions using
procedures. developed during execution of tests 5-1
through 5-4:
s	 Inferr.---tior: retrieval
o	 Plot Capability
e	 Scheduled reports generation
a	 Magnetic tare generation
x ^
C	 (2) Verify that our; uts reflect the Inputs	 'eivec f
from the SDAS.
COTS fLe . rtT: 5/370-145	 C0*!'•'7JUICATI0.% r?tTEFIFACE q
mpU: enOCEa
	 q
S., f;.ARE FUN:rT::::^rr^^ A SEA: User Support Fucntional Requirements
.14F(j : , r:CE S: £LIFICA IGH 7FFE RENCE: 	 S.l
PMk)1NG PAGR RT,ANR -'nT
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r
6.1 Communication Interface Acceptance Testing
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6.4 User Support Acceptance Testing
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F-85
F-90
F-91
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FF-I
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T. SCOPE
This document addresses the testing performed in verification of the SIMS
CAWS and sari:es the results of the testing.
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3. APPLICABLE DCCMMXTS
The following documents contain information directly related to CDPS verifica-
tion tasting:
Docum ant Mama	 Control Number
CDPS Qualification and Acceptance. Test
	 IBM #7933443
Procedures
Central Data Processing System
	 IBM #7933198
Software Verification Plan
Central Data Processing System
	 IBM 07933251
Software Performance Specification
Central Data Processing System
	 IBM #7933221
Software Development Plan
M
Y
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e. CDPS TESTING DEFINITION
Verification testing of the CDPS consisted of three distinct levels — develop-
ment testing, qualification testing, and acceptunca testing. Development
testing consisted of noftware debug performed during development and provided
tests of each software element on an individual basis. Qualification and
acceptance tests were performed in accordance with the test procedures des-
cribed in the "CDPS Qualification and Acceptance Test Procedures" document,
Results of qualification and acceptance testing were analysed and provide the
data for preparation of this report.
4.1 TEST CONFIGURATION
All testing was performed on the CDPS operational hardware (IBM 8/370-145 and
6/7.computers and peripherals). acceptance testing was performed with SDAS #1
to provide an end-to-and test of the data recording/data collection/data
processing elements of the system.
4.2 VERIFICATION MATRICES
During performance of all levels of testing, verification matrices were used
to ensure that tests addrovsed are requirements of the "Central Data Process-
ing System Software Performance Specification" document. These matrices were
defined to address each of the. major processing c;emeuta of the software —
communications interface, input processing, file maintenance, and user support.
The matrices used in perrorvmnce of tasting are shown it figures I through S.
4.3 CDPS TFSTIXG SUMMARY
Tests were definod to correlate to CDPS requirements with multiple tests being
used to provide total verification. Toe matrices correlating these tests to
CDPS requirements are stovit in figures 5 through 28. Definitions of teat
cases are cuntal.ni,J in subsv quint sections of this document.
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7. ANALYSIS
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	 ,^rtiSE REMARKS
PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENT OEVILOPMENT WALIFICATICN ACCEPTANCE
212	 $its Directory
2.2.1	 $ita Directory 4 4 4
Information
2.2.2	 Sita Directory 4 4 4
Update
2.2.3	 Sita Directory 4 4 4
Print
2.3
	 Ca=unicatlaas
Bardware Tatar
face
2.3.3 4 4
Coed
2.3.2	 Data Iatelzityy 2t4 4 4
2.3.3
	 Ca=uuicatlous 4 4 4
Hardware Status
2.4	 ­ S!, 45AS 4 4 4
Co=umicatloas
2. 5
	Data Stan 4 4 4
. 2.6	 Traasait Data 19 4 4 4
to Beat Cam-
puter
2.7	 YAAUal SI .`AS 4 4 4
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Figure 2. Verification Matrixes
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Requirements
Maintain on S/7 Disk
WAS Station Addressp
r SDAS Cor:.:tunication Status
SDAS Dial Digits
p
SDAS Process Requirements
WAS Data Collection Time
SDAS Error Information
V%-.aber of Disk Extents
r	
^
L Situ Record Index
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Site Qrr !:c
 
Co^13c.
Initial Red1time C lock
k
DCH Errors
Manually Update Directory
oe
Site Di rectory Print
C^
DO
SITE DIRECTORY
Performance Verification Development
Spec.
	
Ref. Test Cases Testing
2.2 2-1 X
2.2.1.1 2-1 X
2.2.1.2 2-1 X
2.2.1.3 2-1 X:
2.2.1.4 2-112-2,2-3,2-4 X
2.2.1.5 2-1 X
2.2.1.6 2-1,2-2,2-3 X
2.2.1.7 2-2 X
2.2.1.8 2-2,2-3.2-4 X
2.2.1.9 2-2,2-302-4 X
2.2.1.10 2-2,2-3,2-4,1-2 X
2.2.1.11 1-2,2-1,2-2,2-3,2-4	 X
2.2.2 2-102-2,2-3,2-4 X
2.2.3 2-1,2-2,2-3,2-4 X
Status
Verified
Verified
Verified
Verified
Figure 5
Performance Development
SEec.	 Ref. Test Cases Testing Status
2.3.1 .1-101-202-3 x Verified
2.3.2 ;2-3.:1-2 x Verified
2.3.3 2-3 x Verified
Z) 0
,4
mb
Requirements
Interface Commands
Data Integrity BCH Errors
Statuslfar&,are S'%'.
Data Set Check
Data Overrun
Syst--W X I O Errors
Software Error
SYSTEM 71 SOAS COMMUNICATIONS
Perfomiance Development
Requirements Spec.	 Ref ._ Test Cases Testin!_ Status
Coretand Message Processing 2.4.1 2-3,1-1 X Verified
Reply . f.iessage Processing 2.4.2 2-3,1-1 X Verified
Nan;,a1 Reply 2.4.2.1
b
Error Reply 2.4.2.2 i
Conzand Definition 2.4.3 2-3,1-1 X Verified
. r
Com-w nd Massage Format 2.4.4 2-3,1- 1 X Verified
Reply i-Idessa9e Format 2.4.5 2-3,1-1 X Verified
Re--al  Tape Reply 2.4.6 1-1,2-2 X Verified
Coirmunicatian Report 2.4.7 2-3,1-11,2-2,1-2 X Verified
mss.`
' Figure 7
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DATA STORE
Performance Development
P.cSuirerrnts SSpec, Ref. Test Cases Testiins 5..
#id Buffer 2.5 1-2,2 2 !( 'Verified
Disk Storage 2.5 .1-2f2-2 X Verified'.
Update Directory 2.5 2-2,2-3,2-4,1-1 x Verified'
Tice of ELliection 2.5 2-3,1-2d X Verified
CFigure 9
.	 ,
TRANSMIT DATA TO HOST
Performance Development
Requirements Spec.	 Ref. Test Cases Testier,
Retrieve Data from Disk 2.6 2-4,1-2 x
Build header 2.6 2-4,1-2 x
Update Site Directory 2.6 2-4,1-2 x
Transmit Data 2.6 2-401-2 x
Error Recovery(*) 2.6 2-4 x
N - Operator error tested hardware errors would require modification .
of hardware being used by other programs.
3
NW)AL.SIDAS CONTROL.
Performance Development.
Requirements Spec.
	 Ref. Test Cases Testing, Status
Manually Select Site 2.7 2-2*2-3 A Verffjod
Manually Select Commands 2.7 2-292-3 x Yerf fiW
Print Replies from WAS 2.7 2-2#2-3 x WrIfied
Print Error Conditions 2.7 2-202-3 x
Selective Print of Site Data 2.7 .2-2,2-3 x Verified
Figure 10
.7
W.
INPUT PROCESSING SOFTWARE TESTING
F^
Figure 11
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ACCEPT RAW DATA FROM. SYSTEM/7
Performance Development
Spec.	 Ref. Test Cases Testing Statue
3.2 2-403-901-3 x Verified
2.6 2-4,3-9,1-3 x Verified
3.2 2-4,3-9,I-3 x Verified
3.2 2-493-9,1-3 x Verified (else W.
standard sys Len,
software packa9c
r •
- Requirements
S/310 - S/T Communications
Input fo .. t Definition
Store onto S/310 Disk
Error Detection/Recovery
y
Figure 12
X	 Verified
X	 Verified
r	 ^
Development
Testing_	 Status
X
	 Verified
43
DECOMKJTATE RAW DATA INTO SCANS
Performance
Requirements	 Spec. Ref,	 Test Cases
Separation of OCt4's and flags 	 3.3	 3-2,3-10,1-3
from data
Locating Block-Starts,
	
3.3	 3-203-10,i-3
End-of
-
Blocks, and
End-of-Sites
Extract Scans -
	
3.3	 3-2,3-10,1-3
OD
Error Processing 	 3.3	 3-2,3-1091-3
Figure 13
iEXTRACT VARIABLES AND CONVERT TO ENGINEERING UNITS
Performance. Development
Requirements Spec.	 Ref. Test Cases Testing
Process Variable Input Formats 3.3 3.100. 3-9 X
3-1 9 3-8
Maintain Site Directory 3.3 3-1, 3-8, 1-3. X
Ca13'b:ation/Conv€rsicn of 3.3 3-2, 3-10; 1-3 -X
Variables
St 
Verified
Verified.
Veri fied
{
,3.
r,Q
Figure 14
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Requirements
Variables Exceeding Man/Min
Limits
Variables 
m 
Exceeding Change
Limi is
Time Continuity
BCII Error Testing
Rejection of Variables
No Change in Variable
%r-rror Messages
o	 Control Over Printing
CONVERTED VARIABLE TESTING
Performance Development
Spec.	 Ref. Test,.Cases Testing, Status
3.5 3-2.1-3.11 3-10t.. X Verified
3.5 3-2, 3-3, 3-10, X Verified
1-3
3.5 3-3, 3-10P 1-3 X Verified
3.6 3-4, 3-10,, 1-3 X Verified.
3.5 3-3, 3-4, 1-3 X Verified
3.5 3-3v 1-3 X Verified
3.5 3-3, 3-4, 1-3 X Verified
3.5 3-7, 1-3 X. Verified
Figure 15
I
COMPUTE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PARAMETERS
}
Requirements
Compute Performance
Evaluation Parameters
Bypass Computations Which
Use Erroneous Input Data.
Performance Development
Sjaec.	 Ref. Test Cases . Testinf
3.6 3-2, 3-3, X
3-4, 3-10, 1-3
3.6 3-2, 3-3, X
3-4, 1-3
Status
Verified
Verified
r;
Figure 16
GE XRATE INPUT FOR DATA BASE UPDATE
Requirements
Detailed Data
Hourly Data
Dail; Data
Performance
Spec.	 Ref. Test Cases
3.7 3-10, 1-3.
3.7 3-10, 1-3
3.7 3-10, 1-3
Development
Testing
x
x
x
Status
Verified
Verified
Verified
F^ S
ta„r
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f. CREATE HISTORYLARCHIVE'TAPES
r: Performance Development
Re. uir6sents. Spec..
	 Ref,r,^ Test Cases Testing Status
z,
'	 Raw Data'Archiving 3.8 3-59 1.3 X Verified
Processed Data Archiving 3.8 3-6. 1-3 X Yeri>ied
For ratting of Tapes 3.8 3-5, 3=6, 1-3 X Verified
Printing of Tape Contents 3.8 3-5, 3-6, 1-3 X Verified
^r
Or
Status
Verified
Verified
Verified
Verified
Verified
Verified
CREATE INPUT SUMMARY REPORTS AND ERROR MESSAGES
Performance Development
Requirements 'Spec._. Ref. Test Cases Testing
Daily Report of Data Base 3.9 3-10, 1-3 x
Input
Me t=-.1;, Archiving Report 3.9 3-6. 1-3 x
Daily Input Processing 3.9 3-2, 3-3, x
Suami"ry 3-4, 3-10	 1-3
Input Processing Error 3.9 3-2j 3-3, x
Ilessages 3-4, 3-10, 1-3
Si to Directory Contends 3.9 3-11 3-13, 1-3 x
Calibration/Conversion) Report
User 'Salec'-ior. of Print 3.9 3-7 x
ti	 Options
lFigure 19
MFILE MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE
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AUTOMATIC UPDATE OF DATA BASE
Requirements
Accept Output of Input
Processing Software
inpot Format
Error .Processing
Performance
Spec,
 	 Re€. Test. Cases
4.2 4-11 1-3
r 4-1, 1-3
4.2 4-1, 1-3
Development
Testing
x
x
x
Status
Verified
Verified
Verified (use
standard soft'{-are).
%	 I
Figure 20
Requirements
Manual Entry of Data
Via Tendnal
Manual Entry of Data
Via catch
Witting of Input Format/
Error Processing
MAKUAL INPUT la DATA BASE
0
Performance	 Development
Spec. Ref.	 Test Cases	 Testig.
4.3 4-1, 1-4	 x
4.3 4-Is 1-4	 x
4.3 4-19 1-4	 x
I
21
mFigure 22
Requirements
D#ta Base Access
-- urity
DATA BASE SECURITY
Performance	 Development
Spec. Ref.	 Test Cases	 Testing
4.5	 a-2	 x
Status
Verified
I
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	 USER SUPPORT SOFTWARE
a
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
I Requirements
Support Standard Data
Base Information.
Retrieval CBDabillties
Performance
Spec, Ref.	 Test Cases
5.2	 5-1-9 1-5
Development
Testing
x
M1$0 9
Status
Verified
Development
Testing	 Status
X	 Verified
X	 Verified ._
a	 t
PLOT CAPABILITY
Performance
Requirements	 §I ec. Ref.	 Test Cases
Provide Plots of ReTOtely	 5.3	 5-20 1-5
Recorded Data to
Perforri,ance Analyst
Plots Generated for Tektronix
	
5.3
	
5-22 1-5
4015/4631 TercAnal !bait
Requirements
Use of Information Retrieval
Capability to Access Data
Base to Create Standard
Reports (Daily and Monthly)
GENERATION OF SCHEDULED REPORTS.
,
Performance
Spec. Ref.	 Test Cases
5.4	 5-3, I-4
e
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Status
Veri fied
0	 a
Pill-,
Requirements
Prwlfide User with
Capability to Access
Dat.^ Base Via Terminal
or e4tch ;I2 41-find. s
TERMINAL/BATCH CAPABILITIES
Perfon ijance
Spec. Ref.	 Test Cases
5.6	 5-1, 1-4
Development
Testing
x
Figure 28
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5. CDl?S WA Ll 'ICATION TFS'i'ING
CUPS qualification cesting consisted of test cases which tested the CUPS
software in a &tandslone more:, an interaacd system Mode using a simulated
WAS, and an integrated system mode using the production WAS unit #1. These
various modes and cis , ,uses tested the CDPS software to the design limits
as specified in b e
 "4-0 Soft*pare Performance Specification". The following
paragraphs address qualification test Kj actives and results.
5.1 CQ.DIMICATION' INTOXACE TESTI.lG
Pour test cases were performed in qualification testing of the communication
interface software. The relationship between test case and functi.oL al software
area tested is shown below.
Test 2-1 Test 2-2 Test 2--3 Test 2-4
Functional .'area /Ferf. Spec
Site Directory
Requirements/2.2 X
Site Data Collect/2.4, 2.5 X
Site Data Collect/2.4, 215 X
S/7-S/370-145 Interface/2.7 X
Description of each test and the rrsult obtained from each test are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
i?RIGINAL PAGE IN
F-38 OF POM QU
Nam''
5.1.1 TEST CASE 2-1
Teat Objectives.
Test Discussion:
Test Results:
5.1.2 TEST CASE 2-2
Test ObJectives:
Test Discussion:
Verify that the Update Site Directory Program
properly generates the Site Directory to be used
for data collection.
Test was performed on operational S/7 configuration
and consisted of the geacration of an operational
Site Directory containing three sites.
Telephone numbers and processing requirements for
each site were entered via the System/7 teletype con-
sole. After entry of information, the Site Directory
was printed through use of the Site Directory Dump
program.
Analysis of the print of the Site Directory (shown in
figure 29) indicated that the directory was formatted
correctly and contained the correct information.
Verify that the Communication Interface Softjare.
properly processes SDAS co=and and reply messages
and stores data rocei.ved in correct format for
transmission Co host computer.
The SDAS simulator wis used on the S/7 to provide
data from three remote sites in the following format:
ORIGINAL PAGE LS
OF POUR QUALITY
F--37
OPI:DSD
SITE DIRECTORY DMIP DATE:	 09/01/76
TIME:
	 00: 05
PRINT ALL SITES? — ENTER Y OR s3
Y
SITE ID: 1
SITE STATUS: 0
TELEPHONE: 00'j9048112810"4811481180000000000
COLLECTION 0 " :Y (S)
.	 LAST DATE ..rl.	 0	 0 0 0
ERRORS: 0
DISK DATA
SECTOR 0	 0 0 0 0
BYTE CNT 0	 0 0 0 0
YEAR 0	 0 0 0 0
DAY 0	 0 0 0 0
HOUR 0	 0 0 0 0
MINUTE 0	 0 0 0 0
SECONDS 0	 0 0 0 0
BCli-,. RR 0	 0 0 0 0
REPLY 00000000	 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
BCTIME
0
0
0
0
0
SITE TD: 2
SITE STATUS: 0
TELEPHONE: 000804811^3lO4811+n1000000000000
COLLECTICN 0 DAY(S)
LAST DATE 0	 0	 0 0 0
ERRORS: 0
DISK DATA
SECTOR 0	 0 0 0 0
BYTE CNT 0	 0 0 0 0
YEAI 0	 0 0 0 0
DAY 0	 0 0 0 0
HOUR 0	 0 0 0 0
MINUTE 0	 0 0 0 0
SEGO:ms 0	 0 0 0 0
BCHERR 0	 0 0 0 0
REPLY 00000000	 00000000 ov"000000 00000000 00000000
BCTIME
0
0
0
0
0
Figure 29. Site Directory Dump (Page 1 of 2)
ORXGTNAU PAGE 2
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T:
SITE ID:
SITE STATUS: 0
TELEPHO"'I.E., 000804811 81043114810(:0000000000
COLLECTION 0 DAY(S)
LAST DATE 0	 0	 0 0 0
ERRORS; 0
DISK DATA
SECTOR 0	 0 0 0 0
BYTE CNT 0	 a 0 0 0
YEAR 0	 0 0 0 0
DAY 0	 0 0 0 0
HOUR 0	 0 0 0 0
MINUTE 0	 0 0 0 0
SECONDS 0	 0 0 0 0
BCHERR 0	 0 0 0 0
REPLY 00000000	 00000000 00000000 00000000	 00000000
BCTIltE
0
0
0
0
0
SITE DIRECTORY Dn!P COMPLEE
Figure 29. Site Directory Dump (P:, ga 2 of 2)
i
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Expected rata Obtnined
Site Volume Data Hjume
1 9370 9370	 ~
2 17610 17610
3 24970 24470
M
1ti
COWDOU ALITy
DMa Fornat
1	 15 Parametems (I Multiplexer)
6 - 10 Hit Readings
9 - 8 Bit Re vdin2s
2	 31 Par:.naters (2 multiplexers) 	 .
12 - 10 Bit Readings
19 - 8 Hit Readings
3	 47 Pa:",.eL• ers (3 multi.plevers)
15 - 10 Bit Readings
32 - 8 Hit Readings
The Site Directory created during Test 2-1 was used
to call each site and store collected data. Responses
to commands to SDAS provided viz manual input to simulator.
ry
One day's simulated data from each site were collected.
Simulator provided changing data by incramen.ting readings
for each 5 minute scan.
Upon cospl.etion of tOst, disk and site directory were
pl Ated and analyncd f0t correctness.
Analysis of the Site Dfrcctory after completion of
the tent Indicates the following:
F--40
4 Content of the Site Director* for each remote site
It shown in figure 30.
Analysis of the data stored on S/7 disk indicated
correct format and content.
Verify that the Communication Interface Software properly
communicates with and collects data from the operational
SDAS.
Test Discussion: The operational S/7 software was utilized to cocmunicate
T with the WAS via telephone lines. 	 Known voltage sig-
nals were provided to the WAS to simulate sensor data.
Three different collecticas were made from the SDAS to
test the software's capability to maintain multiple
PU GORIGINAL collections prior to trani!mission to the host.
Prints of the Site Directory and disk contents were per-
' formed to verify correct software execution.
Test Results: Collection #1 from the SDAS contained 10,210 bytes,
h
collection :'? contained 17,560 bytes, and collection
e3 contained 57,840 bytes.	 Tie Site Directory was
printed after completion of test and proper content
was verified.
Analysis/o%uL.ation of S/7 on-line print verified S17
soft-ware's czr.pabiliev to co:::nunicate with operational
SDAS (see f i ;ure 31) .
s
Evaluation of S/7 disk contents verified proper content
at.and Cc= 
F-41
qi	 U A,
PRINT
 ALL S IT S? ^ i:^ i r i1.^. Y^ OR ^ 
Y
SITE 1D: ]
SITE STATUS: 4
TELEF'FIO .7: 0009048' ^ 2: ^ i)',ti3J.1 ! ::^'."GC00^'C0000
COLLECTiG 0 DAYS)
LAST DATZ 75	 245
	 0 31 5
Ei	 ORS : 0
DISK DATA
SECTOR 0 0 0 0
BYTE C:7T 9370
	 O 0 0 0
YEAR 76	 0 0 0 0
DAY 245
	 0 0 0 0
HOUR 0	 0 0 0 0
MINTUTE 30	 0 0 0 0
SLCt7.3p "a 32	 0 0 0 0
YCf?: R lZ 0	 0 0 0 0
REPLY 00000000
	 00000CU0 OCG:,0000 00000000
	 00000000
BCTUM
0
0
0
0
0
SITE ID: 2
SITE STATUS: 4
TELEPHONE: 000804811''8lC48I -+S! 000000000000
COLLECTION 0 DAY (S)
LAST DATE 76	 245	 0 32 14
ERRORS: 0
DISK DATA
SECTOR 8	 0 0 0 0
BYTE CNT 17610	 0 0 0 0
Yn-' R 76	 0 0 0 0
DA:' ?45
	
0 0 0 0
HOUR 0	 !} 0 0 0
Mil "1: ,:E 31	 0 0 0 0
SFCr,. ;05 3q	 0 0 0 0
BEI?',`3'.I: 0	 1 0 0 0
RFPL'i 1301 1 ( : 0G00	 C("--04?L,t1) 0 1 000C('0	 00000000
BCT 1.iE
0
0
0
0
0
Figure 30 (P:. I	:')
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1 1, 	 ..r..:. 	 T
SITE M: 3
SITE STNtus 4
TELEMON."Zi . 00080481128104811481000000000000
COLLECTI(W 0 DAYS)
LAST DATE 76	 245	 0 33 25
ERRORS: 0
DISK DATA
SECTOR 22	 0 0 0 0
BYTE CW, . 24970	 0 0 0 0
•	 YEAR 76	 0 0 0 0
DAY 245	 0 0 0 0
HOUR 0	 0 0 0 0
MINUTE 32	 0 0 0 0
SECONDS 46	 0 0 0 0
HcHr-RR 0	 0 0 0 0
REPLY 00000000	 00000000 00300000 00000000	 00000000
BCTDIE
0
0
0
0
0
SITE DIRECTORY DUT COMPLETE
Figure 30 (Page 2 of 2)
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U***** SITE DM CULLECT WIGNAR 09126/:6
0900:18 DATA COLUCTIM YOR SITE 1
0900:40 UIATIM 910 !
0900:50 REEF W'VAIDED COLLECT10N #10901:04
0902:40 10,000 + MES
0902:52 ccly,%=
0902:56 DISCO.MECT M.,
SITE DATA COLLECT PRUMA )9/2717 6
0922:24 DATA COLLEVION FQR FITE
0922:43 MUNG SITE I
092 2:54
0923:07 COLLECTION 02
()925 .9 17,000 + BYTES
0926:03
0926:07	 DISCONNECT COMANDW)
***** SITE DATA COLLECT PRCCRAM 09/28/76
1020:22	 DATA COLLECTION FOR SITE 1
1020:41	 DIALING STTZ I
ingns q2	 lzrr,,,: rn l,.!ke ^%;*)-m
1021:08	
COLLECTION #3
1027:35	 RFAD TAPE	 67840 BYTES
1027:52	 col.`„' ;, '. ",)
1027:57	 DISCO:;',-ECT cc' ,',-,.' -...D . lT)
...A
.	 ff. 2
Figure 31. Test MA On--Line Lai,
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5.1.3 TEST '2-3
Test M ectives:
Test Discussion:
77j
J
r,-- 
a
]]jj A
33
^ t
}
^y
j
Verify that the Communication Interface Software
correctly handles:
^I
(1) S/? -SDAS error conditions
(2) Co=unication Interface Hardware Errors
(3) operational Procedures to Bypass Error Conditions
Test was perform-ed in two separate phases - the first
using the WAS simulator and the second using the production
SDAS. The simulator was used to test errors associated
with (1) and (2) above, and the WAS was used to test errors
associated with (3) above.
In using the SDAS si.7uiator, error conditions were
manually entered via the teletype keyboard as responses
to commands to the cormunication equipment or to the
SDAS. Analysis of the teletype printer output was used
to verify that the Co=unication Interface Software
correctly handled each error condition. In addition, the
Site Directory was printed after each error test to
ensure that the "Site Status" field was correctly
updated.
During phase 2 or the testing, the operational site data
collect program was used with the SDAS. The following
operational cor=vnication problems were tested:
(1) Unable to call SW US
(2) BCFI errors dur!ng co=unication
(3) Tinne- Mt between characters
(4) Tine-out of 51 71 ::e= ore SDAS Reply to Command
(5) Incorrect Site ID irom SDAS
F-4 5
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Test Results:
	
	 Analyses of on-line teletype printer output and
print of the Site Directory indicated that the Com-
munication Interface Software performed correctly in
responding to error conditions.
Tests performed with 5/7 - WAS configuration indicated
correct software operation in handling operational com-
munication errors. Figure 32 contains a sample of the
on-line print during error processing.
5.1.4 TEST 2-4
Test Objectives:	 Verify that the Host Forward Store software on the
S/7 properly formats and transmits collected data
to the S/370-145 for processing.
Test Discussion:
	
Data collected via the use of both the SDAS simulator W'
and the actual SDAS was transmitted to the S/370-145
..	 9
;`4
via the sensor-based control unit (SBCtl) for processing. ="	 '
"I
Prior to transmission to the S/370 -145 the Site Directory
wasrinted to determine the number o£ bytes to bep	 y
transferred.	 In addition, for one case, the contents -"''	 E
of the S/7 disk was printed prior to transmission. 	 The
data received at the S/370-145 was retransmitted to the
S/7, printed on the S/7 printer, and analyzed to ensure "!,A
that the data was identical to that originally transmitted.
During execution of integrated testing, all transmissions
between the S/7 and S/370-145 were analyzed to ensure that
all data was transmitted.
Proper data format wds verified through the S/370 -145 soft-
ware being able to doccutate and process the data.
F-4G
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***** SITE DATA COLLECT PROGIMM 09/24/76 *x*%*
0840:13. DATA COLLECTION FOR SITE 1
0840:41 DIALING SITE 1
0841:15 DI<1LING SITE 1
0841:48 DIALING SITE 1
0842:21 DIALING SITE 1
0842:27 UNABLE TO DIAL SITE I TP.4.1 STATE'S - 15
0842:30 DATA COLLECTION FOR SITE 2
0843:05 DIALI"M SITE 2
0843:39 DIALING SITE 2
0844:12 DIALING SITE 2
0844:45 DIALING SITZ 2
0844:51 MNABLE TO DIAL SITE 2 T?:,124 STATUS - 15
0844:54 HARD FAILURE
***** SITE DATA COLLECT PRCGRA'M 09i24176 *****
2333:16 DATA COLLECTION FOR SITE 1
2333:39 DIALING SITE 1
2333:50 REOF CMDUN'DED
2334:02 REWIND CON.VA ;DED
2336:39 READ TAPE MNS- WED
2336:43 TMI ERROR Sa:%V;S 40 %TT=2TING RETRY
2336:55 REWIND CO NMANDE• D
2339:36 READ TAPE CO;L'' ANDED
2339:39 TPM4 ER:;OR STATUS -0 ATTEM-PTING RETRY
2339:52 REWIND CO'M.MED
2342:32 READ TAPE CCM%Lk'#DED
2342:35 TPMM ERROR STATUS 40 ATTEMPTING RETRY
2342:48 REWIND CC.•."L•' MED
2345:28 READ TAPE Co,1A.V 7DED
2345:32 TPM ERROR STATUS 40 ATTE'•:PTI%,'G RETRY
***** SITE DATA COLLECT PROG1W4 09/27176 *****
^RZGJNAL PAGE
OF Poo
leQCIALr4-+y
2145:37 DATA COLLECTION FOR SZ.E 1
2145:56 DIALING SITE 1
2146:07 REOF CO"M." WED
2146:42 REW11 D W-1bVIDED
2146:45 TP'.V ERROR S;,VTi:S 15 r1''_'T^^::mT_:^G TO REDIAL SITE
2146:49 TP111 _r2aOR STATUS 15 T- a-T-TING TO RErIz+L SITE
2147:14 DIALING SITE 1
2147:27 1RF0F CO.',!".VIDED
2147:50 REVI:'D COXIVUMED
2147:53 TPMf ER-.:OR STATES 9 ATaE.`PTING TO REDIAL SITE
2147:57 TP'TX M OR STATUS 9 AZ i MITPING TO REDIAL SITE
2148:24 DIALING SITE 1
1-148:36 REOF COsM-'-V.J)ED
2149:11 REWIND GCzD1 C;Dr.D
2149:15 MAIM Ei?ROA ST:VIUS 15 AT"S7-1'TTNG TO REDIAL SITE
2149:18 M• .A	 n \	 .	 Uin.,,i	 r...C:.•,17:.^d^,^;S 15 ....fy	 n	 n.... ^.:PwI:;^ T_O "?'DIAL SITE
Figure 32. Operational Co=unication rror Handling
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Test Results:	 Dt+ring execution of tests, approximately 100,000
bytes of data were transmitted between the S/7 and
the S/370-X45 without failures.
No errors were encountered in processing data formats.
.	 1
5.2 INPUT PRCCESSING SW-1VARE TESTING
Ten test cases were performed during verification of the input processing soft-
ware on the S/370-145. These test cases included standalone testing using input
data created from existing Sunfali Monitor data tapes and integrated testing
using data created via both the SDAS simulator and actual SDAS. The following
table summarizes the areas of requirements tested with each test.
I
i
b 0% ^ 01
INPUT PROCESSING
t!S(11TTDTT.lC`.TTC
Accept Raw Data From S/7
Extract Variables/Convert X X X X X X
X X
X
Test Convarted Variables X X X X X X
Compute Performance Eval. Pars X X X
Generate Data Base Input X X X X X X X
Create History/Archive Tapes X X X	
IX
X X
Input Summary Reports/Errors X X
Ljx--ix
X X
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Test Qb actives :_	 Verify that the Site Description Utility Software
correctly generates the Site Data Description File.
Test u	 Card rages describ l-ng a site with the following scan
characteristics were created and used to generate a
Site Data Description Pile entry.
(1) Scan contains 25 variables
(2) Both d and 10 Bit Variables includes
(3) Conversion types of linear, quadratic, and
discrete
(4) Conversion tables for each variable
(5) Maximum/minimum values
(6) Maximum change limits
(7) Change Indicator
The card images were processed by the Site Description
Utility Program and a print of the resulting data
file was analyzed for correctness.
Test Results:	 The analysis of the Site Data Description Pile indicated
that the correct file: entry was generated and contained
the proper data. Resulting report is shown in figure
33.
5.2.2 TEST 3-2
Test,i--ct	 Verify tr;:t the input processing software performs
within desi^n limits in the areas of:
QItIGISX11 PAGE 1b
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Figure 33. Site Descsiption File Report-
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DATC-10535176
CODED MEASUREMENTS REPORT
	
yy-^^M!ASUPEMEMt^ -181"POA -LEW- V^JS. ^ja -"COMV 0 1 	 CONV 12	 CONY 03	 COW 04	 YIIUEI^	 Y +"►iU$w" 	 CIAO rwppj- m	 CNHG?
EP1D3	 19	 2	 •2 L	 0.000	 0.125	 0.000	 0.000	 0.000	 100.000	 25.000	 NO
EP300
	 +^- -' 4 -	 3 L --	 01000	 1.000	 O.ir00	 0.000	 08000	 2566000	 10.000	 VES
SP301
	
16	 1	 4 L _	 0.000	 0.100	 0.000	 0.000	 0000	 256.000	 39.000	 tiE S
EP401
	
15	 1 - .6 L	 0.000	 0. 1013	 0.000	 0.000	 0.000	 30.000	 10.000	 YES
EP402
	
0	 1	 7 O	 0.000	 9. CCC	 0.000	 0.000	 0.300	 11000	 1.000 h0
EP501	 •	 1	 9 0 	 0.000	 8.000	 0.000	 O.G00	 0.000	 1.000	 16000	 NO
F300	 7-	 1	 10	 L	 0.000	 0.100	 0.060	 0.000	 0.000	 256.000	 10.000	 YES
F400	 11	 1	 11	 L	 0. 030	 0.1 GO	 0. "a	 0.030	 0.030	 50.000	 5.300	 fi0
F5CO	 18	 1	 12 'L	 0.030	 3.100	 0.00V	 0.000	 0. 000	 25.600
	 20.000	 YES	 -
1	
Cis	
1001	 1	 1	 13	 L	 20.000	 1.003	 0.000	 0.000	 0.030
	
2?b.000	 20.30D	 YCS	 ;t
w	 TOa1
	 13	 1	 15 L	 -450.000	 k.OJU	 0.0vo	 '0.030	 -20.300
	
110.000	 90.000	 YES	 r,
UL- 0	 19	 1	 26 0	 70.rOJ	 O.C.aG	 Q. 00Z
	
0 .000	 45 . 0110
	 90 . 300	 45. 000	 brS
Tpiuu	 17	 1	 29 L	 20.u00	 0.Ula	 0.000	 0.000	 204003	 -40.000	 20.000	 YFS A.
TD360
	 6	 1	 31 L	 20.000	 1.000	 0.000	 0.000	 25.000
	
276.000	 25.000	 YES
Tw381
	
3	 1	 32	 T	 :	 20.000	 0.00J	 0.013	 1.000	 0.000	 100.300	 22.000	 YES
T r)3011	 	 1
	
33 T	 20.000	 0.000	 C.Wo	 1.000	 0.000	 100.000	 22.300	 YFS
10400
	 3	 1	 34	 T	 20.000
	
0.000	 0.cove
	 1.000	 0.0110
	
100.000	 22.000	 YCS	 .
T0401	 3	 1	 35	 7	 20.000	 0.00G	 0.603	 16000	 04000	 100.000	 22.900	 YFS
T0402
	
3	 1	 36 T	 20.003	 0. ON	 0.000	 1.000	 0.000	 100.000	 22.300	 YES
T0600
	 3	 1	 39	 T	 20.000	 3.ODU	 O.(uD	 1.000	 0.000	 100.000	 2?.a00	 YFS	 - a
11100	 12	 1	 U -L	 0.000	 1.000	 4. )0.1	 0.000	 0.000	 256.000
	
10.000	 WE S
11300	 9	 1	 42 L	 0.000	 1.000	 0.000	 0.000	 0000
	
256.000	 10.300	 TES
11301
	
2	 1	 43 L
	
0.000	 0.100	 0.000
	 0.000	 0.000	 25.300	 24.000	 YES
11400
	 5	 1	 44 L	 04000	 0.100	 0.a))
	
0.000	 0.000
	 256.000	 20.000	 Y:S	 r
Figure 33. Continued
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(1) Input Decorrmutation
(2) Extract Variables and Convert to Engineering
Units
(3) Testing of Variables
(G) Performance Evaluation Factors Computation
(5) Data Base Input Generation
(6) Create History /Archive Tapes
(7) Input Summary /Error Messages
Test. Discussion:	 A test case data set was generated to be used in
performance of this test. This test data consisted
of:
(1) 26 Data Records (5, 128 Bytes)
(2) Beginning time of data - 76/6/29/0000
R
PAGE
 
Last data time - 76/6130/0215
OF F^ 	 (3) Failure condition (no change /changing too fast)
for selected parameters
The test was performed in a 'standalone' environment
and used the Site Directory defined in Test 3-1.
Test Results:	 To verify the capabi lity to perform input decommuta-
tion, extract variables, convert to engineering
units, and test variables, a comparison of results
expected to obtained was perforated (shown in figure
34)
_	
To verify the software's capability to generate
hourly and daily su-nary data, a comparison of ex-
pected to actual was performed. The comparison
matrix is z h cc :n is figura 35.
Error roes :z-es and su:»mary re ports were analvzed for
accuracy of carter;t. No problems were noted.
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OBTAINED VALUES/ERRORS
15.0
0.0
72.39
21.0
0.0
0.05
85.0
Changing Too Fast
Changing Too Fast
No Change
EXPECTED VALUES/ERRORS
15.0
0.0
72.4
21.0
0.0
0.05
85.0
Changing Too Fast
Changing Tao fast
No Change
Figure 34. Comparison of Expected to Actual Results
^u:M.6:.'. ^_.L. :..Ln.t^•Y-^'• 's.•' yin .	 ^l;ifNFkl^	 uLl^i?^_`siL^4.:...^. _.. ihi^ Wi'^4-........
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VARMBLE NAME	 TITLE
EP101 76/6/29 0700
EP300 76/6/29 0705
T600 7616/29 0710
TD301 76/6/29 0715
E?501 7616129 €1720
8100 76/6/29 0725
N113 76/6/29 0730
T600 76/6/29 0700
TD$00 76/6/29 0700
TD300 ---
G
5U!^^.'^RY
	
LEVEL
	
VARUBLE
	
TIM£
	
EY.PECrED
	
OBTAINED
Hourly	 TOO1
	
76/6/29 0759
	
79.80
	 79.80'
Hourly	 TD300
	
76/6/29 0859
	
20.0
	
20.0
Hourly
	
D001
	
76/6/29 0959	 -93999	 --99999
Daily
	
T001
	
76/6/30 2359
	
77.04
	
77.04
Datly	 TD300
	
76/6/30 2359
	
20.0
	
20.0	
Jr
Daily	 D001
	
76/6/30 2359	 -99999	 -99999
{
L^
V^
Fissure 35. Hourly/Daily Su=ary Comparison
t
s	 v
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5.2.3 TEST 3-3
Test 4bblect_ives: Verity that the Raw Data Processing Software correctly
perform* the following:
(1)	 Time Continuity Testing	 r
(2)	 Error Processing
(3)	 Error Recovery/Reporting :.
(4)	 Variable Rejection
Test Discussion: Test case data set was generated which included the
following error conditions: WL
(1)	 Variable outside of acceptance limits
(2)	 Variables exceeding change rate between
successive
(3)	 Variables not changing 54
Total of 232 scans of input data between times of
76/6/30 0220 and 76/6/30 2135 generated.
jTest was performed in a 'standalone*' environment.
Rir 3
Test Results: Time continuity testing demonstrated the software's
Capability to retain time of last scan previously g
processed and perform tests against initial time of
a
new data.
	
No problems encountered.
Error Processing/Recovery/Reporting was verified through
analysts of sum-ary reports and error messages. 	 Can.-
_;
parison of expected to actual results is shown in
figure 36.
C—.50
4.	 ,
VARIOLE
W301
W301
W301
W301
W301
W301
W301
TD300
TIM
76/6130 0530
76/6/30 0825
7616/30 0825
76/6/30 0825
76/6/30 0830
76/6/30 1425
76/6/30 1430
,rrr
EXPECTED ERRROR
Out of Limits
Out of Limits
Changed too fast
Rejected
Changed too fast
Out of Li-nits
Changed too fast
No change
ACTUAL ERROR
Out of Limits
Out of Limits
Changed too fast
Rejected
Changed too fast
Out of Limits
Changed too fast
No change
Figure 36. Comparison of Expected to Actual Results for Test 3-3
0
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5.2.4 TEST 3-4
Test Objective:	 Verify that Input Processing Software correctlyrr.+^^^ ram
processed BCH errors in input stream.
Teat Discussion:	 Test case data set generated which contained BCH
errors within data fields, scan time field, and data
block time fields.
Data set contained 256 data scans and covered time
interval irom 76/6/30 2145 to 76/7/1 1655.
Test Results:	 Analysis of error summary and error messages indi-
cated that a total of 1 complete scan and 1 complete
data block were rejected because of BCH errors.
Results agreed with expected results.
Figure 37 su=arizes the results associated with BCH
in data field.
5.2.5 TEST 3-5
Teat Objectives;	 Verity that the Input Processing Software correctly
performs the following functions:
(1) Catalogs Raw Input Data
(2) Writes Site Directory contents to tape with
archived raw data
f
(3) Writes rejected scans /variables /blocks to tape
Test Discussion: 	 Test data sets ' created for Tests 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4
used as input to test. During test, data and direc-
tory contents written to tape for archiving simulation.
. as
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_VARUBLE
EP300
EP402
EP50i
F300
I001 .
TD300
TD301
TD302
TD400
TD401
M402
TD600
W301
W400
a ^
ACTUAL EP OR
BCH Error
BCH Error
BCH Error
BCH Error
BCH Error
BCH Error
BCH Error
BCH Error
ACH Error
BCH Error
BCH Error
BM Error
BCH Error
BCH Error
i
1
n
,y
A
a
a
Sri:•	 k> -^ 	 ^^ i^VR .fr	 t
-S
Ai	 J
TIME E.TFCTED El"MOR
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error.
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
7616 /30 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
76/6130 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
76/6/30 2145 BCH Error
Figure 37. BCH Errors in Data Fields for Test 3-4
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Test Results:
	
Magnetic tape contents were analyzed for proper con-
tent. As shown in figure 3$, no problems were
encountered.
5.2.6 TEST 3-6
Test Ob3ectives:	 Verify that the History Program within the Input Pro-
'	 cessing Software properly merges processed data onto
archive tapes,
Test Discussion:	 Processed data generated during execution of Tests 3-2,
3--3, and 3-4 used as input to History Program.
Test was executed with a history cutoff time of
76/6/30 2359 in order to write all data prior to
that time to History Files.,`
I
Test Results:	 Analysis of sum ary messages indicated that all data
(detail hourly, and daily) occurring prior to 76/6/303
I
2359 was written to tape.
History tape was printed and correct content was
verified through analysis of data.
5.2.7 TEST 3--7
Test OUectives:	 Verify that the Input Processing Software properly 	 =`
generates the required reports and error messages.
i
Verity that user can control the.level of detail to	 ~
be included in reports and error messages. 	 '`?
r=
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EXPECTED SITE OBTAINED SITE EXPECTED DATA OBTAINED Dpa^-
DAY DIRECTORY RECORDS DIRECTORY RECORDS(*) RECORDS RECORDS(*)
1 3 3 27 27
2 3 3 27 27 1
3 3 3 28 28
Correct Data in Records
Figure 38.	 Raw Data Archiving Results (Test 3-3)
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Test Discussion:
	
	 Input data to the test consisted of test data
generated for Test 3-2.
Test consisted of several reruns of test data with
varying selection options for detail of output
reports.
Test Results:
	
	 For each output option selected, the test was executed.
The reports, error messages, summary of processing, etc.,
were analyzed for expected content. No problems were
encountered.
5.2.8 TEST 3-8
Test^4bJective:
	
	 Verify the capability to provide and maintain a
Site Description Directory for each site.
Test Discussion:
	
	 Test data was generated to describe 3 remote sites
with data formats containing 15 parameters per
r
scan, 31 parameters per scan, and 47 parameters per
scan respectively. For each site, the definition included:
(1) Measurement Name
(2) Location of measuremen t within scan,
(3) Length of data field
(4) Data base input definition
(5) Conversion type
(b) Conversion/Calibration coefficients
(7) Maximum/Minimem values
(8) Maximum change between successive reading
(9) Change/.do change indicator
	 -.
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pro-ram was used
e the directory
y were printed and
The Site Data Description Utility
to read the input data and generat
entries. Contents of the director
analyzed for correctness.
to Descriptions for
contained the cor-
es data from the
Test Results:	 As shown in Figure 39, the Site Da
•	 each site were created properly and
rect information.
5.2.9 TEST 3-9
Test Ob.ec_tive:_ 	 Verify the capability to accept ra
S/7 and store for processing.
were used to
/7 for transfer
ted on the S/7
transmitted to the
ubsequently processed
Tent Discussion: The SDAS simulator and actual WAS
generate and collect data on the S
to the S/370-145. The data collet
was printed prior to transmission,
S/370-145, stored onto disk, and s
by the input processing software.
to sets on the S/7
data transfer
f input processing
ect number of data
Test Results: Verification of the contents of da
and S /370-13 ensured that correct
occurred. In addition, analysis o
summary outputs verified that corr
bytes were processed.
5.2.10 TEST 3-10
to collect data,
d process data
erface test).
Test Objectives: Verify the overal l
 CDIPS capability
trans fer from S/7 to S/370-145, an
on the S/370-1 4 5 (overall CDPS int
.
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Test Discussion:
	 SDAS simulator on S/] used to simulate collection of
data from three remote sites. Approximately one day s
data (288 scans) from each site was simulated. No
errors Were included in the data.
Data was transmitted to S/370-145 by the S/7 software
and an operational processing cycle was performed on
the S/370-145 to verify overall system interfaces.
Results of input processing phase were retained for use
in data base update testing.
Test Results:
	 As shown in figure 40, each site's data was processed
with no error conditions encountered.
As shown in figure 41, the data base update input con-
tained all expected data from each site.
5.3 DATA BASE UPDATE TESTENG
Qualification of the Data Base Software included two basic test cases which
emphasized the capabilities to update and maintain the SUMS perfor;nanca
evaluation data bank and to ensure security of access to the data bank. Be--
cause a data base management system of proven capabilities was used for data
base s l iDport functions, detailed software testing* was not performed. Input to
test cases consisted of d.-ta generated during execution of Test 3-10 (see
paragraph 5.2.10).
5.3.1 TEST CASE 4-1
Test Objectives:	 Verify that the data base management system has the
capabilities to:
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Test Discussion:
	
	 SDAS simulator on S17 used to simulate collection of
data from three remote sites. Approxioately one day's
data (288 scans) from each site was simulated. No
errors were included in the data.
Data was transmitted to S/370-145 by the S/7 software
and an operational processing cycle was performed on
the S/370-145 to verify overall system interfaces.
Results of input processing phase were retained for use
in data base update testing.
Test Results:
	
	 As shown in figure 40, each site's data was processed
with no error conditions encountered.
As shown in figure 41, the data base update input con-
tained all expected data from each site.
5.3 DATA BASE UPDATE TESTING
Qualification of the Data Base Software included two basic test cases which
emphasized the capabilities to update and maintain the SIBS performance
evaluation data bank and to ensure security of access to the data bank. Be-
cause a data base management system of proven capabilities was used for data
ease support functions, detailed software testing was not performed. Input to
y	 test cases consisted of data generated during execution of Test 3-10 (see
paragrap_ 5.2.10).
5.3.1 TEST CASE 4-1
Test Objectives:
	 Verify that the data base management system has the
capabilities to:
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(1) Process tapes generated during the input processing
activities and update the performance evaluation
data bank
(2) Generate data bank entries for remote sites which
include non- instrumentation data
•	 (3) Accept non-instrumentation data via manual means
Test Discussion: The File Structure (FS) application program of the NIPS
system was used to structure the Site Description File
(DESCRIP) and three sub--files (SCAM, HOURLY and DAILY)
to contain the site parameter data which was generated
by the Input Processing System.
File Maintenance (FM) was performed against the 'DAL-SCRIP'
file using card input data to build site description
information for sites 00001, 00002 and 00003.
File Maintenance using two disk data sets and one
tape data set which were generated by the Input Pro-
cessing Subsystem. These data sets were used to
build the 'SQLW (site detail scan data), 'HOURLY' (scan
data accumulated into hourly data) and 'DAILY' (hourly
scan data accumulated into daily data) Files.
_	 The contents of the three files (SCAN, HOURLY and DAILY)
were printed in the same format as that printed by
input processing when its output data sets were created
to verify the data base contents with the input pro-
vided by input processing.
The contents of t:-&e 'DESCRIP' file was printed to compare
with the card input data used as input to the file.
F-75
Terminal input using the Source Data Automation
(SODA) capability of NIPS was performed, ehr ,, ging the
site name of site 00003 from 'QUAL/VERIF TEST SITE
THREE' to 'QUAL/VERIF TEST OF SODA FOR SITE THREE'
SODA capability to change all files in the DESCRIP
file were generated - listings provided for the SODA
change capability on the 'DESCRIP' file.	 4
Test Results:	 Analysis of the print of the data base contents
showed that the data was identical to that generated
by the input processing software.
Analysis of data base content also showed that non-
instrumented data input was correct.
5.3.2 TEST 4-2
Test Objectives:	 Verify that access to the data base can only be
achieved through use of proper access codes.
Test Discussion: 	 Testing of the terminal security required that the
Terminal Processing Monitor be provided with a table
showing valid terminal 'Logon' codes and file access
authorization.
Four signon codes were provided along with a special
code which provided access to all files for both
reading and writing.	 i -
These codes were:	 :F
	WALL - LGAA
	
r
BAMT - LGAA
RYAN - LG U
AQUIU - LUA
SYSGR - ALOK(*)
	
F-'7G	 :
JI f
The files were provided .access authorization in the
following manner:
File 	 Authorization	 Cap bility
DESCRIP	 LGAA	 Read/Write
•	 HOURLY	 LGAA	 Read Only
SCAN	 LGAA	 head Only
DAILY	 LGAA	 Read Only
SIMWEA
	
LGAB	 Write Only	 ^.
*Note:	 SYSMGR has authorization to all files for both read /write.
Test Results:	 I.	 Terminal to&on was attempted in the following
manner with indicated results.	 I
TER.'^INAL INPUT	 SYSTEMS RESPONSE F 
s
3
1.	 LOGON 1234-R	 'LOGON ;SSG WAS hl,%ERIC'	 .
'LOGON NOT ACCEPTED'
i
2.	 LOGON RYd.'S-R	 'LOGON REQUEST ACCEPTED'
3.	 LOGON SMITH--R	 'YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED	 `..
TETLI41NAL DISABLED'	 (^}
-	
*A message 'Unauthorized User Attempting to use Terminal DD62260A, Check on
NIPS Console Bldg. 5-3' was generated at the S-143 operator console.	 The `TIPS	 r;
.fi
terminal was deactivated until the computer operator enabled it.
II.	 Once 'LOGON' was successful an atLCX.pe was made
to access a file for which there was no authori-
zation.
	
File "HOURLY' with access code of LGAA
was accessed by -IYAN -with access code of LGA3
with the follow.'n- results:
F-T7
T: +^ _.^.^5i^	 }	
Ka	
'^^ .yam
	
'4 ... Rt	 1.	
..y.+_
	
W5	
!]F[	
'Gl	
i 	
j
TERMINAL INPUT. SYSTE 4 RESPONSE
'FILE HCU LY.	 'EOH RECEIVED'
LIST ROSI3. -Q	 'QUIP STARTED'
'APPLICATION PROGRAM 'TERMINATED
DUE TO INVALID ACCESS'
'YOU CAN'T HAVE ACCESS TO FILE'
The computer operator was sent a nessage ' Termi-
nal DD'2260A unauthorized to use file HOURLY'
giving him the indication that someone had
attempted to access a file for which they were
not authorized.
III. The 'DESCRIP' file was structured with a classi-
fication of solar. A further test of file
security was performed to ensure that of the
correct logon code Boas showing and had access to
a particular file, that the classification of
the file was also required. The terminal ses-
sion resulted in the following:
TERMI';AL INPUT	 SYSTEM RESPO„SE
LOGON SYSe1GR-R	 'LOGON ACCEPTED'
FILE DESCRIP.	 'CLASS OPERATOR
LIST SITEID.--Q	 REQUIRED'
The proper file classification was then given,
thusly:
FILE DESCRRIP.
CLASS SOU R.
LIST S ITEIII . -Q	 'SITE IDENTIFICATION
00001
00002
00003'
F-78
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IV. To test the ability to read a file that is write
only a QUIP was run against the SIMWEA file as
shown:
TEP,M1 I,INPUT
	
SYSTr,kl RESPONSE
LOGON RYAN-•R	 'LOGOS RECEIVED'
FILE SL` 67-4.	 'QUIP STATED'
LIST SDASA-Q
'APPLICATION PROG10 TERMI-
NATED DUE TO INVALID ACCESS'
'YOU CANNOT HAVE ACCESS TO
FILE'
V. A Source Data Automation (SODA) file maintenance
set of statements was generated to test the
capability of 'write' inhibit for a read only
file (HOURLY). (See listing for job D268SOD.)
When the file maintenance to update fields of
,a
file 'HOURLY' was attempted the results were as
follows:
TERMINAL INPUT SYSTE`! RESPONSE
LOGON WALL-R iOGON REQUEST ACCEPTED
FILE HOURLY REPORT SOD	 EGM RECEIVED
X00004KV76091200005H-F	 FMSODA STARTED
INPUT SCRATCHED. READY
FOR MORE.
UPDATE-F EOM RECEIVED
***ERROR** 11'.ZAUT%ORIZED
ATTEMPT TO UPDATE FILE
TYPE CANCEL ALL-F TO
SIGNOFF
CANCEL AT,L-F EOM RECEIVED
ALL UPDATES TO HOURLY
CANCELL&
SIGNOFF ACCEPTED HOURLY t
'0-gin A.:	 .
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5.4 USSR SUPPORT SOFTWARE TESTING
User support verification was accomplished through the performance of four test
cases. The input to these test cases consisted of the data bass crested during
performances of Test L (see paragraph 5.3.1). The correlation of test cases
to user support re:gai`eiaents is shown in the following matrix.
vgrR S11PPnRT
RE DIRE-,=TS h	 '
Information Retrieval x
Plot of Parameters x
Report Generation X
Magnetic Tape Gen. x
Discussion of objectives and results of each test is presented in the following
paragraphs
5.4.1 'PEST 5-1
Test Objective.	 Verify the capabilities of the user support software
to perform information retrieval from the data bank.
Retrieval must be supported in both batch and technical
access modes.
Test Discussion:	 BATCH MODE
Information retrieval queries using the QUIP capability
of the RIPS system were performed against the ' DESCRIP',
'SCAN', 'HOURLY' and 'DAILY' files to obtain the indi-
cated data elements.
h
C^ 1	 F-3D
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QUIP #1 - Accessed the I DESCSIP' file to obtain
the folloving elements:
9
a. SITEID (site identification)
' b. SYSIU (system type)
CS S3TVe1M (s..te Hama)
^ 1
QUIP #2 - Accessed the 'SCAN' file to obtain:
a. ROSID (site identification)
b. (date)
e, (time)
d. Nlll (parameter)
k:
QUIP 03 - Accessed the 'ROURLY' file to obtain:	 a
a.
A
(situ identification)
b. (data)
C . (time)
	 J:
d. N111 (parameter)
QUIP 44 - Access the 'DAILY' file to obtain:
a. (site identification)
b. (date)
c. (time)
' d. Hlll ( parz=eter)
The contents a*orc corrpnr4d against the dater base
contents obtained in Test 4-1 to ensure correctness.5
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TERMINAL MODE
During terminal session queries were made
Identical to those performed in the batch mods
(section A) and the results compared for verif i-
cation.
Test Results%	 Analysis of information retrieval results against
data base contents through comparison indicated no
problems in information retrieval capability.
5.4.2 TEST 5-2
Test ObJective:	 Verify the user support capability to provide plotsr	 rw^.^
of data on Tektronix 4015 display.	 R+
'lest Discussiont	 The plot capability of the system was exercised in
both the batch and terminal modes.
BATCH
A batch job was Submitted to retrieve twenty-four
hours of data (one day) from the 'HOURS' file con-
sisting of parameter N111 fnr date 760901, site
000003. This data was used by the plot program to
generate a Tektronic 4015 plot of the parameter.
TERMINAL
The 'PRAM' field of the term inal plot program was modi-
fied to obtain a plot for date 760901 and site 00003.
The results of the plot output were compared to that
obtained . in the batch made.
s+' -83
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Test Results: Cowrison of plots to data within the data base
indicated that correct data was presented on the plot.
Exampla of plot is shown in figure 42.
5.4.3
	
TEST 5-3
Test DbJectivat Verify the capability to provide scheduled reports
` to users.
•	 Test Discussion: The 'DESCRIP'. ' SCAN', 'HOURLY', and 'DAILY' files
were accessed and the data formatted in the scheduled
report configuration.	 The resultant output reports were
compared with the data content of the files for con-
sistency.
Test Resultst Analysis of report content to data base contact through
comparison indicated that correct data was contained in
reports.
5.4.4	 TEST 5-4
_Test O bective. : Verify the capability to provide users with magnetic
tapes containing data base information.
Test Discussica: Using a query to generate a plot ror parameters N111
versus N406 for site 00003 the resultant data was
written to a magnetic tape (job D208RI'T1).	 The con-
tents of the tape was printed (job fl208RIT) and com-
pared to the data base content.
Test Results: Comparison of.magnatic tape content to data base con-
tent indicated correct data was written to magnetic
tape.
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Acceptance testing of the CDPS consisted of an end-to-and rystem test. All
elements of the hardware (SDAS, telephone lines, system/7, and S1378-1+5) and
software (S/7 and S/370-145) were included in the test. Known voltage
references here attached to the SDAS. Those reference signals were recorded by
the SDAS and collected from the SDAS b^- the S/7 via telephone lines. This
data was then used as a test case to verify the operational capabilities of the
CDP$.
figures 43 - 45 contain a summary of the results of acceptance tenting and.
show that the overall flew of data from send-to-end is correct and consistent
at each system interface.
6.1 COMMZNICATION INTERFACE ACCEPTANCE TESTING
6.1.1 'TEST 1-1
Test Objective:
	
Verify that the test engineer can utilize the S/7
manual interface capability to test WAS operation
at remote site.
Test Discussion:	 The manual S/7 software was loaded into the 5/7 and
all co=ands were manually issued to the SDAS via
telephone lines. Both the caiinand issued by the
test engineer and the responses received from the
SDAS were printed for analysis.
Both valid and Invalid commands were issued during the
teat to ensure that invalid co=ands were rejected by
the system,
Test Resultat
	
Analysis of oa-line communication log indicated cor-
rect operation of the :„anual interface curability.
1 ACCEPTANCE TEST SUMMARV
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1NPlR
s1 70->t s INPUT ItMCESSING
"	 ' ClfAliRfL INPUT "LIAM 517 lNptff PR=SSING EON- alTA "MIIAmn
R AIf;EO EXPECTED EXPECTED SUMMED. J TRIM
fI AO) 0000 ,(OY.) 0000 (Noise) 100.19E 100.1170 None None 100.1,. 300.1
AIlZ COOO a. 715.0 CO00 0.75Y) 30°F 30.00F None None- 30.0 .30.0
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A04{
.
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A06 CQOO (45W) CO00 (45M) -99999.0 -29999.0 None None -94999.0 -99994.
A07 0000 (OV) 0000 (OY) 30.0 30.0 Hone None 30.0 30.0
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Figure 44. Multiplexer 6 Input
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7 INPUT : V370-145 INPUT X70-145 ERRORS
EXPECTED. ACTUlUL EXPECTED ACTUAL
COOO 213.78 12.13.7 Out of Out of
Limits Limits
0000 0.0 0.0 Hone Clone
0000 397.20 397.1 Out of out of
Limits Limits.
0040 .097752 0.0 tione Hone
0000 9.91 9.9 Out of Out of
Limits Limits
0040 .097752 0.0 None tone
COW 0 0 Ilona l'tone
FFCO 100.1 100.0 Out of Out of
limits Limits
0000 0.0 0.0 finite None
0040 -49.805 .49.8 tt011e Mane
0040 0.0 0.0 bone None
0040 -49.805 49.8 (tone Nene
00.10 0.0 0.0 (tone tiur+e
0440 -49.805 -49.8 None None
0040 0.0 0.0 Norte None
0040 30,166 30.1 Hone Nona
DATA WE MUSSING
EXPECTEO ACTUAL
1213.7, 1213.7'
0.0. :0.0
391.1 397.1
0.0'' 0.0
0.0. .0.0
0 0
100.0 luo.0.
0.0 0.0
-49.8
0.0 0.0
-49.8 -49.8
0.0 0.0
-49.8 -49.8
0.0 0.0
30.1 30:1
DATA WE
	 Ssim
EVECTED ACTUAL
0.0 0.0
30.0 30.0
-99998.0 -999990
30;1 30.1
-99999.0 -999549
100.0 100.0
0.0 0.0
100.0 100.0
-99999.0 -"9".0
100.0 100.0
]00.1 100.1
100.0 100.0
100.0 100.0
-99999.0 -99999.0
.1 .1
-99999.0 -99994.0
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figure 45. Multiplexer C Input
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ACCEPTANCE 'LEST SUMMARY
;J7 INPUT 1370-145 INPUT V370-145 ERRORS
EXPECTED ACTUAL. EXPECTED ACTlOiL
0000 0.0 0.0 None Now
0!104 30.0 30.0 !tune Norge
0040 -99999.0 -99999.0 None Bone
0040 30.166178 30.1 None Nacre
0000 -99999.0 -99999.0 None None
0000 100.0 100.0 None bone
0000 0.0 0.0 None None
0000 100.0 100.0 None None
0080 -99999.0 -99999.0 None None
0040 100.091752 100.0 None .None
0080 100.195 100.1 hone Nons
0000 100.0 100.0 None alone
0000 100.0 100.0 None None
0000
-99999.0 -99999.0 None lions
0000 .194 .1 None None
0000 -99999.0 -99999.0 Bone tone
i"j	 `mil
$61.2 TEST 1-2
Test Objective: •
	Verify that the S/7 operational software can:.
•
•	 (1) Co=unicate with SDAS via telephone lines
(2) Collect data from SDA5
(3) Stole data onto disk
(4) Transfer data to S/370-145
Test Discussion
	
	 S/7 operational software was used to collect from the
SPAS 5 consecutive tines prior to data transfer to
S/370-145 This tested the maximum limit on collection/
storage/data transfer requirements.
In addition, a single collection was performed, printed
an the S/7 printer, transferred to the 5/370-145, and
a comparison made to ensure that correct data was
transferred. This single collection test data was
used for acceptance testing of S/370•-145 software and
consisted of 10,720 bytes (approximately one day's
_	 volume for one site).
TEST 1-3
Test ObJective.
	
	 Verify that the input processing operational software
cart:
(1) Accept data from S/7
(2) Perform raw data processing
(3) Perform memo and summary processing
(G) Generate data base update
(5) Perform data archiving
Test Discussion:
	
	 Site directory for site #1 generated and used during
input processing phase to control input decommutation
and parameter conversion/calibration functions.
Input to test consisted of data collected from SDAS
by S/7 (known input). Operational processing per-
formed on input. Detail print options selected to
provide data for verification analyses.
Data base update data file created for use in testing
data base software.
Test Results:
	
	 Detailed comparison of results obtained during input
processing with those expected with known input indi-
cated that data decconvutation, conversion/calibration,
and parameter testing areas of software performed
properly.
i
History and archive data were compared to expected,
and no problems were found.
P-g0
TEST 1-4
Test Oh ective:	 Verify the capability of the data base system to
•	 support the operational environment.
Test Discussion:	 Using data sets generated by input processing files
'SCAN t , 'LOURLY' and 'DAILY' were structured and up-
dated using File Structuring (FS) and File 'Mainte-
nance (- 1,) capability of 4IPS. A new 'DESCRSP' (Site
Description Data) file was generated for site 00001
HC using FS and M procedures.
Test Results: To verify the contents of the four files Output Pro-
cessing (OP) was used to produce reports of the file
data. This data was compared to the input data gen-
erated by input Processing and found to be the same.
6.4 USER SUPPORT ACCEPTANCE TESTING
TEST 1-5
Test Objective:
	
Verify that the user support capability of the CDPS
accom:acdate the operational environment.
Test Discussion:	 The tollzovirg runs were pertormed .against the data
base to produce us:-r reports/outputs:
(1) Scho;: , , led reikc;rt cueration
(2) retries*ai
(3) 1,tig . t ic	 gtieration
(4) Plot of seaocted parameters
r
Test Results:	 Cowpari cn of conrent of a-11 output with expected
tcontirl L r,_ d..to 'o- , 	z..c. ated that user support
capabii:.L{,:.: funit,cr; ;sr^^azr1^.
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COPS TESTING LEVELS
a	 Development Testing
e	 Qualification Testing
a	 Acceptance Testing	
aI
Ca
e	 Consisted on detailed software debug tests performed by programmers during software
development
•	 Purpose of testing was to ensure that software satisfied requirements at lowest levels
z
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QUALIFICATION TESTING
0	 All testing performed on.operational COPS computer hardware
•	 SDAS simulated an S/7
Two levels of testing
Standalone
Integrated
•	 Standalone testing,characteristics:
Simulated Input through use of S/370-146 "driver" prograin
Predictable input parameters used to exerciseinput processing software
Error conditions included in data
Three simulated input cases used to test all error processing, normal processing functions,
and report generation
•	 Integrated testing characteristics:
•	 Simulated input front S/7 SDAS simulator
-	 S/370-145 to S/7 interface used to communicate data between systems
-	 Controlled input simulation to provide predictable test results
-	 Remote sites with formats of 15, 31. and 47 parameters simulated
-	 Output for archiving and data file updating will be verified
M
MEL
I r-1
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ACCEPTRICE TESTING
•	 Testing enviroment includes all operational hardware and software
Site data acquisition subsystem (SDAS)
Telephone interface between SDIS and S/7 coumnication interface
-	 S/7 coavunication interface configuration
e	 Controlled input, into SDAS provides predictable data for use in verification
e	 Normal operational environr.,Rnt used for acceptance testing
Procedures used for control of testing
r
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C01 ,14UN I CAT IOIIS INTERFACE SOFTWARE TESTIRG
SITE DIRECTORY
!.4'7
R^.equicements.
Maintain on S/7 Disk
SDAS Station Address
a	 SOAS Con',3JUnication Status
SDAS Dial Digits
S T 'AS Process Requirements
SDAS Data Collection Ti me
SDAS Error Information
+u^^;ber of Disk Extents
F'	 Site Record Index
Site Byte Count
Initial Realtime Clock
BCH Errors
Manually Update Directory
Site Directory Print
€'erfonnance.
Spec. Ref.
2.2
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2,1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.1.7..
2.2.1.8
2.2.1,9
2.2.1.10
2.2.1.11
2.2.2
2.2.3
Verification Revel Opment
Test Cases Testing Status
2-1 X Verified:
2
2-1 X Veri Ned 
2-1 X Verified
2-1 X Verified
2-1,2-2,2-3,2-4: X Verified
2-1 X Verified.'. >
2-1,2-2,2-3 X Verified
2-2 X Verified:
2-2,2-3,2-4 X' Verified
2-2,2-3,2-4 X Verified -
2-2,2-3,2-4,1-2 X. Verified
1-2 X Verified
2-1,2-2,2-3,2-4 X Verified 0
2-1,2-2,2-3,2-4 X Verified
Requirements
Interface Comands
Data Integrity HCH Errors
Hardware Status
Data Set Check
Data Overrun
System/7 XIO Errors
c	 Software Error
Perfonnance
Spec. Ref. 	 Test Ca .es
2.3.1	 1-1,1-2,2-3
2.3.2	 2-3,1-2
2.3.3	 2-3
COMMUNICATIONS HARD14ARE INTERFACE
r
r;
Development
Testing Status .:
X Yer. i fled g
X :Verified.
X Yeri faed
wry
SYSTEM 71 - SFAS COMMUNICATIONS
Performance Development
Sri:.
Requirements Spec.	 Ref. Test Cases Testing Status
Comiand Message Processing 2.4.1 2-3,1-1 X Verified
Reply Message Processing 2.4.2 2-3,1-1 X Verified
Normal Reply 2.4.2.1
Error Reply 2.4.2.2
Command Definition 2.4.3 2-3,1-1 X Verified
Co=and Message Format 2.4.4 2-3,1-1 X Verified
Reply Message Forr.at 2.4.5 2-3,1-1 X Verified
Mead Tape Reply 2.4.5 1-1,2-2 x Verified
Coa munication Report 2.4.7 2-3,1- 1,2-2,1-2 X Verified
2.5
2.s
2-2,2-3,2-4,1-1
2 -3,1-2
DATA STORE
Performance	 .
S #ec.Ref.	 Test Cases
	
2.5	 1-202-2
	
2.5	 1-2,2-2
Requirements
Chained Buffer
Disk Storage
!Update Directory
Ti:aa of Collection
yyj
V
f	 /
Devel i ment
Testing	 Status
x	Verified
Verified
Verified
Verified
x
x
x
TRA'AS MIT DATA TO HOST
Development
Testing Status
X Verified
X Verified
x Verified
X Verified
X Verified
Performance
Requirements
	
S pec. Ref.
	 Test Cases
Retrieve Data from Disk,	 2.6
	
2-4,1-2
Build Header
	
2.)
	
2-4,1-2
Update Site Directory
	 2.6
	
2-4,1-2
Transmit Data
	
2.6
	
2-4,1-2
Error Recovery*)
	
2.6
	
2-4
r^
*} - Operator error tested hardware errors would require modification
of hardware being used by other programs.
Mr"t,iAL CONTROL
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Performance Development.
^Jrec.	 "Ief. lest Cases Tes ting States
2.7 2-2,2-3 X Verified
2.7 2-2,2-3 x Verified
2.7 2-2,2.3 7( Verified+,
,•2.7 2-292-3 Verified
2.7 2-2,2-3 X Verified
•	 r
Manually Sel ect Site
Manually Select Co.munds
Print Replies from S€)AS
Print Error Conditions
Selective Print of Si te Data
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S/374 - S/1 Communications
Input Format Definition
ACCEPT RAN DATA FROM SYSTEM/7
Performance
Vie,. Ref.	 Test Cases
3.2	 2-4,3-9,1-3
2.6	 2-4,3-9,1-3
Store onto S/370 Disk 3.2 2-403-9.1-3	 X
Error Detection/Recovery 3.2 2-4,3-9,I-3	 x
Verified"
f;f
Verified (Use of
standard system
software package)
DECOMMUTATE RAW DATA INTO SCANTS
Perfonuance 0evelopment
Requirements 5 ec.- 	 j1ef. Test Cases Testing Status
Separation of BCH's and flags 3.3 3-2,3-10,1-3 X Verified
from data
Locating Block-Starts, 3.3 3-2,3-10,1 -3 -	 X Verified
End-of-Blocks, and
End-of-Sites
Extract Scans 3.3 3-2,3-10,1-3 X Verified
Error Processing 3.3 3-203-10.1-3 X Verified
EY.TRACT VARIABLES AND CONVERT TO ENG.m r'ERING UNITS
Performance Development
F?equirements Spec.	 Ref . Test Cases Testinq^
Process Variable Input Formats 3.3 3-10, 3-9 X
3-1, 3-8
Maintain Site directory 3.3 3-1, 3-8, 1-3	 x
Calibration/Conversion of 3.3 3-2, 3-10, 1-3	 x
Variables
Status
Verified
Verified
Verified
a
Q
s
Requirements
Vari ables Exceeding Man/Plin
Limits
Variables Exceeding Change
Limits
Time Continuity
DC14 Error Testing
Rejection of Variables
No Change in Variable
Error r1essages
Control Over Printing
CONVERTED VARIABLE TESTING
Perfanuance
r
Spec.	 Re f. 'Tes t Cases
3.5 3-2, 3-3, 3-10,
1-3
3.5 3-2, 3-3, 3-10,
1-3
3.5 3-3, 3-10. 1-3
3.5 3-4, 3-10, 1-3
3.5 3-3, 3-4, 1-3
3.5 3-3, 1-3
3.5 3-3, 3-4, 1-3
3.5 3-7, 1-3
Development
Testing	 Status.
X
	
Verified
X
	
Verified
X
	
Verified
X
	 Verified
	
^r
X
	
Verified
X
	
Verified
X
	
Verified
X
	
Verified
COMPUTE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PARAMETERS
Perfoniwnce Development
Requirements Spec.	 Ref. Test Cases Testing Status
Compute'Performance 3.6 3-2, 3-3, x Verified
Evaluation Parameters 3-4* 3-10, 1-3
Bypass Coirputations W hich 3.6 3-2, 3-3 9 x Verified
Use Erroneous Input Data. 3-4, 1-3
GENERATE INPUT FOR.DATA BASE UPDATE
Performance Devel opment
gequiremeri:ts Spec. 	 Ref. Test Cases Testing. Std.
.Detailed Data . 3.7 3-10. 1-3 X: Verified
Hourly Data
k'
3,7 3-10, 1-3 % Verme4i
1
' 	 Daily Data 3.7 3.10. 1-3 % Verified"
G
f	 i
Requirements
Raw Data Archiving
Processed Data Archiving
Formatting of Tapes
Printing of Tape Contents
CREATE NiSTORYiARCHIVE TAPES
Perforwance Development
Spec.
	 Ref. Test. Cases Testing Status
3.8 3-5, 1-3 X Verified .
3.8 34. 1-3 % Verified
3.8 3-5, 3-6, 1-2 X Verified
3.8 3-5, 3-6, 1-3 X Verified
CREATE INPUT SUMMARY REPORTS AND ERROR MESSAGES
Performance
	 Development
ReSW i remen is Spec .	 Ref. Test Cases : Testing - Status
Daily Report of Data Base 3.9 3-10, 1-3 X	 . Verified
Input
Monthly.Archiving Report 3.9 3-6, 1-^3 X Verified	 A
Daily Input Processing 3.9 3-2, 3-3, x Verified
Sulmnary 3-4, 3-10, 1-3
Input Processing Error 3.9 3-2, 3-3, X Verified
Messages 3-4, 3-10, 1.3
Site Directory Contents 3.9 3-1, 3-8, 1-3 X Verified	 ar'
Calibration/Conversion) Report
User Selection of Print 3.9 3-7 X Verifieds
Options
FILE MAINTENANCE SOFT,NARE
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AUT014ATIC UPDATE OF DATA BASE
Performance Development
Requirements Spec.	 Ref. ;;.st Cases Testing Status
Accept Output of Input 4.2 4-1, 1-3 x Verified
Processing Software
Input Format 4.2 4-1, 1-3 x Verified
Error Processing 4.2 4-1, 1-3 x Verified (use
standard softwa^e
WAUAt INPUT T4 DATA BASE
Perfomance Development
RequirQmpnts Spec.	 Bel. Test Cases Testing
Vanual Entry of Data 4.3 4-1, 1-4 X
Via Terminal
Eianual Entry of Data 4,3 4-1, 1-4 X
Via Satoh
Editting of Input Eorrat/ 4.3 4-1, 1-4 X
Error Processing
r
iA
Status
Verified
Verified
T'
Development
Testing'
.x
Status
Verified Through
Use of Standard
Software
It	 6
. Requirements
Support Standard Data
Base Management
System Capabilities
DATA BASE MAINTENANCE, ACCESS, UPDATE
Performance
Spec. Ref.	 Test Cases
4.4
t
w
Status
Verified
Devel olmnent
Te_. std
x
w
c,
R, qui rements
Data Base Access
Security
DATA SASE SECURITY
Performance
.Sooc. _Ref.	 hest Cases
4.5
	
4-2
DAM
USER SUPPORT SOFTWARE
3 F-
^	 Y
Requirements
Support Standard Data
Base Infoneation
Retrieval Capabilities
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
Per•fontance
Spec. Ref.	 Test Cases
5.2	 5-1, 1-5
c
rcs
Development
Testing	 Status
x
	
Verified
.0
PLOT CAPABILITY
Performance
	
Development
Requirements	 Spec, Ref.	 Test Cases	 Testing., 	 Status
Provide Plots of Remotely	 5.3	 5-29 1-5	 X	 Verified
Recorded Data to
Performance Analyst
Plots Generated for Tektronix	 5.3	 5-2, 1-5	 X	 Verified
4015/A531 Terminal "nit
R
A:. Z
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VIA
•. A
ReIIu i remr, nt5
Use of Information Retrieval
Capability to Access Data
Case to Create Standard
Reports (Oaiiy and Monthly)
GENERATION OF SCHEDULED REPORTS
Performance
Spec. Ref.	 Test Cases
5.4
	
5-3, I-4
Development
Testing,	 Status
X
	
Verified
MAGNETIC TAPE GENEPATION
s
Perfoniance
Rcgnirements
	 Spec, Ref.	 Test Cases
Provide Capability to 	 5.5	 5-4, 1-4
Generate Magnetic Tapes
Development
Testing.	 Status
x
	
Verified
Requirements
Provide User with
Capability to Access
Data Base: Via Terminal
or Uatch Methods
TERMINAL/BATCH CAPABILITIES
Perfonuance
Spec. - Ref.	 Test Cases
5.6	 5-1, 1-4
Development
Testing,	Status
X	 Verified
0
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-	 Changing user requi rements
•	 Changes which impact the Performance Specification will require MSFC approval
ra
•	 Software Listings will be updated and released for use as changes are approved and
implemented
•	 Tracking of software configuration via software identification and Software Release
Notice	 r
MTICIPATED
CHMiGES
Performance
Evaluation Equations
System Improvements
Problem Resolution
C
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SIMS CDPS SOFTWARE 
RELEASE 
NOTICE (SRN)
im 2 Von= omvpl^
I.	 SRN NUMBER:
	 SYSTEM NAME:
RELEASE DATE:	 MANAGER'S SIGNATURE:
ATTACHMENTS:
1. CHANGE DESCRIPTIONILIST
PROBLEM RESOLUTIONI LIST
3. C 3 SOFTWARE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
4. OTHER
RELEASE AUTHORIAl ION - CONTRACT 'MASS-32036
•	 1
CDPS DELIVERABLE ITEMS
•	 Software Listings
-
	 Communication Interface Software (System/7)
-	 Input Processing Software (System/370-145)
Central Data Processing System (CDPS) Users Manual
Software Release Notice (SRN)
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SIMS COPS SOFTWARE RELEASE NOTICE (SRN)
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COPS Operational Softtivare
	1.	 SRN NUMBER:	 1	 SYSTEM NAME:	 se ire)
RELEASE DATE: _10/1/7 MANAGER'S SI GNAT U RE:
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11.	 ATTACHMENTS:
1. CHANGE OESCRIPTICNILIST
i;
2. ] PROBLEM RESOLUTION/LIST
3. [X , SOFTWARE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
4. r	 OTHER
111. RELEASE AUTHCRIATION - CONTRACT NASS-32036
	IV.	 SYSTEM RECOVERY INFCRMATION
MAGNETIC TAPE DISK DATA SET
SYSTEM/7 SOURCE STATEN T S	 1671
SYSTEM/370045 SOURCE S T a.TEMEN f S
	
01617	 SIm5IpS.scyRCE .
SIMSIf S.Lt!00
(33004)
	
NIPS LOAD M^0QLE 3385	 FFSLI5 (2314)
I	 C-4 G
1SOFTWARE SYSTEM, CONFIGURATION
ATTACHMENT 3
SYSTEM NA*'E:	 CDPS Operational Software (Baseline)
S/7 Software
Program Name	 Revision Level
Site Data Collect
	 Baseline
Manual Test	 Baseline
Dump Directory	 Baseline
Update Directory
	 Baseline
S1370-145 Software (:nput Processing)
Progran^Name Revision Level
Raw Data Processing Baseline
Merge and Sur,rary Baseline
History Baseline
Site Data Description Utility Baseline
Raw Data Archiving Utility Baseline
Data base 'Suf ware
Proaran 'large R evisio n
 
Le vel
FFSLIB (NIPS) Baseline
r .z
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OPERATIONAL SUPPORT/PLANS
Site Installation
-	 Programmers will actively participate in ensuring that SDAS communicPtes
properly with CDPS
-	
Use of iinual SDAS/CDPS interface capability for site installation veritication
•	 Operational Support
-
	
	
Perform updates to CUPS software to reflect changes for performance evaluation
and improved capabilities
-	 Perform continuing analysis of CDPS software operation to identify improvements,
to identify system problem areas, and to assist in troubleshooting suspected
proble.- areas
-	 Support	 access to the data base
p o	 Training
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